archaeological, historical and numismatic contexts The
pubhcation includes also several hoards and 'mini' hoards, a full
catalogue m Latin and Arabic, plates and extensive bibliography
For more details please contact Robert Kool, Curator Coin
Department, Israel Antiquities Authonty (lAA)
To order a copy of the Journal please wnte to Harriet Menachem,
Secretary, Israel Antiquities Authority, POB 586, Jerusalem,
Israel
• Beginning with its September 1999 issue, Arkeoloji ve Sanat
(a scholarly journal focusing on the archaeology and art of
Turkey and the Middle East) will include a numismatics
section, including rare or interesting coin specimens from
local and international collections (both private and public),
fresh discoveries in the field, and notice of current
publications
Articles can focus on any period or area of Anatolian or
Middle Eastern numismatics They will be published in English
and Turkish, and should be submitted on computer disk in
Microsoft Word format with an accompanying hardcopy and
black/white or color photographs or negatives
The editors reserve the right to rework the content of any
submission to ensure that it is editorially sound and conforms to
the adopted style of the journal Final copy, however, will only be
printed with the approval of the author
Inquiries and submissions should be directed to Brian
Johnson and Oguz Tekin at the following address
Archaeology & Art Publications
Hayriye Cad , gorlu Apt 3/4 80060
Beyoglu, Istanbul
Turkey
Fax +90 212 245 6877 Tel +90 212 249 6960
E-mail bnanjohnson@superonline com
•

Ak(es (Part 1} Orhan Gazi Murad II, AD 699 848, by
Slobodan Sreckovic, 192 pages, plus 345 coins photos on 18
plates, and 1200 line drawings of 540 akges in the text, 23
tables 7 x Wi inches, stiff paper cover Limited edition,
published by the author, Belgrade, 1999 $65 (around £40)
E mail sreckob@eunet yu
More than a dozen years of intense research have gone into
prepanng this major work which wil be in four volumes The
author has examined thousands of these intnguing Ottoman silver
coins, in private and pubhc collections and in his own remarkable
collection His meticulous drawings show every design and
variety of the series The coinage of each Ottoman sultan is
explained according to histoncal evidence, with types of obverses
and reverses and lists of recorded akfes in addition to rare ones,
with photos
The author has established a uniform system for cataloguing
both pubhshed coins and those likely to be discovered in the
future, a system which proved excellent in his first work about
Ottoman coins minted in the territory of Yugoslavia (1987) The
text IS in Enghsh with the transcriptions of the com legends in
Turkish from the Arabic script The various ways in which the
mint-names are written on the coins of Mehmed Celebi and
Murad II is a noteworthy portion of the text Two maps are
included plus hsts of the numismatic and historical literature
consulted For the tirst time, in one book, all necessary
information about akge coinage up to AH 848 can be found, and
early in the next year, part 2 will cover the penod up to AH 918
Ken MacKenzie
•

Bulletm 35-36 (1999) of the Turkish Numismatic Society
has been published (ISSN 1302 - 3004) It contams the
foUowmg articles
Karamanogullan 'nin Metnluk sultam Nasir
Nasreddin Muhammed adma darpettiklen paralar
(Karamamd coins struck in the name of the
Mamluk sultan Nasir Nasreddin Muhammad) by
Yilmaz Izmirher
Aydinogullan beyhgi'mn kurulu§ yillanna ait
gumü:^ sikkeler (Silver coins relating to the
founding years of the Aydin state) by All Sakar

Ilk defa bulunan bir darp yen "Manavgat" (The
mint-name "Manavgat" discovered for the first
time) by M Iskender Targaf
Musa Qelebi 'nm yayinlanmamif yeni tip bir
akfesi (A new type of akge of Musa Qelebi) by
Fikn Akdoganlar
Akches forged in 1565 at the Belgrade mint by
Slobodan Sreckovic
Silber-prügungen sulaimam von Misr by Ertekm
Yemsey and Rolf Ehlert
An Iftihar medal of Mahmud II by Kenneth M
MacKenzie
Osmanli ar^ivlennde bulunan ni^an imaldt ve
muhasebesme ait bir defter (An account-book
found in the Ottoman archives concerning the
accounts and production of military badges(^) by
Cell] Ender
"Suphi Pa^a fabnkasi" markalan (Tokens from
the Suphi Pa^a Factory) by Tevfik Seno Arda
Turk muzeciliginm 150 yilinda Ahmed Fethi Pa^a
ve bastinlan 150 yd hatira madalyonlari (Medals
struck to commemorate 150 years of Turkish
museology and Ahmed Fethi Pa§a) by Dogu
Mermerci
•
•

Kerim lurkmen Eretna Beyligl sikkelen (Coins of the
Eretnids), Kaysen, 1995 34 pages, 15 plates
Edliem Eldem Osmanli Bankasi banknotlan (Banknotes of
the Ottoman Bank), Istanbul, 1998, 168 pages

•

Kenneth MacKenzie A bronze Roman coin overstruck at an
Ottoman mint, published in Dinar no 12, July 1999 Belgrade
This deals with a com of Constantine I overstruck at the
Ottoman mint of Tire with ornamental designs on both sides

•

Wayne G Sayles Ancient Coin Collecting, vol VI This, the
final volume of the series, introduces the coinage of such
non-classical cultures as the Celts, Scythians, Huns, Kushans,
Guptas, Persians, Parthians, Sasanians, Elymains, Sabaeans,
Himyantes, Nabataeans, Armenians, Jews, Islamic
Caliphates, Turkomans, Mongols and others It is hardbound, 208 pages, profusely illustrated and indexed It
includes glossaries, maps, tables and extensive
bibliographies It can also be signed by the author upon
request Price $24 95

•

Elisabeth Puin Beobachtungen an den Silbermunzen des
Mamlukensultans Ayndl (857/1453 - 865/1461), mit
Benchtungen und Erganzungen zu Balog, in Jahrbuch fur
Numismatik und Geldseschichte 47, 1997, pp 117-166

•

Franfois Thierry Monnaies chinoises, I - L'antiquité
préimpenale, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris 1997,
308 pp , 74 pi ISBN 2-7177-1987-3
This IS the first volume in the catalogue of Chinese coins and
goes from the origins (cowries, spade money and knife money)
until the unification in 221 BC It catalogues 538 different coins
The second volume has now been written, comprising the
coinage of the period 221 BC to 975 AD and should be published
at the end of next year
• Michael Mitchiner , r/ie/and o/water Coinage and history of
Bangladesh and later Arakan, circa 300 BC to the present
day Hawkins Publications, distributed Spink and Son,
London 2000, pp 160, with over 350 coins catalogued and
illustrated valuations Case bound
Several major rivers draining from the Himalayas pass across

Bangladesh on their way to the Bay of Bengal Prominent among
these nvers are the Ganges, the Tista and the Brahmaputra Much
of this flat land is flooded by the annual monsoons and when the
floodwaters recede, some of the drainage channels adopt new
courses Even the major rivers have changed their courses during
the historical period and these changes have influenced the
history of the region The book is introduced by a discussion of
the histoncal geography and some of the features observed by the
author
The mam body of the book is divided into fourteen parts that
cover the numismatic history of the region from the Mauryan
period down to modern times The pre-Islamic penod, the penod
of the Bengal Sultanate and the post-Sultanate period (including
Arakaii) each receive about the same amount of coverage Many
of the pre-Islamic coins were observed in Bangladesh and an
understanding of their provenances has led to a necessary
revision in the classification of the several early com series The
sections on the Bengal Sultanate present a survey of the series,
with comments on the frequency with which the coins of
individual sultans were observed The relationships between
Arakan and the Sultanate are discussed Chittagong, whose
importance as a port had been growing for some time, was the
major commercial focus in the east following the fall of the
Sultanate in the 16th century The 'Chittagong trade coinage"
based on Bengali norms was minted in this semi-autonomous
district during the period when Bengal, Tripura and Arakan each
strove for possession Arakan proved victorious and soon adopted
distinctive local coinage Most Arakanese coinage initially bore
Persian inscriptions, was later trilingual and latterly bore only
Arakanese inscnptions after the Mughals had taken possession of
Chittagong in the 17th century Mughal coins, themselves, are
rarely found in Bangladesh Many Mughal coins were minted
there, especially at Dhaka (Jahangirnagar), but the amount of
tribute paid in silver by Bengal was so gieat that locally minted
Mughal coins are more commonly found in the Delhi region The
important role of Bangladesh as an intermediary in the silver
trade is a theme that permeates all periods of local history
(From the author)
•

Coins, Art, and Chronology Essays on the pre-lslamic
History of the Indo Iranian Borderlands, Eds Michael
Alram and Deborah Khmburg-Salter, Vienna 1999 498 pp
35 plates, 8 maps, 29 7 x 21 cm, hardbound ISBN 3-70012842-8 Price 1498 Austrian Schilling, DM 205, SFr 182,
available from Verlag der Osterreichischen Akademie der
Wissenschaften, PO Box 471, Postgasse 7, A-1011 Vienna,
tel -I-+43 1 51581/DW 401, fax -(-i-43 1 515 81400, e-mail
verlag@oeaw ac at
"This publication includes 24 articles by internationally
acknowledged specialists in the fields of history, archaeology, art
history, numismatics and philology The articles are organised
chronologically and methodologically, beginning with the
Hellenistic period in Bactna and ending with the pre-Islamic and
early Islamic cultures of Central Asia The greatest number of
articles deal with the Kushan and post-Kushan periods and
problems of chronology from a variety of methodological
perspectives This volume represents a valuable scientific
contribution to the cultural history of pre-Islamic Inner Asia and
Northwest India and presents in every instance the most recent
research in the vanous disciplines covered "
•

ABIA INDEX. The ABIA project is an international
network which compiles a bibliographic database, which
will in future be accessible on-line, on publications covering
South and Southeast Asian art and archaeology
Extracts from the database are published in an annotated ABIA
South and Southeast Asian Art and Archaeology Index annually
The International Institute for Asian Studies in Leiden and
Amsterdam, in collaboration with the Postgraduate Institute of
Archaeology (PGIAR) in Colombo, the SEAMEO Regional
Centre for Archaeology and Fine Arts (SPAFA) in Bangkok,
representatives in India and Indonesia and an ever-growing
network of scholars from Bangladesh, Japan, Malaysia,
Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, Russia and Singapore proc esses over
4

2 500 titles annually Entries cover scholarly monographs,
articles in monographs and periodicals, reviews and PhD
dissertations that were published from 1996 onwards Records
are arranged geographically and according to subject inteiests
that include pre- and protohistory, historical archaeology, ancient
and modern art history, material culture, epigraphy,
palaeography, numismatics and sigillography Entries include key
words and informative annotations The pnnted bibliography also
features review articles on recent contnbutions covering vanous
themes in South and Southeast Asian art and archaeology
Indexes on authors, geographical areas and subject interests
facilitate searches in the printed bibliography ABIA Index
succeeds the renowned Annual Bibliography of Indian
Archaeology which dates back to the 1920s The general editor is
Prof
Karel R van Kooij (e mail
krvaiikooij
©rullet leidenuniv nl), the co-ordinating editor for South Asia is
Dr Ellen M Raven (e-mail abiaraven @rullet leidenuniv nl) and
for Southeast Asia, Dr Cynthia Chou (e-mail
abiachou@rullet leidenuniv nl) The Correspondence address is
ABIA Index, c/o HAS, PO Box 9515, 2300 RA Leiden, The
Netherlands Tel -n-31 71 5272958, fax -I-+31 71 5274162,
http //lias leidenuniv nl/iias/research/abia/abia
The ABIA Index Vol 1 (ISBN 0-7103-0625) may by ordered
from John Willey and Sons, Oldlands Way, Bognor Regis West
Susses, P022 9SA, UK, tel -i-(-44 1243 779777, fax ++44 1243
820250, http //demon co uk/keganpaul The price (subject to
change) is US$ 161 50 for the USA and Canada, and £95
elsewhere
•

The Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, UK are planning the
publication of a Sylloge of Islamic Coms m the Ashmolean
Volumes mvisaged at this stage are as follows
Volume 1 - The pre-reform coinage of the early Islamic
period - Arab-Sasanian, Arab-Hephthalite and ArabByzantine
Volume 2 - Early post-reform coinage - Umayyad precious
metal and copper comage, together with early 'Abbasid
copper comage
Volume 3 -Early 'Abbasidprecious metal coinage (to 218
AH)
Volume 4 - Later 'Abbasid precious metal comage (from
219 AH)
Volume 5 - The Islamic West to 1069.4H - the comage of
al-Andalus and the Maghnb, excludmg the Uinayyad and
'Abbasid issues
Volume 6 - The Egyptian dynasties - The lulümds,
Udishldids, I-atimids, AyyUbids and MamlOks
Volume 7 - The Nearer East to 656 AH - SafTands,
Ziyands, Buwayhids (Büyids), Hamdamds, Kakwayhids,
'Uqaylids, Marwamds, Great Seljuqs, Seljuqs of Ram and
the mmor dynasties of the Caspian region and Armema
Volume 8 - The Further East to 656 AH and later Central
Asia - Samamds, Qarakhamds, Ghaznavids,
ïChwanzmshahs, Ghünds and related mmor dynasties.
Golden Horde, Giray Khans, Shaybamds and Manghlts
Volume 9 - Later Iran conage after the Mongol conquest Mongols, Ilkhans, Tunands, Safavids, QajSrs, Durranis,
Barakzays and related mmor dynasties
Volume 10 - Arabia and East Africa
The first volume of the Sylloge series (Volume Ten Arabia
and East Africa) has been written by Steve Album and is due to
appear early next year It comprises coins from the Heberden and
Shamma collections The more than 550 coins of Arabia include
many important pieces, most of which are previously
unpubhshed The East African collection, though numbering just
180 coins, IS nonetheless the most comprehensive collection ever
assembled in one place In keeping with the sylloge tradition,
each coin is illustrated and fully described
The cost of the volume is £35 plus postage it is available

from the Publications Depaitment, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
OXl 2PH, UK, phone +44 (0)1865-278010, fax +44 (0)1865278018, e-mail dec mccarthv@ashmus ox c uk
Lists Received
1 PeiMC Gallery (PO Box 10317, Torrance, CA 90505, USA,
tel ++1 310 326 8866, fax ++1 310 326 5618, e-mail
persic@msn com) list 48 (September 1999) of Islamic, Central
Asian and Indian coinage
2 Scott Semans (PO Box 22849, Seattle, WA 98122, USA, tel
++1 206 322 4180, fax ++1 206 322 9126, e-mail
SSemans@aol com) list 61 of coins of the world
3 Randy Weir Numismatics Ltd (PO Box 64577, UnionviUe,
Ontario, Canada L3R 0M9, tel ++1 905 830 1588, fax ++1 905
830 1129) October 1999 pnce list ot coins ot the world, including
onental
4 Monica Tye (Loch Eynort, Isle ot South Uist, UK, HS8 5SJ,
tel ++44 1878 710300, fax ++44 1878 710216, email
robert tye@ndirect co uk, http //www ewe ndirect to uk/list html)
list 14 of oriental coins
Reviews
The Coinage and History of Southern India, two volumes
Part One Karnataka - Andhra, Part Two Tamilnadu Kerala, by Michael Mitchiner, London (Hawkins Publications),
1998
282 + 280 pages, more than 1200 coins illustrated in text in each
volume, Casebound, 304 x 215mm
£60 per volume (plus p & p)
South India is about as far off the beaten track as one can get
in numismatics The 19"^ century drive to publish the universal
public collections in the West ran out ot steam with the
Satdvalianas at best, and in India the catalogues of a lew major
dynasties, such as the Cholas and Vijayanagar, stand like islands
in a sea of uncertainty Nayaka coinage and much else besides
lies in disarray in public and private trays For more than a
century the amateur collector has hobbled along, relying upon
increasingly faded reprints of Elliots 1886 Coins of Southern
India
Thus it IS impossible to overestimate the importance of these
Mitchiner volumes to South Indian numismatics Literally
hundreds of coins are given names and brought into order under
one roof for the first time 22 maps placed at the front of each
book make navigation possible where many readers would find
an alien political and geographical landscape The books publish
2,400+ coins, with commentaries All are presented in the
standard, and excellent, photo-in-text Mitchiner format
Summaries of the histories of coin-issuing and non-coin-issuing
dynasties are given, important primary sources are reproduced
and discussed, different scripts are clearly tabulated, and a
substantial bibliography is appended and referenced
Those who have taken a previous interest in these series will
take delight in finding so many puzzling pieces at last illustrated
and named Striking gems of information brought together
include a convincing demonstration of the derivation of the
Viraraya type, (originally a naturalistic lion/boar issue), also an
explanation of the curious reverse of the ancient Malayaman
coppers, (they are a map of the chief city, Tirucoilur, on the river
Ponnaiyar, with the hills behind) More than a dozen major types
of the Vijayanagar silver tara' coinage, virtually unknown 10
years back, are catalogued and discussed, along with hundreds of
Nayaka pieces
Previous authors have paid quite a lot of attention to the
Roman silver and gold coins that turn up in South India
Separate importation of later Roman copper has been
acknowledged, though less discussed Dr Mitchiner however
draws our attention to further imports, of what seems likely to be
significant numbers of small ancient Greek coppers that once
circulating in South India These include not only Eastern
Seleucid issues, but also such items as a tiny 11mm copper from
Cos (MS2 #265) One possible explanation, offered in the text, is
that they are small change lost from the purses of foreign traders,
carried to India at the time of Western circulation This is
perhaps not the most plausible explanation however Elsewhere
Mitchiner notes the lack of copper mines in South India, making

copper an obvious item for foreign merchants to bring in trade
He also draws attention to the apparent use of unmarked small
copper globules as a species of ancient 'bullion' currency in South
India (MS2 13+)
Is it not likely therefore that bulk
heterogeneous lots of obsolete ancient coin were shipped to
South India from the West'' One may speculate that merchants
may well have been able to gather up obsolete small coppers
from Mediterranean scrap metal dealers, maybe at 5% or 10%
below ingot price In India, metal prefabricated into the kind of
one gram lumps that passed as currency locally may well have
fetched a piemium, perhaps also 5% or 10% Seeking out the
extra 10% or 20% profit is exactly what makes the wheels of
commerce turn Thus attention might usefully be focused, not on
losses ot contemporary coins from purses, but on the importation
of sacks of mixed obsolete small coppers, each a now lost
paradise to the modern numismatist, shipped as scrap across the
Indian Ocean decades or even centuries after they had circulated
in the West
Regarding the Chola silver issues inscribed Uttama Cholah,
(MS2 323+), Mitchiner follows Chattopadhyaya in attributing
them to Uttama Chola, 973 85 AD, using epigraphic evidence
Elsewhere, Biddulph has suggested an alternative later attribution
to Rajendra Chola, 1012-44 AD, as Mitchiner notes (MS2 p
141) Numismatic evidence seems to support the alternative,
Biddulph, attribution The Gamgai Konda Cholah issue (MS2
332+) attributed to Raja Raja, 985-1014 is surely always found in
a rather pleasant silver alloy, on broad 20mm flans Perhaps 20%
of the Uttama Cholah issue were struck in the same superior
fabric, but the residue was struck in less satistactoiy alloy, on
dumpier, 18mm flans The overwhelming tendency is that
coinage deteriorates with time, an observation which supports
Biddulph s attribution of the Uttama Cholah issue to Rajendra
Chola
However it seems to me that these two points are small
pebbles to bring to the mountain of erudition in the volumes
under review It also seems to me that Dr Mitchiner has received
more than his fair share of unfair adverse comment during his
already enormously productive numismatic career
Such
criticism IS often levelled by professional numismatists whose
productivity comes nowhere near that of Mitchiner and whose
works are olten difficult lo use By contrast Mitchiner's
catalogues are wonderfully serviceable, putting all the
information together where the reader can get at it lne\itabl>
given the pioneenng ventures he undertakes some ot Mitchiner s
interpretations stand the test and others fail With such a lucid
presentation the reader gels ready access to both All nurmsmatic
authours would be well advised to study how he sets out his
material and aim to achieve the same claritv of stvle and
presentation
Hiding in these \olumes is another tale an adventure story
In 1993 95 & 97 Mitchiner travelled thousands of miles through
South India visiting not just museums and institutes but also
collectors scrap merchants e\ en the camps of destitute squatters
digging in the nver beds Hundreds of fragments of information
were saved from oblivion by these efforts Nobody seems to
have told him that such things are only done in old books by
remote Victorian heroes I found reviewing these volumes a
humbling experience
Robert Tye
Mas'üd al-Khwarezml
In Newsletter 160 we published an article by Alexander
Akin on the dating of the corns of this ruler At the tune of
printing, no illustration was available One has now been
provided and the obverse is shown here, upside down, to make
reading of the date m the margin easier

al-sultan al-malik, al-ashraf salah al-dunya wa 'I din khalil ibn
An Ayyubid-Style Dirham of al-Ashraf KhalTI
By Warren C. Schultz, Department of History, DePaul
University, Chicago
The usual dates for the Mamluk Sultanate of Egypt and
Syria that one encounters in the scholarship are 648-922/12501517, but most Mamlukists would agree that the real establisher
of the Mamluk regime was the sultan al-Zahir Baybars (658676/1260-1277). In terms of numismatic developments, this is
certainly the case. Prior to his reign, Mamluk coins do not differ
in appearance or style from those coins minted by their
predecessors, the various Ayyflbid kmgs and princes. The coins
of Baybars, however, are recognisably different. This is
especially true of his silver dirhams. These coins lack the
"square in a circle" or "six-pointed star in a circle'" or
"interlocking stars" formats so commonly seen on Ayyubid
dirhams. Instead they feature only several lines of legend (in
naskhi). The basic appearance of silver coins minted in his reign
were imitated by succeeding Mamluk sultans down to the
beginning of the ninth/fifteenth century. (The coins of Baybars
and his sons, of course, also contain the possibly heraldic image
of a feline. After their reigns, however, this feline image
disappears from Mamluk dirhams.) Border designs, usually
only a circular or multi-lobed line, sometimes of dots, are not a
dominant aspect of these coins' appearance. They are often not
seen on individual coins at all, as Mamluk dies were
consistently larger than the flans they struck.
Thus the following coin appears as an oddity Its legends
clearly identify it as a dirham of the Mamluk sultan al-Ashraf
Khalll ibn Qalawun (689-693/1290-1293), yet its design—a
square in a circle—resembles the AyyObid dirhams of thuty
years and more before his reign. There is nothing on the coin to
explain its retrograde appearance, nor has my perusal of the
Mamluk clironicles as yet yielded any clues. No subsequent
sultans repeated this design, at least according to the current
numismatic record. We are thus left wondering why such a coin
was struck. It is tempting to link this coin issue with the
elimination of the last Crusader strongholds in 1291, but at this
point, such a linkage is purely speculative.

Reverse marginal legend, starting with the top segment and
moving counterclockwise:
UV,
al-mansur mawlana

j j -

^1

al-malik

Following the numbering system found in Balog's The
Coinage of the Mamluk Sultans of Egypt and Syria (New York:
American Numismatic Society, 1964), the t>pe number of this
coin should fall after 152. Unfortunately, both 152A (a silver
coin of Hamah) and 152B (a mint-less copper coin) were
utilised by Balog in his "Additions and Corrections" to his
corpus {Museum Notes 16 [1970]: 131-171). To avoid inserting
a silver type after a copper, which would violate the format of
Balog's typology, I suggest a number of 151A Such designation
difficulties are unfortunately all too common in Mamluk
numismatics, and highlight the need for a revised system
capable of assimilating the discover^' of new types.
I identified this coin while studying a hoard of Mamluk
dirhams made available to me by Mr. Stephen Album of Santa
Rosa, California, whose assistance and erudition are gratefully
acknowledged. The coin is now preserved in the Forschungstelle
fur islamische Numismatik, Tubingen, Germany (accession
number 96-6-44). Other specimens of this type are known to
exist. One came up for sale on a list of Galerie Aniliker Kunst
(Simonian) in Hamburg in the late i980s, and there ace as many
as two in private collections in Germany. (I am indebted to Lutz
llisch for this information.)
A New Dirhem Type of Sultan Isma'ïl from Trablus
By Fawzan Barrage

4i)l V! 4Jt y

The coin measures 20 x 23 mm, and weighs 2.98 g. The
central coin legends are quite legible. Minus the decorative
additions, tliey are reproduced here.
Obverse central legend:
«UJI VI <J I V

la ilah ilia allah muhammad msül allah, arsalahu bi-al-huda
Obverse marginal legend, startmg with the top segment and
moving counterclockwise:

I ^^^-^^1
bi-dimashq

K
wa tisa 'in

Reverse Central Legend:
'111 I

6

"jl [ - ( I . I . I I

^IJ^^j^jJIj

la ilah ilia'Ilah
muhammad rasül allah
arsalahu hi 'I huda
wa din al-haqq

duriba bi-p-ablus
al-sultSn al-malik
al-falih 'imad al-dunya
wa 'I dm isma 'il

Among the coins found in the Mediterranean hoard' are two
examples of a very distinct and as yet unpublished dirham type
of al-Salih 'Imad al-Dm Isma'il, minted in Trablus (Tripoli).
Balog in his work in 1964 (MSES)" did not mention any
coins of al-Salih from Trablus. In his additions and corrections
1970 MN # 16", Balog added a single dirham of al-Salih from
Trablus (282B) and Mitchell'" in the same issue published a
similar one (282C).
Several elements distinguish the coin at hand (henceforth
282D) from 282B and 282C, which are essentially identical.

282D has the mint name on the obverse whereas the other
two show the mmt name on the reverse Furthermore, 282D
shows an mterestmg symbol over the sTn of sultan along with a
'sukun' visible over the sad ofsiSUh and a sqmggle over the am
of ^imad The trace of an annulet is also visible to the nght of
dunba and it is assumed that a symmetncal annulet is to the left
oïpablus, although it is off the flan
Two different spellings of Isma'Il are known on Mamluk
corns The first joms the mim with the ^ain leavmg a short 'a' to
be assumed from the grammatical pimctuation (also not
showing), the other has a long 'a' sound and is spelled with an
ahf
between the mlm and the ^am The 'ain m also
calligraphically placed over the mïm and its tail mtersects the
alif before joining the lam It is this later spellmg that is used
on both 282B and 282D Mitchell assumes the earlier spellmg
on 282C, but smce Isma'Tl is off the flan on 282C, and in the
light of two dissimilar examples showing identical spellmgs
from Trablus, Mitchell's assumption should be revisited
The reverse on each of the three dirhams is different 282C
IS simple m its calligraphy 282B has the added vertical 'fatha'
over the ha of ilah while the ra in rasül is rotated to a near
horizontal level Both 282C and 282B have the rmnt name on
the first Ime of the reverse
The present dirham, 282D has the mmt name on the
obverse as we mentioned earlier It is nussmg the vertical
'fatha' over the ha, and the ra m rasül is more acutely angled
There is also a bird-like symbol over the sin of arsalahu, but
this later element cannot be properly compared to the earlier
two corns smce the Ime is off the flan m both 282C and 282B
Dirham 282D has no date showmg It measures 19 mm and
weighs 2 23 gms
' Fawzan Barrage and Warren Shultz, "A Hoard of Mamluk Dirhams from
a Shipwreck, ca 1347', Article forthconung
" Paul Balog "The Comage of The Mamluk Sultans of Egypt and Syna"
Numismatic Studies No 12, fhe Amencan Numismatic Society, New
York 1964
'" Paul Balog The Coinage The Mamluk Sultans Additions, and
Corrections, Museum Notes No 16, The Ainencan Numismatic Societ>
New York 1970
'" Helen W Mitchell, 'Notes on Some Mamluk Du-hams", Museum Notes
No 16 The Amencan Numismatic Society, New York 1970

When, eventually, I had the opportunity to study the whole hoard,
I found that there were five types of coin in the hoard
1 Mmtname and date effaced Diameter 23 mm 1 com
Obverse - m the field
IJJS] Ijiw / 4J viJJ^ y / ejLS-j 4JI / [VI] Ai\ y
The mmt-date formula forms a square on the sides of the
Kalima
/
/
/ [ ^ j J J l IJ^] / ly] «*i)l(*-J
Reverse - withm a circle
/<iii\ ^Jj[mij >M>sv>] / [<UJ]
Ai^\

ju«; / -jjUi\ .iXl[*] / Jj> 4i)l» [jiUJI]

Circular legend

*jt^J

2

Mmtnaine and part ofthe date effaced 4xxAH Diameter
22-22 5 mm 3 corns
Obverse - m the field
^ [ 5 ij*».] / 4j Kisjj^ y / oj«>-3 4i)i / yf 4JI y
Mmt-date as square
4JUUWJ[I] . . . / . . . / [ ^ j J J I IJ^]/j-» «ill
Reverse - withm a circle

In November 1998 Prof Thomas S Noonan asked my colleague
Dr Stefan Heidemann whether I would agree to look through the
Central Asian section of a Catalogue of Muslim (AD 700-1100)
dirham hoards deposited in Western Eurasia and whether 1 had
information available about various unpublished dirham hoards
from Central Asia I was happy to assist
Looking through my Bishkek archive, I came across information
about a counterfeit qarakhanid dirham hoard from Tashkent It
was found on 15 August 1964 on the lands of the Insitutute of
Communications Service Engineers, not far from the PobedaPark of Culture and Rest, at a depth of 1 5m while a trench was
being dug The hoards had been deposited in a glazed
earthenware ewer It was passed that same day to the Tashkent
police headquarters and several days later a dozen coins and
fragments were brought to the Uzbek SSR Academy of Sciences
Institute of History and Archaeology, where I was asked to
identify them I was also provided with data about the metal
content of the coins They contained 85% copper, 7% silver,
some lead and other trace metals Thus they were silver-washed
copper, counterfeit dirhams Real dirhams fo that time were
subaerati (silver-plated) and contained about 50-60% silver The
counterfeits had been struck according to some genuine
Qarakhanid prototypes

^

/«Jul J j - i j ^XO^UD / <Ü3

4j^[jJI Jkic] / ÖJIAJI cXi* j / b - 4i)l» jitiil
Circular legend (Quran IX 33'^) This type differs from type 1
m that the letter , j m the word ^J» Is transferred form the
second to the third Ime
3 (rn)nket (41)8/1027-1028 Diameter 23 mm 1 com
Obverse - withm double circle
^ 43 viXi^y/ojtf^j 4i)(/yi 4JI y/[ijio-]
Circular legend

. . .^JA» 4MI C * £ ) [ ^ ] f^^j>i\

Reverse - withm a circle
ii^\/j,.a£,

\^...

/ [4i)l J j w j Atksw» I / [«UJ ]
;3_yi*Jl c S L ( . / [ ^ 4ijb jijUJI

Cncular legend (Qu 'ran IX, 33'^)
4 Tiinket Date has not survived Fragment ot a dirham
Obverse - withm double ciri.le
[^^«XJ]

4jJi_j[-y]

6js[?'3 4Xjl] V ' l ^ J ' V ]

drcular lesend
Re\ erse - w ithm c IIL le

A Hoard of Counterfeit Qarakhanid Dirhams from Tashkent
By Michael Fedorov

(Quran IX, 33)

. . .^^yt

V-^f^]
f»...

[ ? ü ^ f j-ai£, \ 4JU ]

Lnder the la^i Ime there i^ an arabesque
Circular legend
• j ^ ' \J^ }• • • 'Q'" '^" -^^ ^-^-^
The reverse ot rvx^e 4 ditlers Irom the re\erbe ot tvpe i m that
the letter ^ m the word ^ ^ is transterred trom the second to
tlie tlurd line and the laqab 4JjjOt jwa£ is absent, or perhaps
above the first line Under the last Ime there is also an
arabesque
5

Mmtname and date have not survived Fragment of a
dirham
Obverse - Withm a double circle, fragments of tlie Kalima
written m tliree Imes Under the Kalima 4J3JÜ [ I ] which means
tliat above the Kalima should be the word ju»c

The circular

legend has fragments of the mmt/date formula
Reverse - withm a circle
J^-'J JMXM ] / [ ?4iJ
o^

[I] jw/C5ji*J1*iJio [o]/[ls^] ^^> [jiüJI]/[4ij1

Central legend (Our'an LX, 33'^)
Tlie rest ofthe fragments are m a very poor state of preservation
so that IS is impossible to allocate them to any definite type
Although these dirhams are counterfeit, they bear mterestmg

information as they were based on authentic Qarakhanid
prototypes.
The Khun Malik al-Mashnq mentioned on the coins of the
hoard is Qadir Khan Yusuf b Bughra Khan HarOn, the head of
the Eastern Qarakhamds On the coins minted m his capital
Kashghar his titles are iiasir al-daula qadir khan bin bughra
khan khan mahk al-mashnq yusuv, the last word being wntten
not m Arab but in Uighur script'. 'Adud al-Daula Jaghra-tegin
mentioned on the coins of the hoard was the Western
Qarakhanid appanage ruler of Tunket in Ilaq provmce (the
valley of the Angren nver m modem Tashkent oblast') On the
dirham of Tunket struck m AH 405 he is called 'adud al-daula
al'husam jaghra-tegïn. He appeared on the coins of Tunket for
the furst time m 404^05/1013-15 as a vassal of the then head of
the Western Qarakhamds, Nasir al-Haqq Khan, le Alimad bm
'All In 407-415/1016-25 he minted coins m Tunket as vassal of
the then head of the Western Qarakhamds Arslan Khan Mansür
bin 'All After the death of Arslaii Klian in 415/1024-25,
Jagiiia-teglii muited coms m Tunket in 415416/1024-26 as a
vassal of the then head of the western Qarakhamds Tongha
(Toghan) Klian iVIuhammad bin al-Hasan^.
In 416/1025-26, a war broke our between the Eastern and
Western Qarakhamds. Qadir Khan Yusuf had conquered from
the Western Qarakhamds Balasaghün, Taraz, IsbTjab, Farghana, .
Khojand, Ilaq and Shash 'Hius the coms from the Tashkent
'yjard show that m 418/1027-28, Jaghra-tegin had changed his
political oriental ion and become a vassal of Qadir Khan It did
not help him much as in 421/1030-31 it was the son and vassal
of Qadir Khan Muhammad bm Yusuf who mmted coins in
Tflnket^
Hoard of counterfeit dirhams are not unusual for 10*-11*
century Central Asia. For mstance, a small hoard (or part of it)
consisting of 7 counterfeit Samamd dirhams of soft, greyish
alloy, struck after dirhams of MansOr I bin Ntlh (961-976) was
kept in the Ashkabad History Museum of the Turkmen SSR
Academy of Sciences. A hoard of counterfeit, lead Samamd
dirhams, based on dirhams of Noh n bm Mansür (976-997), was
foimd m 1940 at Airasiab (the site of pre-Mongol Samarqand)
A small hoard of counterfeit Samanid dirhams m a greyish alloy
and based on coins of Manstlr I bm Noh and Nilh n bin Mansür,
was found in 1961 in the suburbs of mediaeval Merv In 1964,
in Tashkent, a hoard of counterfeit silver-washed copper
dirhams was found. These coins were based on the dirhams
struck in TOnket in AH 418 (the present hoard) hi 1980, at the
excavation of Ishkurgan (m the Parkent distnct of Tashkent
oblast') a hoard of 16 counterfeit, silver-washed copper dirhams
was found. These were based on dirhams struck in AH 400 at
Shash and m AH 400 and 402 in Isbljab'*. It is interesting to
note that the counterfeit dirhams of the Samanid penod were
made of soft, greyish, silver-like alloy, while, under the
Qarakhanids, in the first third of the 11* century, counterfeit
dirhams were made of silver-washed copper So a change m
technique had taken place
Notes
1 Kochnev, BD "Svod nadpisei na karakhanidskikh monetakh.
antroponimy i titulalura (chast'l), Vo'/lochnoe isloncheskoe
iMochmkovedeme i spetsial'nye istoricheskie disfuphny, 4, 1995,
p225, Nr 311,p238, Nr 482
2 Op cit p 231, Nr 394, p 229, Nr 368; p 236, Nr 458-462; p 240, Nr
509-513, p 242, Nr 536-537, p 243, Nr 559, p 244, Nr 577-579,
p 245, Nr 594, p 247, Nr 628-629, p 259, Nr 680
3 Fedorov, MN "Ocherk istorii Vostochnykh Karakhanidov kontsa X nachala XIII v po numizmatiche.skim dannym", Kirgiznci pn
Karakhamdakh, Frunze, 1983, pp 110-113
4 Kochnev, BD "Zametki po srenevekovoi numizmatike Srednei Azii,
Chast' 5 {Samanidy, Karakhanidy, Timuridy)", Istonia Maienat'noi
Kuftury Uzbekistana. 18, 1963, pp 215-223
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Rare Qarakhanid Coins from the Collections of Bishkek
By Michael Fedorov
While acquainting myself with the collections of Bishkek
antique dealers, I came across several rare and rnterestmg
Qarakhanid coins which were either previously unknown or
mientioned in publications without ftiU details.
1. Akhslkat. 404/1013-14 Copper fals. Diameter 26 mm.
Collection of V. Mardash.
Obverse - in the field: ,jtil>-. Above and under it, arabesques
resemblmg the bow of nomads.
Inner circular legend, jüf Juu ^;^o j ^JJ ^
XXX. 3-4)
Outer circular legend:

y>V\ iii (Qur'an

«U» C < £ M . 9 ^ ^J^^ 'tJ^ y^ t^t (V>)

Reverse - within a border of two solid circles with a beaded one
inbetween: .S^ld Ü1 Above it, a crescent with its back pointmg
downwards. Within the crescent: <iü.
Circular legend:

. . .yjs, ^

JCG.»-) ju,iJI JAAVI 4) y>l UA

Dirhams of Akhslket' of AH 404 are well known (and
several types at that). The coin published here is the fu-st knovra
fals of Akhsflcet minted m that year On this fals khaqan ahmad
bin 'all (the overlord) is mentioned twice (obverse fields and
reverse circular legend), aba da 'iid (the vassal) is mentioned in
the reverse field On the coms of this nunt struck between AH
399-410 this kunya is met with only once It certainly was not
one of Ahmad bin 'All as, according to numerous other coms,
his kunya was aba na^r.
2. Saghaniyan. 405/1014-15. Copper fals. Diameter 27 mm.
Collection of V. Koshevarov.

Obverse - octofoil with the word jilsui in the centre. Around the
octofoil is a beaded circle.
Circular legend:
4MI ,jLJlJuaJb ,j«liJI t , ^ j*? •>ii\ ( « ^
Reverse - within beaded circle:
Circular legend:
The fu-st AH 405 Saghaniyan fals was published by E V
Rtveladze^ in 1988. The fals published here is of a different
type and the difference is a substantial one. On this coin three
persons are menüoned' the overlord - Qarakhamd Ahmad bm
'All (reverse field); vassal - Fakhr al-Daula (reverse circular
legend after the formula A>y,\ LM , which shows that Fakhr alDaula was the immediate ruler of Saghaniyan and coms tliere
were minted by his authority); subvassal - Muzaffar (obverse
field). On the coin published by Rtveladze, Ahmad bin 'All was
not mentioned and Fakhr al-DauIa minted the coin as an
indej)endent ruler In the reverse circular legend his fiill name
was mentioned: Fakhr al-Daula Ahmad bin Muhammad. As for
Muzaffar, he was quoted on that com (obverse field) as vassal
and not subvassal
In 405/ 1014-15, the head of the Western Qarakhamds,
Ahmad bin 'All was wagmg (and losing) a war agamst his

brother Arslün Khan Manstlr Judgmg by the coins mmted at
that tune, he lost to Arslan Khan Akhsiket and some other
towns Moreover, Ahmad bm 'All was not the immediate
neighbour of Saghamyan So the rulei of Saghamyan took the
opportumty to throw off allegiance to Ahmad bm 'All and
started to mint coms as an mdependent ruler In the followmg
year AH 406, however, he had to acknowledge Shams al-Daula
Khan (i e the victonous Arslan Khan MansOr bm 'All) as his
overlord on the falfls minted m that same town

have been struck only m AH 409 Accordmg to his corns', BOrTtegln, 1 e Ibrahim son of Ilek Nasr bm 'All, was an appanage
ruler of Ilaq and vassal of lus uncle, Arslan Khan m AH 408415 After the death of Arslan Khan, Bilrl-tegm was captured
and kept as a hostage He managed to escape from the ruler of
Bukhara and Samarqand m 429/1037-38 and made his way to
the Kunuji nomads whom he persuaded to help hun Havmg
raised an anny of 3000 horsemen, he eventually managed to
capture the Saghamyan prmcipality m AH 430 (as it happened,
the ruler of Saghamyan had died leavmg no heir to the throne)
hi AH 431, Bon-teglh Ibrahim, with the help of Turkmen,
attacked the ruler of Bukhara and Samarqand and conquered
from him Kesh and Samarqand In AH 433, Ibrahim conquered
Bukhara, accepted the lofty title of Tafghach Khan and became
head of the Western Qarakhamds He reigned until 460/1068"^
The AH 409 fals of Ilaq was mentioned by B D Kochnev but
without a full descnption of the com' He also imsread the
reverse circular legend as
j*»yi 4J y UJO. . . Vj3.Ai«Jl ^yOoJI J * b ü l
instead of
j ; * ! ^ ^ JSJ ^^jji J i W l cUoJI J*l9d1 j*«VI A> y>\ Lwi

E V Rtveladze noted that the name and laqab of the ruler
of Saghamyan (as well as his father's name) on the falüs of AH
405-406 (Fakhr al-Daula Ahmad bm Muhammad), coincided
with those of Fakhr al-Daula abü'l Mu2dffar Ahmad bm
Muhammad, ruler of Saghamyan and patron of the famous
Persian poet, Farrukhl^ Since the tewya of this ruler was abü'l
muzaffai (Father of Muzaffar), tlie vassal Muzdffar mentioned
on his corns must have been his son This Muzaffar, sometimes
with the Persian surname kiya (hero, champion, lord etc),
appeared for the first time on the corns of Saghamyan m
395/1004-05 as vassal of the Qarakhamds and disappeared from
the coins after 406/1015-16 Ahmad bin Muhammad appeared
on the tons of Saghamyan" as vassal of the Qarakhamds and as
overlord of Mu/affar m 398/1007-08 and also disappeared after
AH 406 For all that penod, excluding only a part of AH 405,
they were vassals of the three Qarakhanid brothers Nasir alHaqq Khan Ahmad bin 'All, al-Mu'ayyad al-'Adil Ilek Nasr bm
'All, and Shams al-Daula Arslan Klian Mansür bm 'AlT It is
strange, though that Muzaflar appeared on corns of Saghamyan
as a vassal of the Qarakhamds m AH395-398, i e before Ahmad
bm Muhammad, but, when Ahmad appeared m AH 398 on
coins of Saghamyan, Muzaffar was relegated to subvassal

4

Akhsiket 43(4)/l 042^3 Billon (silver-plated) dirham
Diameter 26 5 mm Collection of S Khranov
Obverse - m the field 43 <JJJjijV / e Jtf^j 4)1 / V UJ1 V / J J «
Mmt/date formula forms a squeire arotmd the sides of the
Kalrma
Reverse - withm a double circle
hXU3w/^L£

The hierarchy was as follows the Qarakhanid supreme
nilei was Khaqan Ahmad bm 'All, the Qarakhanid immediate
overlord was lick bin 'All (the same person who conquered
Bukhara m 389/999, thus putting an end to the Samanid state
and created m Mawarannahr a new Qarakhanid dominion), the
ruler of Saghamyan was Alimad bm Muhammad - he was vassal
of the Qarakliamds and the immediate overlord of (lus son"?)
Miizdflar After Ilek Khan died m AH 403, tlie rulers of
Saghamyan were, up to AH 405, vassals of Khaqan Ahmad bm
'All (the head of the Western Karakhamds), and, when Ahmad
bm 'All lost the war, they became vassals of the victonous
Arslan Klian Mansür bin 'AlT

Circular legend

jsJf 4l-ij( oJUl J ^ j wXcst* (Quran IX,33)

Although the furst digit of tlie date has not survived, the
date ought to be 434 Mu'i2^ al-Daula minted coms m Akhsiket
as an independent ruler m AH 430^33^ But those corns were
of another type The latest com of Mu'izz al-Daula vsas mmted
m AH 434 m Kasan' After AH 434 he disappeared from the
coms In AH 435, accordmg to Ibn al-Athir, the ruler ot all
Farghana" was Tongha Khan HI, the brother of Qadir Khan'
The Varukh gorge inscnpüon m Farghana" mentions Mu LZ? alDaula as
^

3

Ilaq 409/1018-19 Copper fals Diameter 27 mm Collection
oi V Koshevarov
Obverse - an equilateral triangle with three arabesques outside,
each one crowning the tnangle's vertix, and with three crescents
outside, each one with its back adjacent to the cenfre of one of
the triangle's sides Inside each crescent there are three dots
placed as a tnangle Witlun the triangle, m the middle of the
field j ^ / k ^ j / ^ J (also arranged m a tnangular form)
The circular legend is divided by the arabesques mto three parts
as follows
(sic') ^ J '^U^ '^yo}.)/ijJ^W'j^/yS Aii\ fimi

j ^ Ji^j\ ^Jjjül yu J j ^ l ^ W l ju-J( Js-VI ^jSii\
^ yiu j««y( ^ 1 siXbl Jjuül j o ^ ^ ^ L J I I I J-SUJI y\

fhe mscnption is dated Jumada I AH 434 (December 1041)
Mu'izz al-Daula was the grandson of Ilek Nasr bm 'All and the
son of 'Am al-Daula Muhammad bm Nasr'^ He first appeared
on the coms of Akhsiket m 417/1026-27, as a vassal of Tongha
Khan and thereafter as an appanage rule of either Akhsiket or
Kasan (sometunes both at the same time) He minted coins
there either as a vassal or as an mdependent ruler Durmg that
time his overlords were the head of the Western Qarakhamds,
Tongha Khan E (Akhsiket AH 417-418), the head of the Eastern
Qarakhamds, Qadu" Khan I YUsuf bm HarOn (Akhsiket AH 420,
Kasan 421-423), Qadu Khan 11 Sulaunan bm Harün (Akhsiket
AH 426^28, Kasan 427^29) hi AH 430-434 he struck coms
m Akhsiket and ICasan as an mdependent ruler

Reverse - withm a border of solid (inner) and beaded circles
Circular legend

5

J J Ö ij5j^ Jil*JI liSOeJI J*bü1 _j*«VI <*> f\ UJO
In the mmt/date formula there is only the number ^mi
because there was no place for the rest of the date But smce
Arslan Khan Mansflr bm 'All died m AH 415, the com could
9

Barskhan (44)1/1049-50 Copper-lead alloy dirham
Diameter 23-25 mm Collection of A M Kamyshev
Obverse - withm a circle
4J3JJI/4J o ü j ^ y / o j ^ j 4 j i / y i 4j( y / j a c / i U * .
To the left and nght of the Kalima there is a partly effaced
vertical Ime
Circular legend
. . . «3 jk»-l / 4 M bb<.iy...

Reverse - within a circle
Circular legend
. . . Oj(iaJ l}^^ ^ • i 3 i ^ J ^ ' • • •
(Quran IX, 33)
This com was thus mmted by the head of the Eastern
Qarakhaiuds, Arslan ïChan Sulaiman, son of Qadir Klian I
Yasuf Although only the i^iA^I of the date has survived, the
date can quite certamly be reconstructed as 441 Arslan Khan
came to power m AH 424, m 431 billon (silver-plated) dirhams
were minted, m 451, Arslan Khan had already been dead for
two years'^ Copper-lead alloy du'hams were mmted m the
Farghana valley m AH 442-449 and m the Chu valley m 442450 I know of billon (silver-plated) dirhams mmted in tJzkand
m 442 and copper-lead alloy dirhams mmted m Ozkand,
Marghman and Quz Ordü, which means that, m the Farghana
and Chu valleys, monetary reform took place m 442/1050-51
The dirham minted m Barskhan (on the shore of Issyk-Kul lake
m modem Kirghizstan) m 441/1049-50 shows that monetary
reform m the eastern part of Arslan Khan's dorrmuons took
place somewhat earlier than m the western part
6 Samarqand or Bukliara (48)9/1095-96 Billon (silverplated) dirham Diameter 25-27 mm Collection ot the
author
Obverse - m the field

The Countermarks of Klapados, Lesbos
By H. Wilski

Fig 1 This drawing is not taken from my book', but is based on
photos of the coins in Athens^ with the countermarks in much
better condition (enlarged x 1 5 )

Fig 2 The Greek countermark KAAFIA, Klapados, found on the
obverse of 40 para coins (enlarged x 1 5 )

| 9It

I^L
>l3

Fig 3 The solution of the Klapada enigma (enlarged x 1 5)

Above the Kalima is a samll rmglet The mmt/date formula
forms a square aroimd the sides of the Kalima
Aij>Aij\ . . . / (mi XhM . . . / . . . / . • • <ibl ^tfm)
Reverse - wiütm a double circle
On both sides ot the legend m the field is an astensk
Ciicularlegend
•••^^
^j>^^--(Quran

L\,33J

On 18 Jumada n 488 (26 June 1095) conspirators had
killed the head of the Western Qarakhamd Kliaqanate, Ahmad
bm Kludr Khan and put on the throne his first cousin Mas'ud
bm Muhammad Mas'fld's reign was not long, however, as he
died soon after, no later than 490/1096-97 Accordmg to
mediaeval written sources, m AH 490, the Seljuq sultan,
Barkiaruq, put a new Qarakhamd ruler on the Western
Qarakhamd throne So, despite the fact that only the "9' of the
date has survived, the date can be reconstructed as 489 This
com IS also significant because it provides us with the laqab
(J»«H J>»yJ\ - al-mu 'ayyad al- 'adl) and the title ( J ^ ^J^^J' "
arslan khan) of Mas'tld bm Muhammad, which were not
previously known
1 B D Kochnev ivod nadpisei na karakhamdskikh monetakh
antroponimy 1 titulatura (chast 1) Vostochnoe istoncheskoe
istotnikovedenie 1 spetsial nye istoricheskie distsipliny, 4, Moskva
1995 p224, Nr301,p227 Nr 332,333
2 E V Rtveladze K iitorii Saganiiana pervoi chetverti XI v po
numizmaticheskim dannym Epigrafika Vostoka, XXIV 1988 p 49
3 E V Rtveladze K bwgrafii Farrukhi Khudozhestvennana kul tura
Srednei Azii IX XIII vv , Tashkent 1983 p 179
4 BD Kochnev Svod (than 1) p 217 Nr 197
5 Op cit p 238, Nr 478 479, p 246, Nr 607
6 M N Fedorov Politichakaiia iitonia Karakhamdov v« vtoroi
polovmeXIIv Numizmatikai epigrafika, XIII, 1980 pp 38-42
7 BD Kochnev Svod (chast 1) p239, Nr498
8 M N Fedorov Ferganskn klad karakhanid<:kikh dirhemov 1034
1043 gg Sovetskaiia arkheologua, 3 1968 pp 223 224
9 B D Kochnev 'ivod nadpiiei na karakhamdskikh monetakh
antroponimy i titulatura (chast 2) Vostochnoe istoncheskoe
istochnikovedenie 1 spetsial nye istoncheskie distsipliny, 5 Moskva
1997 p277 Nrll83
10 Materialy po istorii kirgizov I Kirgizii vyp I Moskva 1973, p 60
11 V V Bartold Tekst pervoi nadpisei v Varukhskom yshchel e
Sochinenia torn IV Moskva 1966, pp 309 310
12 VN Nastich and B D Kochnev K atnbutsii mavzoleia Shah Fa^il
Epigrafika Vostoka, XXIV 1988 p 74
13 V V Bartold Ocherk istorii Semirech la Sochuneniia torn 2,
chast 1 Moskva 1963 p 44
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Fig 4 Photo of a 40 para coin 1255 19 AH with both
countermaks from Klapados (actual sixe)
Ottoman copper coins of the 19th century are relatively often
found countermarked For most of these countermarks Greek
letters were used Some of them show symbols (stars, crosses
etc ) only Others show Arabic letters The quahty of style
differs sometimes the good style of calligraphy allows easy
reading, in other cases the sequence of letters allows no easy
deciphenng This is the case with the countermark shown in fig
1 Until now just one specimen of this coin had been published
The countermark is recorded as A 1-02 ("A" stands for "Arabic"
and 'T' stands for "illegible") The countermark was discovered
on the obverse of a 40 para coin of Sultan Abdulmecid 1255-18
AH The same com bore the countermark G 18-13 "X/Ar/( 18)81
as well All attempts to read the Ottoman countermark were
fruitless so far But now good luck has helped to clarify the
situation
In the National Historical Museum in Athens, Greece the
collection of countermarked coins and paper money ("bilieta") of
Hadziotis was shown in June 1996 This exhibition had been
arranged by the Historical and Ethnological Society of Greece
and the Hellenic Numismatic Society^ Amongst the many
countermarked coins shown, there were two 40 para copper coins
from 1255-19 AH and 1277-4 AH resp , both countermarked on
the obverse with A 1-02 and a second one, written with Greek
capital letters and thus easily legible KAAFIA, round in a circle,
fig 2 KAAFIA IS certainly an abbreviation of KAAOAAOZ,
Klapados, the name of a small village on Lesbos, half way
between Kalloni and Petra Now it became obvious that the
Ottoman countermark in Arabic script had the same meaning It
could be deciphered in the way as explained in fig 3 The
"Arabic" countermark reads "Klapada", the Ottoman-Turkish
form of Klapados The fact that the countermark A 1-02 is from
Klapados supports the correct reading of the mark G 18-13
"X/Ar/( 18)81 Skalohori as well At this point I would like to

bring to the attention of the reader that both countermarks
discussed are found on the first coin mentioned in this paper The
villageofSkalohori IS situated just 12 km west of Klapados Asa
well known rule different countermarks on the same coin often
onginate from neighbouring villages'
Klapados was a small and very poor village of no importance
Axiotis' tells us that the inhabitants were Turks in the 19th
century These "Turks" were Greek by origin, but had adopted
Islam, hoping that this move would change their fate and save
them from a hfe of extreme poverty' During the "time of
countermarking" about 66 famihes lived in Klapados In 1909
only 60 famihes were left At the same time there was a mosque
and a school in the village Since Greek speaking Moslems lived
in Klapados it is reasonable that countermarks were executed in
both Greek and Arabic letters The small number of inhabitants
explains today's rarity of coins with these countermarks And
indeed the present author knows only one more coin with both
countermaiks from Klapados It is again a 40 para coin 1277-4
AH with both marks on the obverse, which is in the collection of
K M MacKenzie
Inspite of Its economic insignificance Klapados became famous,
the reason of which is at the beginning of November 1912 the
Greek flagship "Averott' arrived in the waters of Lesbos When
the Greek troops started their invasion operation, the Turkish
army retreated into the inner parts of the island At the beginning
of December 1912 the Turks were defeated in the battle of
Klapados With that, the Turkish rule over the island came to an
end
The exisiance of a Greek counteimaik ol Klapados is already
known for a long time In the exhibition catalogue of the Benaki
Museum from 1983* we find, under the title "Counteimarked
copper coins", a line "No 306 Lesbos Village of Klapados 40
para " Since there was no illustration in the booklet and no
further information available, this countermark could not be
encluded in the countermark book of the present author'
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Expanding the Diversity of Kosala/Kashi punch-marked
coins
By Shinji Hirano
Punch-marked coinage is the first Indian coinage which
provides an insight into the ancient world The dating of these
coins IS controversial as the conventional view held by scholars is
that early punch-marked coins were first introduced under the
rule of local Janapadas (states) around 600 BC'^, whereas an
alternative view on the chronology was proposed by Cnbb, who
dated them as late as 4* century BC^ As the controvery on this
subject IS beyond the scope of this report, I will not deal with it in
detail Here, I want to report on the diversity of Kosala/Kashi
coins within the framework of conventional views
Kosala and Kashi coins represent an early phase of punchmarked silver coinage of India before the era of the Mauryan
Empire They usually bear four punches whereas the Imperial
Maghada coin have five Kashi coins have two pairs of geometnc
marks or one pair plus two odd marks^ There are at least two
classes of Kashi coins differentiated by weight and fabric the
earlier class consists of heavy half-satamana of about 5 8 g with
thick flans ('Bhabua type"), while the later consisted of light

half sataniana ot about 4 8 g with ihin Hans ("scyphate type' )*
On the other hand, Kosala typically bear four marks
including the well-known 'Kosala mark"
^
Hardakei established a classification system for Kosala coins in
the early 90s (I refer to his his classification system in this report
as HI, H2, etc ) He revealed that there are at least three senes of
Kosala coins Series 1 contained three coin types with two pairs
of geometric marks, though two of them lacked the typical
'Kosala" mark He concluded that they belong to the Kosala
senes as they have the "early geometnc mark"
a^^x
that
appears along with "Kosala" maiks in series II coins Their
weight IS about 4 55 g Senes II coins have a pair of marks and
two different marks with a weight of about 4 18 g Some coins
also lack "Kosala" marks Series III coins have four different
marks and a lighter weight Since these three series have
sequential connections based on the combination of marks, the
classification has been widely accepted
Kosala series I and II, however, seem to be similar and
lelated to scyphate-type Kashi coins, which raises some questions
about the attribution of these coins Recently, Rajgor has referred
to a third group of coins ("Vimshatika coins") which he suggests
was the coinage in Kashi after its conquest by Kosala in 525 BC*"
There is a big difference in chronological implications between
Hardaker's and Rajgor's opinions Hardaker concluded that
series I is an early phase of Kosala coinage (i e before the
invasion ot Kashi by Kosala) whereas Rajgor claimed that the
"Vimshatika coins" are Kashi coinage after the invasion by
Kosala
Recently, I came across some rare varieties of Kosala/Kashi
punch-marked coinage Among these some coins are said to be a
part of the Gha/ipur Hoard (could be Saidpur nos 1-12)
Ghazipur is located in the Gha^iptii distnct and is in the terntoiy
of Kashi rather than that ot Kosala
The present collection of coins from the Glia/ipur Hoard
seems to repiesent Hardaker's senes 1 and 11 or Rajgor's
Vimshatika coins, but it also contains a small number of
Hardakei's scries III coins Here 1 want to summarise the present
collection ol coins from the Ghazipur Hoard (new type 7 1 new
type I 6, New type 1 van 1 HI I, HI \ai 1 H2 1, H3 2, new
type 2 3, new type 3 1,H5 van 1 H4 1,H5van 1 H7 1 HIO 1,
new type 5 3, 1127 1, new type 6 I not clear 4) Many of the
Ghazipur coins are worn-out and heavily counterstruck with
small bankers' marks suggesting that they were in circulation tor
a rather long period In addition I also present similar
"Vimshatika coins ' from the maiket (Nos 13-16) Some of them
bear Kosala marks as a countermark (Nos 13 and 14)'" 1 noticed
three coins with Kosala countermarks out of a group of five coins
(the frequency of mark seems to be high in this hoard) taken
together, these coins reveal that there is more diversity in these
Kosala/Kashi coins than previously reported
Right now, It seems to be difficult to draw conclusions about
the attribution and chronology of the Ghazipur coins One
possibility IS that Kashi may have issued its own coins
independently from Kosala even after the conquest and this hoard
could have been buried after Kosala s invasion (after 525 BC
based on Rajgor's opinion) The second possibility is that Kosala
coins could have circulated into the Kashi territory and that this
hoard was buried before the invasion (before 525 BC based on
Hardaker's opinion) Four points may support the first
possibility
1) the present Ghazipur Hoard contains Kashi-like coins
(such as new type 5),
2) the hoard is said to have been found in Kashi territory,
3) historically, Kosala created a vice roy over Kashi after
the invasion,
4) the countermark of Kosala on coins in another hoard
may suggest these coins are Kashi coins which have
been circulated in Kosala territory
On the other hand, three points may support the second
possibihty
1) "Vimshatika coins" are very different from the series III
Kosala coins, which seems to be contemporary if
Rajgor's opinion is right,
2) there was a parallel evolution of the early punch marked
cons in Kosala and Magadha'

3) there is a sequential connection for marks between senes
I to III'
On the other hand, Cribb argued that these coins were
introduced at a much later period (after 350 BC)^'' He claimed
that the continuity of these coins suggests that they were minted
under one powerful authority (i e Magadha/Mauryan empire [personal communication]) Takihg the diversity of local punchmarked coins into consideration, however, some autonomy must
have been needed to issue local coinage under the rule of the
Magadha/Mauryan empire If that is the case, the question
remains as to how long and to what extent independence was
maintained in local areas under the Magadha empire More
comprehensive study on hoard evidence will allow us to
determine with greater certainty the attribution and chronology of
this Kosala/Kashi coinage Whatever the attribution,
"Kosala/Kashi" coins show more complex diversity than
previously thought
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Coin 1
New type 1 *
Ghazipur Hoard
Marks 1 and 2 of HI have a pentagon core with 5 arms In
contrast, the core of this coin has a hexagon with 6 arms In
addition, semicircles are seen between each arm 4 67 g
Coin 2
New type 1 variation*
Ghazipur
Hoard
This IS a variation of coin 1 The marks 1 and 2 do not have a
centre circle (see arrow) 4 72 g
Coin 3
New type 2*
This type does not have the "early" Kosala geometric mark
Marks 3 and 4 are, however, reminiscent of it This type also
appeared in a catalogue of Robert Tye as unpublished' He
described this as a Kosala/Kashi transitional issue 4 58 g
Coin 4
New type 3* Ghazipur Hoard
Marks 1 and 2 are new symbols, like flowers 4 60 g
Coin 5
New type 4* Ghazipur Hoard
Marks 1 and 2 are new symbols Marks 1 and 2 of this coin are
similar to those of H4 The symbol, however, consisted of six
oval circles instead of four 4 68 g
Coin 6
New type 4 variation
Ghazipur Hoard
the marks are quite similar to coin 7, but the centre circle of
marks 1 and 2 have a dot (see arrow) 4 70 g
Coin 7
H1 vanation
Ghazipur Hoard
Marks 1 and 2 of HI do not have a dot between each arm This
com does (see arrow) 4 65 g
Coin 8
H5 variation* Ghazipur Hoard
The centre circle of mark 3 does not have a dot, whereas H5 does
(see arrow) 4 66 g
Coin 9
New type 5* Ghazipur Hoard
A similar type of coins was reported as Kashi by P L Gupta^, but

the number of radiating arms in marks 1 and 2 is different It
consists of 12 radiating arms whereas Gupta's coin has 6-7
Mitchener also reported a similar coin as Kashi (ref 1, No 3822)
but the small circles at the end of the arms were solid and not
open In addition, the fourth mark of this coin may be different
from Mitchener's coins (see arrow) This coin is unusual in that
one mark is mislocated This must be the result of an error 4 67g
Coin 10
H10 vanation
Ghazipur Hoard
This coin IS similar to HIO but the centre circle of mark 4 is solid
430g
Coin 11
New type 6 Ghazipur Hoard
The combination of symbols was previously unknown This com
belongs to Hardaker's third series group A it is related to H24-28
of that senes 4 18 g
Com 12
New type 7 Ghazipur Hoard"*
The unique charactenstic of this coin is that it appears to have
four identical marks (Mark 1 and 2 may not have a centre circle
but rather a cruciform The arrow, however, indicates the part of
a possible centre circle, suggesting that the four marks are
identical The supenmposition of two different marks seems to be
closely matched) Usually, Kosala and Kashi coins have four
punches but they have 2 pairs of punches or 1 pair of punches
plus 2 different punches Coin no 4 in Mitchener's book also has
4 identical symbols''^ The present coin seems to be different
from Mitchener's no 4 type because the geometric design is
slightly different from this coin In the early phase of punchmarked coins, single punch-marked coins are distributed in the
northern part of India like Kosala, Magadha, Malla etc then,
single punch-marked coins are thought to have been replaced by
the 4 punch-marked coins Thus, this coin may represent the
transition type of 4 punch-marked coins from the single punchmarked coins Provenance of this coin may be the Ghazipur
Hoard, but it is not certain 4 74 g
Coin 13
New type 8
Provenance unknown'"
Marks 1 and 2 are new designs The reverse has a small Kosalalike mark (see arrow) 3 81 g
Coin 14
New type 9* Provenance unknown'"
This coin IS similar to H4, Marks 1 and 2, however, seem to be
hexagonal rather than square The small Kosala mark is added to
the obverse (see arrow) 4 18 g
Com 15
New type 10 Provenance unknown
This coin IS similar to H17 but the fourth symbol is different It is
said to have come from the Shehadpur Hoard 3 87 g
Coin 16
New type 11 Provenance unknown
This coin is similar to the series II coins but the combination of
these marks seems to represent a new type 3 94 g
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Indo-Greek and Indo-Scythic Ramblings and Novelties
By Bob Senior

condition and weighs 2 36 gm The crude lettering, particularly
the form of the letter Tra suggest that it is from a more eastern
mint, such as BN
•
senes 2d-f
KCT
The monogram appears in the right field of the reverse
'^^

Over the years I have used this Newsletter to bnng new vaneties
of coins to members' attention and to try out a few ideas that
might otherwise remain unaired These notes are a continuation
of that process and may prove of interest to collectors of these
particular fields
Eukratides (c 170 - 145 BC) issued some ot the commonest
Bactrian tetradrachms known today but his smaller silver
denominations are much scarcer and his bilingual 'Indian' weight
drachms are extremely rare The latter (see Bopearachchi
Bibliotheque Nationale Catalogue series 17) were issued
somewhat later than the drachms of Anti machos Nikephoros and
Apollodotos I and show a diademed portrait on the obverse with
the standing Dioscuroi on the reverse Now a few bilingual
hemidrachms have surfaced, from the Mir Zakah II hoard, that
show the king helmeted on the obverse but with the same reverse
as the drachms What is remarkable is that the coins are square,
like the Apollodotos coins Two type varieties are known, a) with
the obverse legend being at the bottom, left and top (as on the
illustrated coin which weighs I 00 gm) or, b) with the legend on
the left, top and right These types bear different monograms
Illustrated x 1 5 The reverse legend is Kharosthi Rajasa
Mahatakasa Cvukratidasa as on the drachms

p
^

Another new monogram for Apollodotos was published in
'The Decline of the Indo-Greeks" Monograph 2 of the
Hellenic Numismatic Society, plate II, 14 This coin by
contrast is in fine style, from a western mint, and related to the
posthumous-Hermaios coinage
A unique monogram appearing on a Zoilos II (c 50-40 BC)
drachm shows a Greek 'A' with barred top as is commonly found
in the western mint of Pushkalavati (though with a hook to the
right side) of Hippostratos, whereas here it is associated with the
'Jammu' monogram Either the engraver from Pushkalavati had
fied to 'Jammu' or the 'A' has some other significance A similar
'A' without the bar but a small 'c' on top appears on some
eastern issues of Apollodotos II The coin weighs 1 54 gm (ex
Mir Zakah)

A scarce type of bronze issued by Lysias (c 130-125 BC) of
'Heracles bust with club' obverse and Elephant reverse is issued
on a round flan with circular legends They are rare compared
with his usual square coins (see BN series 9) Now, a new variety
has been identified which has straight legends on three sides - it
IS believed to be the only one known The coin, in VF-i- condition,
weighs 5 8 gm

Artemidoros son of Maues I am belatedly trying to record all
the varieties of Artemidoros' coinage which I failed to do earlier
when the Haripur (Serai Saleh) hoard coins first started to appear
From being an extremely rare king with less than ten specimens
of his coinage known we now have something approaching 70/80
specimens but covering a very wide range of types, many of
which are both new and unique The following table records all
the specimens that I have managed to see or record recently
though I feel that a few others, mostly drachm denominations,
escaped my notice early on If anyone has any specimens that
they can add to this table I should be grateful to receive the
information and if possible a photograph Here I illustrate a few
coins that have not been illustrated or recorded elsewhere

The next bronze is rather worn but sufficiently readable to
identify it as a new type of Amyntas (c 75- 65 BC) The obverse
has an elephant with upraised trunk, holding a wreath C) The
legend is on three sides In the lower right field seems to be the
Kharosthi letter Sa On the reverse is Athena left as on the other
known coins of Amyntas and the legend appears to read Kh
Maharajasa Javadharasa Amitasa In the lower left field is a
square monogram with what seems to be a form of the known
Union Jack' types The coin weighs 6 62 gm

The novelties, so far unpublished, in this series are
7) Tetradrachm A/3 with monogram 7 So far only a drachm was
recorded 9 39 gm This coin is overstruck on a Hermaios with
Calliope tetradrachm I have a coin of type A/3, monogram 9
which IS similarly overstruck on a Hermaios and Calliope
tetradrachm There may be chronological implications to be
deduced from this
8) Tetradrachm A/4 with monogram 6 Two specimens recorded
so far but this one is the only one so far known with monogram in
the right field 9 64 gm

I té"

9) Tetradrachm B/4 with monogram 4 Until now my
tetradrachm of this type with monogram 1 was the only known
tetradrachm of this type 9 62 gm
One IS always on the search for coins of known kings that bear
unlisted or new monograms These enable one to fill the gaps in
monogram sequences and help certify the correct ruler order A
new monogram may indicate a king's expansion into temtory not
previously occupied by him The following drachm of
Apollodotos II (c 65-55 BC) has an unusual style and a
monogram that is unique to the Indo-Greek series It is in Ef

10) Tetradrachm C/4 with monogram I All combinations of
obverse were known with Artemis reverses but this obverse was
not known for the Nike series This unique coin fills that gap
8 95 gm (some reverse surface loss)
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Table of Artemidoros monograms and types
1
Obv/Rev

H

C/1

2

4

3

m wz

I

A/2

5

Z

6

7

5rT A

9

8
^

^

0*

10

mu

n

0

0*

D/3
C/3

0

B/3
A/3
A/4
B/4
C/4

A
0
0

A
OA
O

A#

D/4

13

Ac
A

\K

0
A

0

0

A

14
^

0

A
X

X

^b
JS.C

OA
A* OA OA! OA
0A#
OA

12

0

A/5
^a

A

11

X

X

X

X
X

^d

X

The obverses are: A = Diademed bust right, B = Helmeted bust right, C = Diademed spearthruster left, D =
Helmeted spearthruster left. Variations exist with straight or flowing diadem ties.
The reverses are: 1 = Horseman right, 2 = Artemis right, 3 = Artemis left, 4 = Nike right, 5 = Nike left. * = may
be Kharosthi letters in field, # = may have a Greek B (sometimes retrograde) in field, underlined = monogram
may be in right or left field,! = 'A' sometimes in the A of the monogram. O = Tetradrachm, A = Drachm.
JEdi = Artemis/Bull unit, b = with 'son ofMaues' legend, c = Artemis/ Bull Vi unit and d = Artemis /Lion VA unit.
My thanks to Frank Kovacs for notice of two coins he has sold which were absent from my records.
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Hermaios a Graeco-Scythian?
In "The Dechne of the Indo-Greeks" I suggested that Hermaios,
as successor to Philoxenos in the western territories, may have
come to prominence by marrying the latter's daughter This
would explain Calhope's bust on the joint coins (11 below) with
Philoxenos' 'type' of 'King on Prancing Horse' reverse The
reverse type for Hermaios is 'Zeus enthroned' (12) but there are
the rare portraitless coins (13) which show both 'types' The
Philoxenos/Calliope type has the dominant obverse position
indicating perhaps that she was the more important member of
the union What I wish to suggest here is that Hermaios may have
been wholly or part Scythian

17

2) We know from the coins of Artemidoros that a 'Scythian' (son
of Maues) can bear a Greek name and issue Greek style coinage
3) The Scythians who subsequently issued the posthumousHermaios coinage chose deliberately to copy the coinage of
Hermaios, who otherwise was not a long-reigning king nor one
who issued a prolific coinage This may be because they saw
themselves as his legitimate heirs in that area
4) Portraitless coins were the normal issue for Scythian kings
whereas the Indo-Greeks only issued them in silver in the much
earlier time of Antimachos Nikephoros and Apollodotos I On
one sole variety of Hermaios's issue of this type (14) the rider is
seen to be a woman and the bowcase absent - this might possibly
be because this figure was intended for Calliope (as opposed to
Hermaios on the other coins'') who was Greek and not Scythian''
On the reverse of those coins, Zeus is depicted differently than on
all the other Hermaios coins too This may be due to the
idiosyncrasy of an individual engraver at a particular mint but
may also be because the other forms of Zeus depict him holding a
Scythian symbol
5) Until the time of Hermaios, Greek deities are shown in various
forms, often with an arm outstretched in an attitude of
benediction Zeus is shown thus or holding a figure such as
Athena or Hecate, or sometimes a palm branch On Scythian
coins, Zeus is always shown holding either Nike or an object
resembling the letter 'C', probably a torque This latter type is the
case with the coins, both lifetime and posthumous, of Hermaios
but noi the case for any earlier Indo-Greek coins
We thus have several pointers to Hermaios origin His lower
status in regard to his Gieek wife, the appearance of the Scythian
bow, horse and torque on his coins, and the fact that the
Scythians chose to imitate lus coins afterhis demise
My reasons for thinking this are as follows
1) On all preceding and succeeding coins with the 'King on
prancing Horse' type, of Antimachos II, Nicias, Philoxenos,
Menander II, Artemidoros and Hippostratos, the cavalier is
shown without the bow in bowcase which is so prominent on
these Hermaios coins This bow in bowcase is exactly as found
on the contemporary bronzes of the Scythian rulers Arsakes
Theos (15), 'King's brother' (16) and Maues (17) On the obverse
of those coins the type is 'Horse right', exactly the reverse type
as found on the coins of Hermaios (18)

A New Drachm of Abdagases
Silver drachms of Abdagases from the Seistan mint are very rare
They closely resemble Parthian coins but are distinctive tor their
portraits with bunched hair and Pahlevi inscriptions behind the
head The portraits vary in style and quality of execution but are
obviously meant to represent the same bearded person wearing
triple diadem and double-strand necklace The first issue (1) has
the king's name 'wdiïov 'wdgsy''} on the obverse but the reverse
legend is a corrupt version of the legend found on the coins of
Gondophares I, his uncle
KALI^EYt EMLWEnN HtrACTNi OnfthL »En»N= HAZ-tlE N«[tAU
This translates as "The King of Kings, the Great Gondophares,
surnamed Sae" On Abdagases coins it is variously divided and
misspelled such as

15
It seems to me that these early coins were issued while
Gondophares was alive and Abdagases was the heir apparent It
IS interesting that on none of his subsequent coins does
Abdagases aspire to the title of 'Gondophares' whereas
Gondophares-Sases, his successor, takes it as do GondopharesSarpedanes and Gondophares-Gadana (Orthagnes)
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Some Candra coins of Arakan
By Vasant Chowdhury
In the history of South-East Asia, the coinage system of the
Candra dynasty of Arakan deserves special mention. The Candra
rulers of Vesah (circa 370-600 AD) introduced a fairly large
number of well-struck seated bull type silver coins of different
denominations which have surfaced from time to lime. The
theoretical weight of the full unit of Candra coins might have
been 8 g. Interestingly, it looks as if the fractional issues of the
full unit were 3/8 and 6/8 denominations. These lower
denomination coins are extremely rare. Two such coins are
illustrated here:

Until now, the only other issues knownare those bearing the
legend "the King of Kings, the Great Abdagases"
^ACIAEUIC SRClAtul NMErA,\-- AlaATAC- YEnitflA NDYtilK. AIDYI

illustrious (Epiphanes), the Just (Dikaiou)' (2) and ones with a
longer version adding 'Victorious (Nikiou)'(3). On issue 1 there
is no sign of a seat below the archer and both legs are visible.
This compares with the Parthian drachms of Phraates IV (c. 38-2
BC). Issues 2 and 3 have a cross below the archer and show only
one leg. On Parthian coins this occurs first on the coins of
Phraataces (c. 2 BC- AD 4) and then on all subsequent drachms.
The innovation of including a Pahlevi legend pre-dates the
introduction of such on Parthian coins by some 50/60 years. The
Indo-Parthians being much less Hellenized than their Parthian
cousins probably accounts for this. Strangely, the legends are
arranged around the coins on issue 1 as on the earliest issues of
Gondophares whereas the coins bearing the name Abdagases
follow the pattern on the 'Surnamed Sae' issue.

Silver, round, 2.7 g, 18 mm
Obverse: seated bull facing right and legend Bhumi Candra in
Brahmi at the top
Reverse: Tripartite design and dots

Silver, round, 2.5 g, 16 mm
Obverse: seated bull facing right and the suggested reading of the
legend is Niticandra in Brahmi at the top.
Reverse: tripartite design and dots.
The issuer of the first coin is Bhumcandra, whose wife was
Kitomdevi and he ruled for seven years from AD489. His 3/8
denomination coin recorded so far has the bull facing left. So this
one, with the bull facing right is a new variety. As far as the
second coin is concerned, "Niticandra", whose wife was
Savitumeundrasriya, ruled for 55 years during the middle of the
ó* century AD. A couple of 3/8 denomination coins are known
where in both cases the bull is facing left, so here again the right
facing bull provides a new type. "Niticandra", during the early
years of this reign struck such coins, but subsequently must have
reformed the coinage so that quarter units were struck instead.
And these were continued by successive rulers.
Rejerences
San Tha Aung: Arakanese coins

A new coin (4) has now surfaced which bears a new legend,
differently arranged. It too bears the cross below the archer on the
reverse but has some of the letter forms of the first issue (Upsilon
in place of cursive Omega in BASIAEtiZ). The obverse is the
same as 1 but rather too poor to illustrate. The top line is
uncertain and there is probably a second line left of the archer.
What can be seen is:

This is a little unusual because one would expect BAZIAEÜN
before the King's name if he was going to call himself 'King of
Kings' and the placing of MEFAAOY after his name is quite
irregular. There seems to be no sign of Epiphanes, though as
suggested, there may be more legend not visible on this
specimen. So far the coin is the only one known of its type and I
would place it before issues 2 and 3 but after issue 1.

Michael Mitchener: Early South-East Asia and its coinage

The Sultans of Kashmir -Some New Discoveries
by Nicholas G. Rhodes
Since my article in Numismatic Digest vol.17 (1993)', a
few important new coins of the Sultans of Kashmir have been
discovered, and I have pleasure in publishing four new
discoveries in this article. I will use the numbering convention
used in my original article.
Muhammad Shah (cl484-87, 1499-1505,1514-15, 1517-28 &
1530-37)
30a

mohur
obverse
reverse

Date AH 876 (sic.) in digits.
Dig duplicate of No.24, the mohur
of Hasan Shah.
Uncertain couplet, divided by the
usual knot, including the words

sikkah muhr Mulfammad dawlat
sultan... kashmïr.
J. P. Goenka Collection
23 mm
11.3 g
30b

mohur
obverse
reverse

^^ ^^

Bahanstan-i-Shahi, that Mubarak "reframed from striking coins
and reading tlie khutba in his name" is wrong. The continued
use of the same obverse die during four reigns is interesting,
and confirms Üiat the production of coins must have been very
limited at this period.
The epithet husainï is interestmg, and was noted by
Whitehead in his publication of the BM specimen~but without
any explanation. Mubarak was the son of Sayyid Ibrahim
Baihaqi, and grandson of Sayyid Muhammad Baihaqi, a
powerful noble who had been Prime Minister during
Muhammad Shali's second reign (1499-1505). He was killed in
a battle with his great rivals, the Chaks, in 1505, and from then
on his family had fallen on relatively hard times. The meaning
of the epithet is uncertain, and it certainly cannot refer to any
relationship with Husain Shah Chak (1562-70).
Apart from these two new pieces, it is worth noting one
error that has come to my attention. No.81 is dated AH 969 in
digits at the top right of the obverse field. Althougli the
specimen in tlie British Museum, which was the only example
known to me at tlae time of writing the original article, several
specimens have turned up since then', struck from the same pair
of dies, but clearly showing the date. The appearance of this
date clearly confirms my tlieory that (GhazI Chak only struck
coins in his own name towards the end of his reign
It is a pleasure to find that new discoveries are still being
made in this series, and I hope that other students will not be
shy to publish their discoveries. In particular, the couplets on
tlie gold mohurs should be legible, and I have illusfrated them
with enlarged photographs, in the hope that someone more
expert tlian I, can succeed in reading them. Finally, I should like
to tliank Mr J P. Goenka for giving me permission to publish the
two fme gold mohurs from liis collection

visible, possibly AH 934 in

^^'ëits.
Same die as Nos.50 & 54.
Possibly the same couplet as last,
but legend arranged differently, and
also differently from No. 30.

J. P. Goenka Collection

18 mm

11.2 g

The above mohurs in the name of Muhammad Shah are
important, in sharing obverse dies witli mohurs of other rulers.
No. 30a shares an obverse die with the mohur of his father,
Hasan Shah, and therefore is likely to have been struck early in
his 1st reign (1484-87). The AH date of the reign was c888-892
AH, so the clear date on the die shows that the die was certainly
intended for coins of Hasan Shah, who ascended the throne in
876 AH. No. 30b, on the other hand shares an obverse die with
both Ibrahim Shah (1528/9) and Nazuk Shah (1529/30),
showing that this mohur must have been struck either in
Muhammad Shah's 4th reign (1517-28), or in his 5th reign
(1530-37). The reduction in diameter between the beginning
and end of the reign is consistent with other surviving mohurs of
this period.

1. The Coinage of the Sultans of Kashmir, pp.55-147.
2. "Gold Coins of the Sultans of Kashmir", Num. Chron. 1933, p.266
3. N.G.Rhodes, J.P.Goenka and Al-Sayyed collections.

Some Notes on Indian Coins
By Ken Wiggins
East India Company, Bengal Presidency. Two Unusual Coins.
AT rupee. Weight: 11.66 grams. Diameter: 26 mm.

Mubarak Shah (1579-80)
105a

sasnu
obverse
reverse

Date AH 987 in digits and in Persian,
Same die as Nos.98, 100, 102 & 106,
dated 987 in digits and in Persian.
^_^i:.>..ii> ol^ '^J^ kXA9u ^ j J f Mc
'ala' al-dln muhammad mubarak shah

The obverse contains the usual name and titles of Shah
'Alam n in the form adopted by the East India Company in 1761
vvith the addition of a crescent mark. This mark was added to
the obverse in 1771 The reverse bears the mint name
Murshldabad and the usual/a/fli formula with the addition of a
small crescent mark at the top left.
This coin may, at first glance, be taken as an unofficial
copy of an East India Company Murshldabad rupee (see
Pridmore pp 273—^275) but there are a few indications that it is
possibly a pattern or trial piece for a mohur, struck in silver.
The points noted are:
• The coin appears to be of good silver.
• The weight of exactly 180 grains is the equivalent of one
tola.

husainï
N. G. Rhodes Collection

17 mm

6.21 g

The discovery of a sasnu of this ruler, previously only
known from the mohur in the British Museum, now means that
silver coins are known for every single sultan, from Zain al'Abidm dated 842AH, to Ya'qub Shah dated 994 AH. It also
provides further evidence to show that the statement in the
19

This machine struck com bears on one side the name and
titles of Queen Victoria and tne date 1880. The other side has
the name of Pragmalji, who ruled Kutch from 1860 to 1875, and
the Samvat date 1926 = AD 1869. The obverse is, apart from
the date, the same as the V/2 dokda of Pragmalji (Y.l 1) which
are dated from 1869/ S.1925 to 1872/ S.1928.
There are two possible explanations for this piece.
(a)
It is a normal 1 'A dokda of Pragmalji (Y. 11)
on which the date has been incorrectly engraved.
(b)
It is a mule of Y. 11 and a similar coin of
Khengarji HI with an unrecorded date.

•

The edge is grained left. The small crescent on the reverse.
According to Pridmore (p.236), in 1825 the standard 1793
niohur was reissued. Two varieties are illustrated both of which
have edges grained to the left. The first variety (Pr.83) has the
normal dot privy mark .. of the Calcutta mint. This was the
issue of 1825.
In 1829 a new mint with improved machinery was
established in Calcutta. A feature of the coins, both gold and
silver, issued from the new mint in 1830 was the adoption of a
crescent mark on the reverse, at the end of the word mantis
(Pr.84 and 177). This was the furst occasion on which the
crescent mark was inserted in this position. It therefore made
the dot privy mark superfluous and it was transformed into a
three dot decoration. The mohur of 1829 that was put into
circulation had the Hegira date 1202 at the bottom of the
obverse. The coin shown above has only the figures 122, most
probably an error on the part of the die cutter.

The first is the most likely for, according to the list of dates
given in the Krause Mishler catalogue, there are a number of
errors in the AD dates, probably caused by the die engravers
confusing the Arabic 7 and 8.
Kutch

1 Vi dokda

10.3 g

24 mm.

Ar quarter rupee. Weight: 2.78 grams. Diameter: 18.2 mm

The obverse has the normal inscription for the type —
sikka shah 'alam bad shah but the date at the top is inscribed
1402 instead of 1204. The reverse is normal — darb
murshldabad sanah 19
This unusual coin is probably a forgery of an 1819 quarter
rupee with the mint name of Murshldabad but struck at
Calcutta (Pr. 175). It has a straight grained edge but no privy dot
marks. The obvious pointers to this piece being a forgery are
the low weight of 2.78 grams and the incorrect date of 1402.
Apart from these two aspects, the engraving of the coin is of a
high order but when compared with a genuine quarter rupee of
proper weight it is noticeable that the diacritical points are
square instead of being diamond-shaped and the other
ornamental dots are larger. As far as can be ascertained the
piece is of good silver and appears to have been in circulation.

Obverse

Kutch

9.97g

sanah
1884

\AAf
Reverse

H^i^

Jifl

<^<iKv>n
^
<l^Y<t

maharau sn
khangarjï
kachh
1941

This coin is a proof-like specimen or possibly a pattern of a
1/2 dokda of Khengarji m (1875-1942). The date of 1884 /
S.1941 is one year earlier than that recorded in Üie Krause
Mishler catalogue under the heading "fmer style" ITie
inscriptions on the above coin, particularly those of the obverse,
differ somewhat from that on the coins struck for circulation
from 1885 to 1894 and is probably a model for that series.
Baroda

A Few Unusual Coins Of Kutch &

Copper 1'A dokda

victoria
qaisar-i-hind
darb bhüj

Ref: Pridmore F.: The Coins of the British Commonwealth of Nations
Part 4, India. Volume 1, East India Company Presidency Series, c.1642—
1835.

Indian Native States.
Baroda.

l^J^J

24 mm

Both these coins have the same obverse with a Nagari sO ga (the
initials of Sayaji Gaekwar) above a ball and a sword. Coin (a)
has the following on the reverse
Obverse

«<(?r

Victoria
malikah mu 'azzamah

l^v^
li*

kwln
1880
sanah
Reverse

ïTfT3 «ft
jrTïr5r5fl

This is the farily common paisa of Baroda (Y 24) issued
between 1880 and 1891
Coin (b) is a similar piece of the same size and weight but
the reverse reads:

maharau sn
pragmaljT
1926

^fji

samvat
1948
ekpaisa
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ïT^
'W^C
^ ^

samvat
1948
donpaise

The reverse inscnption on this latter com indicates that it
is a two paisa piece, which it obviously is not The two paisa
pieces of this type (Y 24a and 25a) are larger corns usually
struck on machme-punched flans The form ?T^ (don) is or was
used m Baroda instead of the more common ?T (do), both mean
two The word TO is the plural of paisa
How is It that these two coins of the same size have different
values'' It would appear that the die used to strike the two paisa
coin was used on a flan designed for the one paisa It would be
interesting to know if the coin was offered as the denomination
that it appeared to be or rejected as such and accepted as a one
paisa piece
The Sikh Mint 'Altalpur': A Myth
By Shailendra Bhandare
While descnbmg the Sikh issues of Kashmir m his semmal
work The Coins of the Sikhs (Indian Com Society, Nagpur,
1993), Hans Herrli identified certam silver and copper coms as
beanng the mmtname 'Akalpur' The silver coms were struck
durmg the governorship of Colonel Mihan Smgh Kumedan, a
general of the Sikh emperor Ranjit Smgh Subsequenfly the
same senes was contmued under the governorship of Shaikh
Ghulam Muhyl al-DHi and his son Shaikh Imam al-Dm, the last
governor of Kashmir under the Sddis The copper coms are also
issues of these governors In Herrli's descnptive section, he has
identified the silver coms with type numbers 06 45 04 to
06 51 04 (pp 135-138), while the copper coms have been given
the numbers 06 114 11 and 06 116 11 (pp 151-152; It is said
m a footnote on page 120, that Herrli published the 'correct
readmg of the mmtname' m 1980 and 'up to now it has been
observed only on coms' However, the footnote as well as the
bibliography appended at the end of the treatise fails to mention
the publication details of this important historical deduction
Herrli proceeds to comment that 'Mihan Smgh and his
successors put Sn Akalpur, the Sikh name of Siïnagar, on then"
rupees, but that it never became popular with the Muslims and
Hmdus constitutmg the majonty of the population of Kashmir
and therefore disappeared with the end of the oppressive Sikh
rule" At the outset it needs to be commented that the communal
implications m this argument are rather undesirable,
"oppressive" the Sikh rule may well have been That the socalled 'Such' mmtname was contmued on the coms of Muslun
successors of Mihan Smgh is sufficient to show that there were
hardly any religious undertones mvolved Moreover the readmg
of the mmtname raises doubts, especially when there are no
other references to it apart from the coms, as admitted by Herrli
himself It IS unlikely that a seemmgly important decision like
changmg the name of the capital of a constituent provmce of the
empire should go unnoticed m the annals of Sikh History Such
mstances m late mediaeval and early modem numismatics are
always supported by corroborative facts reported m other
sources of historical mfonnation, such as archives It is m the
light of this doubt that the enure issue needs to be discussed
afresh, and that is what this paper attempts to do
The methodoloy adopted by Herrli m his treatise as far as
readmg and reconstructmg the com legends is concerned, was to
study the vanous specimens representmg the com-type, notmg
the mscnptional details and presentmg them as they occur on

the coms in what may be descnbed as a 'full die representation'
of the legends The Sikh issues of Kashmir imtially bear the
mmtname Khitta Kashmir or Shn Kashmir with legends with
distmct Sikh affimty such as Akal Sahay and Takht Akal Bakht
As far as these legends are concerned, the Sikh issues derive
direcUy from their Durrani predecessors the system of not
mentionmg the name of the city of Srmagar on the coms, but
mdicate the mmtname by the name of the provmce, i e
Kashmir Hie mmtname is therefore never expressed, on all
silver coms and many types of copper coms, as Srmagar When
the Kashmir issues under Mihan Smgh are compared it becomes
apparent that the date occurs at two different positions on the
reverse Usually it is located split m sets of two digits on both
sides of the differentiatmg symbol, the leaf However, one
specimen noticed by Herrli has it above the top of the two
horizontal strokes located above the leaf These honzontal
strokes represent certain elongated Persian characters, the
readmg of which is crucial to reconstruct the reverse legend of
the Sikh rupees of Kashmir It appears that the placement of the
date above one of them led Herrli to conclude that the top stroke
stands tor •sanah, the Persian word mdicative of a chronological
detail Hie second honzontal stroke is read by Herrli to stand
for 'Mihan the name of tlie governor Once these are read as
they have been the rest of the legend reads as Shn Akalpur
Kashmir The entire legend accordmg to Herrli is therefore
sanah (followed b) date) Mihan Shi Akalpur Kashmir Hence
Herrli's conclusion that tlie city of Snhagar was renamed
'Akalpur' by tlie Sikhs under Mihan Singh So much for
Herrli's type 06 45 04 The type represented by 06 46 04
presents a fresh conundrum Here three sfrokes replace the two
on the top on reverse, and Herrli proposes to read the top stroke
as the Persian letter 'K' m its detached form He proceeds to
comment 'I prefer to interpret it as the mitial letter for
Kumedan"
These readmgs raise several questions First of all, Herrli's
readings completely exclude the inmt mdicative Zarb, which is
rather unusual for any com of the type under discussion In total,
Herrli illustrates 14 coms (as Ime drawmgs) to support his
readmgs - one for type 06 45 04, six for type 06 46 04, three for
type 06 50 04 and four for type 06 5 1 04 Out of these, at least
two drawmgs m type 06 5 1 04 (dated VS 1900 and VS 1902,
respectively) clearly bear vesüges of Zarb. which Heirli has
failed to notice Further, Herrli's contention that the second
honzontal stroke stands for 'Mihan' is mexplicable m the case
of coms of types 06 50 04 and 06 51 04, both of which were
issued m the reigns of successive governors, namely Shaikh
Muhyl al-Dm and Shaikh Imam al-Dm Why would the
succeeding governors retam the name of their predecessor on
the reverse, especially when a system to mdicate their authonty
by a special mark on the obverse was already bemg practiced'^
In the case of Mihan Smgh himself, the same argument can be
applied - why would he choose to put his name, m an
mcomplete form without the usual hononfic 'Smgh', on the
reverse of the com, when his authonty was aheady mdicated by
a 'shield-and-sword' mark on the obverse"? Thirdly, why the
surname of Mihan Smgh (Kumedan), which itself is an
mdigenous rendermg of his early military designation
'Commandant', be represented on the coms m a shortened
form? Lastly, the name of this Sikh governor is pronounced
'Mihan Smgh', with an elongated 'a', and as such should have
been spelt with an ahf attached to the he followmg mlm No
com lUusfrated by Herrb shows this alif and none show even the
tennmal/I0/I.

It is therefore to be concluded that Herrli's reading of the
reverse legend of the Sikh issues of Kashmir, along with his
interpretation of the two or three horizontal strokes is far from
being satisfactory. For a fresh reappraisal we need to examine
these coins more closely. I am indebted to Mr. R. T. Somaiya of
Mumbai, who has an excellent collection of Kashmir coins, for
providing me with specimens of the Sikh issues of Kashmir for
a detailed study. The reverses of some of his coins are
illustrated hereunder.

Coin 1

the word represented by the stroke immediately above tlie leaf is
identified with certainty to be 'Kh'.
Herrli identifies the ending of this word as an end-form of
the letter nun, to conclude that tlie word stands for 'Mihan' But
as said earlier, on none of the coins examined by me is a nm
clearly visible. The same is true for all the 14 coins illusfrated
by Herrli. A second look at coin 1 illustrated above will help to
make it clear that the niin is nonexistent. The coin clearly shows
the dotted border that usually represents the margins in which
the inscription is fitted, and there is evidently no sign of the
nun. Instead, the word is seen to end in a small downward
sfroke, which stands to indicate that the ha added to the kaf to
create the syllable 'Kh' ends there as a completed consonant.
The sfroke immediately above the leaf therefore indicates the
word 'Kha', and not 'Mihan' as claimed by Herrli.
It is therefore evident that what Herrli has read as 'sanah'
and 'Mihan' are in fact 'jl' and 'kha', respectively. Taken
together with the portions below the sfrokes it reads Zarb
Kashmir ShrlAkalpurakhajl. This is what the legend represents.
Herrli's reading of the mmt-name and his contention that the
Sikhs changed the name of Srinagar to Akalpür therefore has to
be rejected. The legend and its arrangement may be represented
as below:

Coin 2

Here it is clearly seen that the second horizontal stroke
above the leaf is read as 'jl' - the loop ofJim and the dot under
it are clearly visible. The vowel ya has been added to jTm to
make it 'jl' in the majhül (elongated) maimer. Herrli's
contention that the stroke stands for sanah is therefore to be
rejected, hi fact, two of Herrli's own illustrations (type
06.46.04, dated VS 1898 and type 06.51.04, dated VS 1900)
clearly the show the loop ofjXm as seen on Mr. Somaiya's coins
illustrated above.
What Herrli reads as 'the detached form of letter K'
constitutes the top one of the three horizontal strokes seen above
the leaf, associated with a small s-shaped curve often used to
denote the letters kaf and güfin a simplified maimer. However,
the s-shape is usually placed inside the stroke in such cases and
seldom outside. To justify Herrli's rendering, one has to place it
outside the stroke. From the point of view of calligraphy this is
not very accurate. As such, the top stroke can not stand for kaf
or the detached form of the letter 'K' I will come to the reading
of this stroke further on in the paper. Here we must first
ascertain with which character the s-shaped curve is to be
associated. For that I illustrate some more coins from Mr.
Somaiya's cabinet.

The word 'Akalpurakh' or 'Akalpiirukli" are Punjabi
equivalents of the Sanskrit Akalpurusha, which means "The
Immortal Being" ' in its literal sense, but obviously stands for
God. In the Sikh doctrine, God is seen as Eternal and Unique,
devoid of any Foim. The word 'Akalpurakh' succinctly
summarises this concept. The supportive evidence for this
reading comes from another coin. This is a rare type of rupee
struck by Mihan Singh Kumedan. It is listed by Herrli as type
06.60.04, and bears Gurmukhi legend instead of Persian. Here
the legend on obverse reads as the Gobindshahi couplet - Deg
Teg Fateh Naprat Bidarang Jafat (sic) Az Nanak Guru Gobind
Singh. The reverse has the legend Jarab Kashmir Srf
Akalpurukhjr. The rupee is faithful to other important aspects of
the Sikh issues of Kashmir, such as the nature of the
differentiating symbols (both the mint indicator and the
authority indicator) and their placement. Therefore, it can be
safely surmised that in essence the legends are Gurmukhi
fransliterations of the Persian legends seen otherwise on these
coins. As such the word 'Akalpurakh' should have its rightful
placement in the Persian legends, as has been demonstrated
above.

These coins demonstrate clearly that the beginning of the
first stroke above the leaf is not the initial form of mm, as
advocated by Herrli to read what the sfroke stands for - tiie
name of the governor 'Müian'. In fact none of the coins
examined by me show the mm in all its clarity. Only one of the
14 coins illustrated by Herrli (type 06.51.04, date VS 1902)
shows a beginning that only tentatively can be read as mïm. But
this is an issue of one of the shaikhs, the successors of Mihan
Singh and, as such, lus name becomes inappropriate on their
coins. All other coins, including those illustrated by Herrli,
show the beginning of the first sfroke above the leaf as a vertical
line with a thickened end. When the s-shape, which is seen
immediately behind this line, is taken to be in association with
the line, it becomes convenient to identify the character as the
initial fonn of the letter kaf standing for 'K'. What follows is
clearly the medial form of the letter he, so the first syllable in

The reading of the legend is consistent with other
observations about the Kashmir issues as well. As a divine
invocation, 'Akalpumkhjl' falls in line with legends with
similar sentiments such as 'Akal Sahay' and 'Taklit Akal
Bakht' seen on other Kashmir issues. The fact that the 'Sikh
name for Srmagar' is indeed a misreading absolves the issues of
Mihan Singh from the incongruency of bearing a different mintname than all other Kashmir issues. Moreover, the issues of his
successors are spared from the inexplicable phenomenon of
bearing then predecessor's name.
The only fact that remains to be explained now is: what
22

does the third stroke above the leaf, thought to have been a
detached form of the letter kaf by Herrli, represent? It must be
admitted that it occurs only on the issues of Mihan Singh
Logically it should represent a syllable after the word
'Akalpurakhajl'. This word ends m the honorific 'JT' that has
been spelled on many other SUdi issues as 'Jiw' The case under
discussion may be best illustrated by the mintname 'Srï
AmbratsarjTw' seen on the Sikh issues of Amritsar mint. In all
Indian languages, the consonants 'W' and ' B ' are freely
interchangeable. This is what precisely seems to have happened
in case of the Kashmir issues. The word on the reverse of Mihan
Singh's issues is therefore to be read as 'Shrï Akalpurakhjib',
the stroke above 'Jl' representing the letter ba in its detached
form. Tlie execution of ba in its detached form is grammatically
correct, as the preceding syllable 'Jl' has the vowel added to it
in the majhnl form. On subsequent issues this cumbersome
rendering of the word seems to have been discontinued as seen
from the illustrations here. These illustrations are of the reverse
of the issues of Shaikh Ghulam Muhyi al-Dln. It is clear from
coin 6 that there is no letter nun at the end of the fu-st sfroke
above the leaf

Restaurant or Alms Tokens
By Jan Lingen
A few neatly cast copper tokens, which 1 obtained some years
ago in Jaipur (India), have been puzzling me ever since. Despite
their finding their way to Jaipur, they must originally have come
from Delhi.
The legends on the pieces are:
1)
- J
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DUKAN
Sham'a Restaurant
9
25
9 Meena Bazaar Delhi - Maiizur
Translation:
Candlelight Restaurant
SHOP 9
9 Fancy Bazaar Delhi - Licensed
weight: 7.79 g.
diameter: 26.5 mm
2)
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DUKAN
Sham'a Restaurant
9
50
9 Meena Bazaar Delhi - Manzur
Translation: as no I.
weight. 9.91 g.
diameter. 26.5 mm

A Prison Token
By Jan Lingen

3)

Obv.: Zindan/1318; Rev.: Shahrbani tibiyat
Metal: lead, diameter: 24 mm., weight: 5.52 g.
This token, with a reasonably clear legend, has been puzzling
me for quite some time, and to some extent still is. The obverse
reads clearly Zindan = prison. The date, no doubt in the Hegira
era, is 1318 which corresponds to AD 1900-01.
The reverse reads on the top shahrbani, which can be
translated as Police'. On a recent visit to Pakistan this translation
was locally confirmed. Sanjay Garg once wrote to me that he
could not remember the word "Shahrbani "ever being used in the
administrative terminology on the Indian subcontinent, but that it
seemed to be used more in the area of Iran / Afghanistan. The
style of writing, however, points to a locality more to the east of
these countries. I he provenance confirms this as the token was
obtained in Dehli.
The second line may be read as taybat (city founder / builder
/ architect / composer), but this translation does not makes much
sense. Another suggestion was made by a friend of mine in
Pakistan who read it as tibiyat which can be translated as
medicine / hospital / medical department. With this translation,
the inscription becomes more sensible and may be read as
"Hospital warden" or "Hospital police". The token was probably
used as an entrance- or gate-pass allowing prisoners to visit the
hospital within the prison compound.
The token is no doubt for use within the prison compound,
but in which prison? Which country and which city? The
calligraphy of the inscription points more to the north-western
part of the Indian subcontinent, which is also confirmed by its
provenance (Delhi). The use of the word Shahrbani, however,
seems to indicate a more western locality (Iran-Afghanistan).
Any additional information which readers may be able to
provide about this curious token will be most welcome.
Note
1 Boyle, John Andrew: A Practical dictionary of the Persian Language,
p 98, Lx)ndon 1949
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Shaukat Restaurant
Meena Bazaar
TOKAN over the same, vertical
50
2
Translation:
Grand (or Magnificent) Restaurant Fancy Bazaar.
Weight: 9.91 g.
diameter: 26,5 g.
All three tokens are in the name of a restaurant located in the
Meena Bazaar. Two tokens mention Delhi and the third token
must, on account of its fabric, also have come from there. Meena
Bazaar is situated opposite the main gate of Jama Masjid in old
Delhi. Its antiquity can be traced back to the foundation of
Shahjahanabad in AD 1648. Such markets were a common
feature of the Mughal city-plans, where fancy items were sold
There still exists another Meena Bazaar opposite the Taj Mahal in
Agra. The Meena Bazaar at Delhi has since been renovated and
rebuilt. All sorts of things are sold here: from electric goods,
watches and books, to clothes, cosmetics and curio items There
are also a number of eateries and hotels.
A personal visit by Sanjay Garg, to whom I owe most of the
information in this note, to the Meena Bazaar revealed that
neither of the two restaurants - Sham'a and Shaukat exist today.
Sham'a (feminine) and Shaukat (masculine) are common names
amongst the Indian Muslims.
Both these restaurants have been closed for some decades

Part VII - TREASURY 1OKENS
The illustrative drawings in this article are denved from crude
sketches made in the Calcutta and Bombay Mints dunng research
visits in the 1980's The diameter is correct, unless otherwise
noted, but other details are not to scale and are approximate
These drawings emphasis those points necessary to ensure
recognition but, are not so complete as to depict every detail If
edge type is known it will be noted The numbering system
follows the book. Catalogue of British India Historical Medals,
these checks, passes, tickets and tokens will eventually be
incorporated in a new edition

now A casual inquiry of the present occupant ot the Shop No 9
an electrical goods shop, revealed that similar tokens made of
plastic were used during a shortage of coins in India in the 1970s
Since the tokens are of copper, however, their use as substitute
for small coins does not seem probable Their prodcution cost
plus the cost of the metal would have been more than what they
were supposed to represent
But what do they represent'' The name of the restaurant and
location are not a problem The reverse DUKAN means a shop,
thus in the case of token 1 & 2 Shop No 9 The third token has
clearly TOKAN / 2 inscribed As this number is part of the
casting mould, no higher or lower numbers are expected So why
give this token a number T>
The question as to what 25 and 50 represent is even more
puzzling If this represents 25 and 50 paisa, they must refer to the
decimal currency, which was introduced in India in 1957
Material, weight, fabric and calligraphy, however, suggest to me
an earlier date, probably pre-World War II In that case hardly
any explanation can be given for the 25 and 50 on the obverse of
these tokens A value representing 25 and 50 rupees would be too
high and amounts of 25 or 50 annas (1/16 rupee) were not in
vogue
As the numerals, as shown above, can hardly represent a
value, they may represent numbers
It IS suggested that these pieces may be Khaiiati or alms
tokens According to Sanjay Garg this may be substantiated from
the fact that there is a custom amongst the Muslims where they
seek the divine favours (mannat) at the mosques and the tombs of
saints (dargahs) and promise to provide a feast for a number of
beggars and destitute people (faqirs) at that place if their wish is
fulfilled The number of faqirs used to vary according to one's
capacity However it was not always possible for the spenders to
gather the required number of faqirs, and, while the number of
faqirs available at a mosque or a dargah was more or less
constant, the number of people promising to provide feasts
tended to increase Thus, there arose a need to evolve a system to
overcome this problem The hotel owners came up with the idea
where a person could purchase these tokens from them and hand
them over to a head-faqir (such groups still exists) It was then up
to that head-faqir to collect the required number of taqirs at one
time or split the number and availailability of the tokens over
more than one occasion Technically these tokens were
exchangeable only for meals but, sometimes, the head faqir
clandestinely connived with the hotel owners to obtain partial
encashment Such practices are, according to Sanjay Garg, still in
vogue in places like the tombs of Hazrat Nizamuddin Auliya in
Delhi and of Kwaja Muinuddin Chisti in Ajmer
Despite the fact that we know the places for which they
were issued, many questions still remain, such as the exact
purpose, value or number, and date when they were in use No
such tokens seem to have been published so far, not even in
Michael Mitchiner's recently published Indian tokens Popular,
Religious & Secular Art from the ancient period to the present
day (London 1998) Therefor any information, which may shed
some more light on these curious restaurant or alms tokens,
would be most appreciated
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Treasury Tokens & Related Issues

993

COMPTROLLER - INDIA TREASURIES

Obverse
Around border COMPTROLLER •!• INDIA TREASURIES •!•
Across upper centre section PRESIDENCY, across lower centre
section PAYDEPT?
Reverse Same as obverse
Diameter (D) 39 mm. Metal (M) Brass , Edge (E) Grained
Round No hole Striking date not known but dies defaced 3
January 1939 Calcutta Mint

993 1 2 CALCUTTA COLLECTORATE - TREASURY
DEPARTMENT

^^URI^"^^
Obverse Around border + CALCUTTA COLLECTORATE +
TREASURY DEP^
Reverse Blank
D 32 mm
M Brass
Round No hole Calcutta Mint
993 1 3 BANKURA TREASURY

Catalogue Of British India Passes, Tickets, Checks
And Tokens
By Bob Puddester
This section of the catalogue consists of government issues and is
divided as follows
993
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
993 1 TREASURY AND RELATED TOKENS
993 2 ACCOUNTANT GENERAL TOKENS
993 3 FINANCE, CONTROL & COLLECTION TOKENS
993 4 PORT DOCK, CUSTOMS & HARBOUR TICKETS,
PASSES & TOKENS
993 5 MISCELLANEOUS GOVERNMENT PASSES,
TICKETS, CHECKS & TOKENS

Obverse Around border •:• BANKURA TREASURY 'sReverse Blank
D 42 mm
M Brass
Round Centre hole ot 15 mm First issue November 1921 Sent
to Treasury Officer in Bankura on 26 January 1922 Calcutta
Mint
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993 1 4 CHITTAGONG TREASURY

Obverse on top order MYMENSINGH on bottom border
TREASURY At left and right extremes of border a star
Reverse No text Half-moon patterns at top, bottom and each
side A rectangle formed from dots in centre
D 30x30 M Brass
Oval No hole First issue 4 September 1920 Defaced 35 July
1938 Calcutta Mint
993 1 8 TREASURY OFFICE - POONA
Obverse Same as 993 1 11 except no crest in centre and
AHMEDABAD replaced by POONA Around top border
TREASURY OFFICE
At bottom •!• POONA •!•
Reverse Same as 993 1 11 Wreath, usually with number
stamped withm
D 35 mm
M Brass
Octagonal No hole Bombay Mint

Obverse Around border •^ CHITTAGONG TREASURY -JReverse Blank
D 38 mm
M Brass
Round Centre hole First issue 1919 Defaced 13 April 1938
Calcutta Mint

993 1 9
993 1 5

RAJSHAHI TREASURY

DELHI TREASURY

Obverse Around top border DELHI TREASURY At bottom
•1Reverse Blank (stamped 5155)
D 30 mm
M Brass
E P
W 9 96 g
Round Central hole Mint unknown

Obveise At centre of top obrder a loyal crown To left of crown
along border RAJSHAHI To right of crown along border
TREASURY
Reverse Blank
D 47 mm
M Brass
Round Centre hole First issue 1920 Dies returned 28 April
1938 Calcutta Mint

993 1 6 TREASURY OFFICE - KHULNA

993 1 10

Obverse Around top border TREASURY OFFICE At bottom
• KHULNA •
Reverse Blank
D 38 mm
M Brass
Round Hole near top First issued 13 November 1914 Defaced
28 July 1938 Calcutta Mint

SIMLA TREASURY

Obverse Around border SIMLA TREASURY
At bottom +
Reverse Blank
D 30 mm
M Brass
Round No centre hole First issue 21 August 1922 Defaced 23
November 1938 Calcutta Mint

993 1 7 MYMENSINGH TREASURY
993 1

TREASURY OFFICER - AHMEDABAD

Obverse In centre, royal arms of Great Britain Around top
border TREASURY OFHCER
At bottom •!• AHMEDABAD •!•
Reverse Stamped within wreath 79
D 35 mm
M Brass
EP
W 1 5 61g
Octagonal No hole Mint unknown but likely to be Bombay
25

993.1.12

Information from members with knowledge of their use or tokens
not in this trial listing would be very welcome.
References
Calcutta and Bombay Mint record.s
Personal collection.

TREASURY OFFICER TOKEN

An Ingenious Fake
By David Oxford
A Chinese coin, which I purchased in 1993, was said by a
number of leading authorities to be genuine, but has recently
been proved a fake. Originally identified as a 3-cash coin of
Tamur, grandson and successor to Kublai Khan, it would, as a
genuine piece, be a rarity. Tamur's reign (1295 AD to 1307 AD)
was divided into two reign-periods. This coin was attributed to
the first period, Yuan Ch'ên (1295 AD to 1297 AD) — FD 1713.
The fake was spotted by Gilbert Tan, an ONS member in
Singapore. His suspicions were aroused when he saw a rubbing
of it. On examining the coin itself, he declared it to be a Southern
Sung coin with the original Chinese characters removed and
replaced by Mongol characters modelled in some kind of plastic
material.
At the British Museum, Joe Cribb placed the coin under high
magnification and then, with encouragement from me,
investigated the upper horizontal stroke of the left-hand
character, using a needle. Persistent scratching produced an
undermining, and a slight leverage applied to the needle then
caused a fragment of the character to separate from the coin,
leaving a small rectangular "trench" in the surface.
The accompanying photographs (one showing the whole coin
at a linear magnification of about x2, and the other a greatly
enlarged detail) both illustrate the rectangular hole at the top of
the left-hand character where a piece of the plasticised
enhancement was dislodged.

Obverse: Around top half of border. TREASURY OFFICER
At bottom: •!• MANBHUM -iReverse: Blank
D: 30 mm
M-Brass
Round. No hole. Struck prior to November 1915. Defaced 20
Augustl938. Calcutta Mint.
This token ws supplied to Treasury Officers in the following
places in November: 1915 with MANBHUM replaced by the
appropriate treasury locations:
993.1.13
SINGBHUM
993.1.14
PURI
993.1.15
SHAHABAD
993.1.16
BALASORE
993.1.17
CUTTACK
993.1.18
PALAMOW
993.1.19
SARON
993.1.20
CHOMPARAN
993.1.21
GAYA
993.1.22
BHAGALPUR
993.1 23
RANCHI
993.1.24
DURBHANGA
993.1.25
PATNA
993.1.26
HAZARIBAGH
993.1.27
MONGHYR
993.1.28
DUMKA
993.1.29
SAMBALPUR
993.1.30
PURNEAH
993.1.31
MUZAFFERPUR
993.1.32
MIDNAPORE
993.1.33
DARJEELING
Supplied to Treasury Officer in 1918
993.1.34
ANGUL
Supplied to Treasury Officer on 24 March 1926
993.1.35
BAKERGANJ
A reasonable assumption would be that the Bombay Mint made
tokens for the numerous treasuries in the Bombay Presidency but
1 have been able to find only a Poona Treasury Office token
(993.1.8) in the Bombay Mint records and the Ahmedabad piece
(993.1.11) tentatively attributed to the Bombay Mint.
993.1.36

GUJARAT STATE TREASURY - SURAT

Obverse:
Around top border: •!• GUJARAT STATE TREASURY •!•
Reverse: At bottom: SURAT
Above centre hole stamped: 19
D:30mm M: Brass
E: Grained
W:11.20g
Round Centre hole. Mint unknown, likely Bombay.
In almost every case one would expect to find a number stamped
on these tokens. While the mintage in not known, it must have
been fairly small as these treasury tokens do not turn up in any
great number. In numerous years of collecting, including three
years in India, I managed to accumulate the grand total of three.
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1884 It was decided that there was too much lead in the
coins which made their colour muiky, so the alloy was changed
again to 55% copper, 41 5% zinc, and 3 5% lead
1886 The casting of Value Ten coins by the Boards ceased,
to be leplaced by regulation Value One coins
The records also tell us that the circulation of the Value Ten
was confined to the Peking area, and that they were counted as
being worth only two ordinary cash
it.^,^
The obverse inscription is
TL'WSW
Guangxu zhongbao (The Heavy C oinage of Guangxu) On the
reverse, above and below the hole, are the characters -g- ^

The Value fen Coins of Guangxu
By David Hartill
Guangxu was the penultimate Emperor of the Omg Dynasty of
China, who was on the throne between 1875 and 1908, although
he can hardly have been said to have ruled, as, for most of the
time, he was subject to the iron will of the Dowager Empress
Cixi The standard reference works tell us little about the Value
Ten coins issued during his reign, except that the character for
'ten' on the reverse is written in two different ways Further
investigation presents a more interesting picture
The historical records give us the following data
1867 In the previous reign of Tongzhi, the weight of a Value
Ten coin was set at 3 qian 2 /en (11 9 grams) The alloy was set
at 60% copper, 36 75% zinc, and 3 25% lead
1875 In the first year of Guangxu, the mints of the Board of
Revenue and the Board of Works were ordered to cast Value Ten
coins with the Guangxu reign title
1876 It was ruled that there was no need to add "giving
colour" scrap or furnace scrap to the 60% copper and 40% zinc
and lead alloy This appears to be in order to reduce costs
1880 The weight of a Value fen com was reduced to 2 qian
6 fen (9 7 grams)
1883 The alloy was changed to 55% copper, 40% zinc, and
5% lead

Guangxu

Dang shi (Value Ten) On the left is the Manchu word boo On
the right the Boaid of Re\enue coins have, in Manchu, < hionan,
and the Board of Works coins have }uan The Manchu is a
transliteration of the Chinese names for the mints
A quick inspection shows that there arc two main types of
coin One (Type A) has the shi character for ten
on the reverse written in the ordinary way as
\
and the other (Type B) has the character , ^
for ten wntten in the official style as
JH
The Type B coins are generally smaller than the Type A coins,
leading to the hypothesis that the Type Bs were the coins issued
at the reduced weight from 1880 Howevei, the actual weights of
a sample of 100 Board of Revenue coins give this graph

Board nf Re\ eniie Value Ten Weights

TvpeB

Tvpe A

Co

Weight (grams)
Board of Works coins show a similar weight distnbution Neither
type of coin conforms to anything like the official weights, and
the range of weights is far greater than the ± 10% we normally
see for cast cash coins It is not surprising that they did not pass
at their nominal value However, the ratio of the average actual
weights of the two types is in line with the ratio of the official
weights
Type
A
B
Ratio

Nominal (qian)
32
26
12

and the rims bioader The Board of Works only produced Type
Al coins Although Type A2 looks like a reformed type, the
average weight of Type A2 coins is 8 8 grams (30 specimens), as
opposed to 9 3 grams (34 specimens) for Type Al My
conclusion is that the mints of both Boards started by issuing
Type Al coins After about three years the Board of Revenue
made a conscious effort to improve the appearance of its coins (if
not the weight), and changed to the Type A2 pattern
Within Type B, both Boards issued coins without a dot on the
reverse (Type Bl) The Board of Revenue also issued coins with
a dot on the reverse by the top nght comer of the hole, and the
Board of Works with a dot by the top left corner of the hole
(Type B2) The histoncal records never mention the reason for
such pnvy marks, but, as far as one can tell from the appearance
of the coins without metallurgical analyses, it is possible that the
dot marks the change in alloy in 1883 (The sample contained 26
Board of Revenue Type Bis, and 15 Type B2s which, given the
sample size, is not incompatible with a 50/50 split for 1880-83
and 1883-86)
The coins of both Boards have privy marks indicating which of

Average (j
88
71
12

Thus we can attribute the Type A coins to the first weight
standard (1875-80), and Type B to the second weight (1880-86)
Within Type A, two vaneties of Board of Revenue coins can
be distinguished Type Al has
it
the top three strokes of the
guang character wntten like \l/ in the normal way Type A2 has
the strokes wntten like /l\, the characters are generally smaller.
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their mint branches' made the coins The privy marks for the
Board of Revenue are
Privy mark
1
2
3
4

Feet of bao
Six stroke
Seven stroke
Seven stroke
Seven stroke

seems that the Auxiliary furnaces used the Old branch pnvy
marks, or were not in use during that penod
Also found are Type Al Value Ten coins with the mint
names of various provinces on the reverse, which various
authorities include with the respective province These are not
provincial issues, for the issue of Value Tens was confined to
Peking, and their style shows no trace of provincial
workmanship The Register of Large Cash says that such coins
were issued by the Board of Revenue, cast in the Five Metals
(gold, silver, copper, tin, and iron) to make elegant gifts for the
New Year celebrations, thus they should be included under
Presentation Coins Mint names found are Aksu (in Turki and
Manchu), Fu(jian), Guang(dong), Gui(lin), Qian for Guizhou,
(Hu)nan, 1(h), (Nan)chang, Jin for Shanxi, Shaan(xi), Su(zhou),
Wu(chang), Yun(nan), Zhe(jiang), and Zhi(li)
A full catalogue of the circulating coins can now be
compiled
* denotes that the coin is illustrated

Middle nght of bao Head of bao
fou
f5
Round
er
^
Round
fou
^
Round
fou
ffi
Protruding

This series of privy marks was introduced in 1854 with the
second wave of large coins of Xianfeng Privy mark 1 can be
attnbuted to the East branch, and privy mark 4 can be attributed
to the North branch, as these pnvy marks are the same as were
previously used on the smalj cash However, there is no evidence
to enable us to determine whether privy mark 2 or 3 was the
South or the West branch 1 shall take privy mark 2 to be the
South blanch, and pnvy mark 3 to be the West branch, as I feel
that this IS in line with the way the privy marks varied in other
systems, but the other attribution (privy mark 2 = West) is not
ruled out

Board of Revenue
Type Al. Normal guawg, f ten 1875-c 1878
* 1 East branch
*2 South branch
3 West branch
*4 North branch

The Board of Works mint coins show the following pnvy marks
Privy mark
1
2
3

Feet of bao
Six stroke
Seven stroke
Seven stroke

Middle right of bao
er ^
er fp.
er ^

Type A2 IWguang, f ten c 1878-80
5 East branch
6 South branch
*7 West branch
8 North branch
Type Bl. J& ten, no dot on reverse 1880-"'1883
*9 East branch
10 South branch
11 West branch
12 North branch

Head of bao
Round
Round
Protruding

Pnvy marks 1 and 2 were introduced from 1853 (sometimes in
conjunction with ^
fou in bao)
There is no direct evidence from the Xianfeng period which
allows an attnbution of these marks to the New or Old branch,
and there is no third mark for the Auxiliary furnaces Pnvy mark
3 first appears on the Type B coins of Guangxu This must have
been a re-introduction of a separate mark for the Auxihary
furnaces, this is conformed by the comparative ranty of coins of
this type, for there were only 6 Auxiliary furnaces but 13 and 12
for the New and Old branches respectively The Old branch and
the Auxiliary furnaces were on the same premises, so if we
assume that the two seven stroke bao coins can be grouped
together (on the one cash coins the Old branch and Auxiliary
furnaces both had a square head tong as part of their pnvy
marks), pnvy mark 2 can be attributed to the Old branch, and
hence pnvy mark 1 to the New branch We can note that the East
branch of the Board of Revenue mint and the New branch of the
Board ot Works mint both had the status of the principal mint,
and both have the six stroke bao mark This attribution can be
earned back to the Xianfeng and Tongzhi reigns, although it

TypeB2 tn ten, dot on reverse ''1883-1886
n East branch
14 South branch
15 West branch
*16 North branch
Board of Works.
Type Al. Normal guang, +
* 17 New branch

ten 1875-1880
* 18 Old branch

Type 8 1 . ^ ten, no dot on reverse 1880-''1883
19 New branch
20 Old branch
*21 Auxiliary furnaces
TypeB2. fè ten, dot on reverse '1883-1886
22 New branch
23 Old branch
*24 Auxiliary furnaces
1 In 1726 It was decided to demolish the furnaces of the old Board of
Revenue mint, and replace them with four separate branches named after
the points of the compass and in 1728, the Board of Works mint was
divided into a New and an Old branch with 6 Auxiliary furnaces attached
to the Old branch Separate pnvy marks for these branches were
introduced dunng the Qianlong penod (1736 95)

GUANGXU VALUE TENS
Board of Revenue
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Presentation piece "Zhili Province"

16

Board of Works

17

21

18

24

Heian tsuho, not Binh An thdng bio, on Ping An tongbao
coins again.
by Francois Thierry

Western nuimsmatists
Dmg Fubao adopted Narushuna
Ryuhoku's point of view only durmg the year 1937, but m 1938
he classified Ping An coms m wukao qian^

The Ping An tongbao copper cash com' (Japanese Heian
tsuho, Vietnamese Blnh An thong bao) presented by Dr T D
Yih m Newsletter 160 has been discussed for a long time in FarEastern numismatic works m both Chma and Japan This com
had been classified as wukao qian, "com without data" or bu
zhidao mandai pm, "undated item" by many scholars of the
18th, 19th and begmiung of the 20th century^ The first attempt
to attnbute this com to a defmite country seems to appear m
Kanya Kaneyuki's book "Ping An tongbao, it is said that [this
com] has been cast m the Pyong-An Provmce m Korea"'' PyongAn provmce is the north-western provmce of Korea, where
Pyong-yang and An-Ju are situated The second attempt was
advanced m 1882 by Narushima Ryuhoku who classified Ping
An corns m the Annam section "Probably cast by Trinh Tong,
Binh An viftfng In the 20th year of Wan Li of the Mmg dynasty,
Lê The Tong gave Tong the title of Bmh An vrfdng"" Generally
Chmese and Japanese scholars have not agreed with this
attnbution but on the otlier hand it has been very popular among

Dr Yih lets it be understood that these coms "are
reported to have been issued around 1592" m the Annamese
sources, but that is not nght, first because, at this date, Trmh
Tong IS not yet Kmg Bmh An, and secondly because no
Vietnamese source mentions this com It is very difficult to
accept Narushima Ryuhoku's attnbution m the cultural context
of the ancient Far East In 1570, after havmg overthrown the
nghtflil heir of the late Thai Sii Trinh Kiem, Trmh Tong
became Thai Sii of Fmperor The long of the Lê Dynasty and
later that of Kinh Tong In 1599, for months before his death.
The Tong gave Tong the title of Kmg Bmh An, Binh An viic/ng'
From 1570 to 1623, Trmh Tong was Thai Su' The Vietnamese
political sytem of Thai Si^ should be considered grosso modo
like the Shogun system m Japan, all the power was m the hands
of the Thai St/, but the Emperor remamed the only holder of the
Heavenly Mandate, and the protection of the Emperor as
Intercessor between Heaven and Earth, as Father and Mother of
the Empu-e, as centre of the State religion, was the basis of the
29

moral recognition of the rule of the Thai 5u' The Emperor's
reign year title (nianhao) was the basis of the national calendar
The first act of a rebel was to institute a new nianhao, i e to
reject the impenal calendar For this reason, it is absolutly
impossible to believe that Trmh Tong used for the corn's
inscription his title of King Binh An, mstead of the Emperor's
nianhao No Japanese Shogun ever used his title on corns,
smularly no Prmce of the Southern Kingdom of Nguyen ever
used his title on corns either I would add that the comparison
with the Gia Thai thong bao coins issued from 1572 to 1577,
1 e when Trinh Tong was already Thai SU, is very enlightening
about the difference of style and typology between the two
coms* It seems to m e very difficult to believe that these two
corns have the same ongm On the other hand, it is clear that
the prototype (mother-cash) of the Ping An tongbao com had
been made with a kaiyuan tongbao, a Zhou yuan tongbao, a
Song yuan tongbao or a Taiping tongbao com, because the tong
and bao characters are m hshubafen scnpt, but the two
characters pmg and an are mscnbed in a different calligraphic
style Such a method was not used in 16th and 17th century
Vietnam

5

6

7
8

9

In the thirties some Japanese numismatists, such as
Hrrao Shusen, rejected Nanishima Ryuhoku's hypothesis and
identified the Ping An copper coms as a local currency of
Kyushu, the southernmost Island of the Japanese archipelago,
present Japanese and Chinese nurmsmatists consider this coin
as Heian tsuho, a trade money from Kyushu, cast dunng tlie Edo
period between the Tensho (1573-1591) and Geiiroku (16881703) eras'*
1

I do not know from where Munro found the so-called Ping An silver
com ot his plate 19 (Munro Neil Gordon, Coins ofJapan, Yokohama
1904, p 246), but that com is not recorded in Japanese numismatic
literature, I tlunk it is a fantasy Contrary to what Dr Yih says, Chinese
and Japanese literature tell only about Pmg An copper cash

2

Chen Laixiao, Lidai Zhongguan tujmg (1750), reprmt Shangliai
1993, p SSO (PmgAnyuanbao)
Zha.ngChongyi,Qianzhixmhian
n 1 1831, vol XXp 4a, NiMoandYuCun, Gu/mg/£jniiie(1822),
reprmt Yangzhou 1989, vol XVIII p 7b, Jm Xichang, Qmgyun guan
shoucang guqian shuji (1827), reprmt Shanghai 1993, vol VII p
10b, Wang Xiqi, Quanhuo huikao (1863), fac simile Tongxian 1988,
vol XI p 29b, Li Zuoxian, Guquan hui (1864), reprmt Yangzhou
1988, vol ^hen Ip l3h,Dmghuhao,Guqianda cidian Shanghai
1938, p 225b, Dmg Fubao, Lidai guqian tushuo, Shangliai 1940, p
235a, Ozawa Tatsumoto, ATaweifco/ioZHfca« Osaka 1784, p 10a,
K-uchiki Ryukyo, iVakan kokon senkakan Osaka- Tokyo 1798, vol
VI p 17a, Scliroeder Albert,/l«oam Etudes numismatique'i Pans
1905,n°578
'Kz.ny3LK3.neyvk\,Shmkoseikohozukan Osaka-Tokyo 1815, p !2a
Narushima Ryuhoku, Mey/i/j;nie« se«pM vol 1, Iokyol881,p 17b
The date of 20th year of Wan Li (= 1592) is wrong, Trmli Tong
recieved tlie title of Bmh An vu'o'ng m the fourth month of the 22tli
year of QuangHu'ngperiod, 1 e Wan Li 27th, i e \i99 (Dail'iêt sü
ky loan thi/ ed Toyobunkakenkvujo 3 \ o l , Fokvo 1984-1986
W I I p 918)

3
4

We wish all our readers

Lxickhart J Stewart, Thu currency oj the Farther East, Hong-korig
1895, vol I n°1377, Coole A
Braddan, Coms in China s History,
Denver 1965, p 23, Novak John, A working aidfor collectors of
Annamese coins Longview 1967, n"71
Dmg lubao, "Qingyun guan shoucang guqian shuji ba" Guquanxue
V 1937, 13-14, p 14, Im Weicheng, "Guquan xiao cidimi zhaiyao",
Guquanxue IV 1937, 21-44, p 29
Dai Viet su- ky loan thu" op cit, XVI pp 862-869, XVII pp 873-920
See Okuddira Masahiro, TohaSenshi, 18 vol, lokyo 1938, XVI 3b,
Miura Giosen, Annan senpu, 3 vol, Tokyo 1965-1971,1 p 49, Tang
Guoyan and ahi. Yuenan lishi huohi Peking 1993, P 148 n°151-152
Hirao Shusen, Showa senpu (1931-1940), reprmt Tokyo 1974 vol 1,
Kyushu chihosen senpu, p 57 OgawdHiroüw,Nippon nokosen,
Tokyo 1966, p 42, Kuagahara 1 amotau, Kaiteipan loyo ko<ien
kakafu zufu. Tokyo 1970, n°97-98 p 15 He Lin, Oianbixue cihui
jianshi Peking 1999, p 90 Inthenewedition of DmgIubao'bLi<i<3(
guqian tushuo, with Ma Dingxiang's conmients (Shanghai 1992),
abouXPingAn tongbao, Mr Ma added "this is a Japanese com'

Dr Yih has provided the foliowing comments
From the reactions I obtained thus far it is apparently a scarce
piece that was and apparently still is a coin for much debating
Please let it be clear that 1 did not try to solve the question of the
origin of the piece I only mentioned the documentation that I
have on this piece
I did not say that according to Annamese sources the piece
had been issued around 1592, but referred to western authors like
Lockhart and Novak The latter in turn might have obtained this
from Schroeder (no 578) To me it is not clear whether these
authors have ever seen the piece itself and only copied trom
drawings in other literature sources
According to information I leceived from Mr Boling
(ONS261) the piece should also be considered as a Japanese
piece He referred to the current Japanese Numismatic Dealers
Assoc (JNDA) catalogue, where it has been placed under the
kajiki-sen and bita-sen, locally produced and circulated coins of
the late 16th century Most interesting was the information 1
received from Dr Op den Velde who showed me an illustration
of an actual piece from a paper by Dr M Mitchiner, attributing it
to Annam
It would be important to be sure whether only one piece is
involved or whether possibly other variants exist In this respect,
most intriguing was the reference to Chen Laixiao who mentions
a Ping An yuanbao piece

Correction
In A S DeShazo's article in Newsletter 160, ettitled "New" and
"Good" in Tabanstan,
we regrettably printed two editor's
instructions instead of two pehlevi words The words in question
are
loll

lO P I

=

=

nwk

nywk

'

or nog = new or recent

'

or neg = good

Moreover in footnote 1, the name should have read al-Hajjaj Our
apologies to the author

t and prosperous

a

30

New

Year

Autumn 1999
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PSEUDO-MUGHAL COINAGE - SOME GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
By Shailendra Bhandare
Prologue'

tiie Maratlus under Mahadji Sindhu vanquished the last
influential Nawdb Gliulam Qadir, in 1788 Other Alghans
battled with lemtones m central India and Gujarat and went on
to establish several pnncely states like Bhopal Junagarh and
Tonk m those regions

The term 'pseudo-Mughal' has been used here for the first
tune R did make a bnef appearance m ONS newsletter 106
(1987), m a note by Michael Legg, although m a totally
different context - for descnbing the token issues m the name of
Mughal emperors Here, its scope broadly mcludes all coins that
were struck in the name of the Mughals, but were not
essentially Mughal issues Chronologically, most ot them may
be attnbuted to the post-Aurangzeb epoch, and mclude the
issues of the mdigenous ruling entities, tlie Mughal potentates
and the early comages of certam European colomal powers

The third important element in this political nuxed bag'
was the early European colomsers, who began their activities in
the Indian subcontment, uiitidily by trade, m the early 16th
century By the 18th century, the English and 1 rench were
sufficiently entrenched m India to reflect the political
developments m their respective nioüierlands The English held
considerable sway m the aflairs of Bengal and North hidia,
while the French were politically active in the South nieddlmg
m and making most of the succession wars m the court of the
Nizam fhe tnglish emerged as a transprovmcial political force
to be reckoned with when they defeated the French at the battle
of WandiWdsh and virtually wiped out the French influence m
hidki Ihe Revolution and resultant political chaos m France
helped the English to firmly secure the fonnerly French
temtories Gradually, through conquests and political doctrmes
like tlie Subsidiary Alliance , the English outwitted most of the
mdigenous political entities and by the mid-19th century added
India db the brightest jewel' to the hnpenal Crown The
Maratha confederacy was effectivel> dissolved and its
components were reduced to a pnncely' nature so were most
of the other feudal lords of the erstwhile Mughal court The
relations between the Bntish and tliese princes lemamed
somewhat lU-defmed m the 1820-1840s, and most of their
temtonal holdmgs were reduced under one pretext or the other
by die BrUish llie most mfamous among Üiese, and one of the
precursors to the Revolt m 1857, was the 'Doctnne of Lapse'
executed vigorously under Lord DdUiousie as the GovernorGeneral Despots rulmg recklessly, but still revered by the
common populace througli therr claun of a divme nght to
kmgship fell to the Bntsh and lost their states to the Crown
The most glaring example of this and the last straw on the
camel's back, as it were, was Awadh, which lapsed to the
Crown m 1856

A brief historical overview
It is a matter of common histoncal knowledge that after the
reign of Aurangzeb, the edifice of the Mughal Empire began to
crumble, and the succeeding years saw the political assertion of
several regional mterests Some of them, like the Marathas
under Shivaji had been hostile to the Mughals even dunng the
reign of Aurangzeb Others, like the Rajputs, the Jats and the
Bundelas exercised mcreasmg political mdependence even
though normnally accepting Mughal suzeramty The attitude of
the Marathas towards the Mughals became more patromsmg
than vindictive, and they emerged as the protectors of the
Emperor in the latter half of 18th century Added to these
entities were the factions of the Mughal court itself, which
under Akbar had created elaborate admimstrative machmery
that was closely Imked with feudal titles and nghts The holders
of these nghts controlled far reaches of the Empire and with the
declme of a strongly centralised authority exerted considerable
mdependence m the management of their affairs Most of these
were termed as the 'Nawabs' and the chief amongst them was
the Nizam, clarmmg the overlordship of provmces across
Deccan m the south Other Nawabates luce that of Bengal and
Awadh were also politically vibrant and played a leadmg role m
shapmg the fortunes of India m succeedmg years The other
influential gioup that can be mcluded m the Mughal potentates
IS that of the Afghans Many amved m India essentially as
freebooters m the early decades of the 18th century, and soon
some of them rose to high feudal rank m the Mughal court The
RohiUas established themselves m the region of Katehar m the
Doab and remained a powerful force to be reckoned with until

The hostilities m 1857 forced the Bntish Govenunent to
reconsider their relations with these prmcelmgs Most of them
remained faithful to the Bntish and helped to confine the nature
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of the revolt to a 'sepoy mutmy' They had to be rewarded for
this allegiance The feudal titleholders of the now defunct
Mughal Court emerged as the new 'Highnesses' of the Bntish
Empire Most received Bntish orders, decorations and special
titles as the Bntish Crown replaced the Mughal Supremacy A
major event defimng the nature of Bntish Sovereignty m India
was the adoption of the title 'Empress of India' by the Bntish
Queen This effectively replaced the Mughal Emperor with the
Bntish Monarch as the supreme sovereign for the Indian
Pnncelmgs They, however, enjoyed much less political freedom
under their new overlords Nevertheless, then civil and judicial
powers were clearly defined and m most cases were of a
sweepmg nature Title deeds were venfied, and confirmed or
dissolved and new agreements and sunnads were issued from
time to tune defmmg the relations between the pnnce, his
sovereign and lus subjects In cases of mismanagement of affairs
of the state by the prmce, the alternative of Bntish mtervention
was always kept open But the most temptmg outcome for the
prmces was that they were allowed to retam a sizeable part of
their net revenue This gave a steady mcome for most of the
ruling families Many 'royal' vestiges like mamtaming an army
and enjoymg certam traditional prerogatives were retamed
under the new order The post-1857 years thus saw emergence
of a 'Prmcely India'

Socio-economic conditions
Ihe aim here is not to present a detailed sketch of tlie
Indian socio-economic conditions m the 18th and 19th centunes
Smce the remamder of the paper will concentrate on comage, it
will suffice to elucidate the socio-economic parameters
pertainmg to money, its influx and circulation
The political decentralisation that occurred m the years
after the death of Aurangzeb resulted m a sea-change as far as
the mintage of coms was concerned The Mughals had evolved
an effective and centrally controlled mint system As a result
much of the cnculatmg comage was of a high and umform
metallic standard But ihe political volatility caused the system
to fail and rapidly degenerate As the currency demands could
not be fulfilled by the state, it resorted to pnvate coming by
issumg licences to mdividuals to strike coms The state thereby
absolved itself of the responsibility to supply currency, its role
now remamed a more supervisory one It kept an eye on the
coms struck and circulated by the pnvate mdividuals m the
name of the state This seems to have happened even durmg the
reign of Aurangzeb It is exemplified by coms of a busy imnt
like Surat where it could be imagmed that the currency demands
were high and the supply was always under stress A system of
appomtmg daroghas or 'overseers' was employed at Surat It is
not certam whether these daroghas were 'mmt-farmers' m the
stnct sense, but most of them added nunute marks to the coms a feature that is charactenstic to coms of a 'farmed' mmt This
further developed mto a imntmg system whereby the darogha
appomted by the state was replaced by a pnvate licensee The
state earned revenue out of licensmg fees and later the licenses
were even auctioned and pre-sold to the highest bidder As the
stakes of mvestment m such a precious busmess were always
high, the licensees remamed confined to the moneyed class The
emergmg political entities m the post-Aurangzeb era not only

allowed this system to develop, but encouraged it, as it brought
them revenue which was otherwise highly elusive due to
political instability However, it was not always possible to
maintam a stnct vigil on the activities of the mint-farmers A
very sigmficant outcome of this system was that it created
several vaneties of a smgle com that purported to be issued in
the name of a smgle authonty Most of the comage that resulted
out of this practice was essentially m the name of the Mughal
Emperor
The issue and cnculation of coinage that was not
effectively backed and controlled by the state led to the obvious
establishment of a new social class - that compnsmg the
professionals which dealt m money They were the shroffs, who
dealt pnmanly m financial business such as lendmg,
mortgaging, banking and transfer of funds tlirough agencies and,
most importantly, the mintmg of coms Many of these were
goldsmiths or jewellers and leamt assaymg of metals as part of
their routme busmess As a result, they also undertook the
responsibility of testmg the coms m circulation The evolution
of this class and the role it played in economic activities is an
area of great research interest The class as such was certainly
not new to Indian society A 12th century manuscnpt named
Dravyapanksha refers to many vaneties of the 'Gadhiya' coins
In such an instance, where there exist vaneties of an outwardly
umfomi comage, it can be safely assumed that professionals
knowing the difference amongst them (and making the most of
it') defmitely existed Then activities seem to have somewhat
reduced in the succeedmg centunes, mamly due to the
establishment of Islarmc states m India, and the theistic concept
of coinage in Islam They become active again in the imd-17th
century, when silver from the New World was brought to hdia
m the years of heightened mercantile fervour on the part of the
Europeans In the 18th century, the emergence of mmt farmmg
not only proved beneficial to the overall prospenty and power of
this class. It caused it to become a very important player m the
entire range of trade and commerce-related activities With the
18tli century termmatmg, we fmd that the activities of tins class
had virtually caused two parallel value systems to operate - one
that existed m the comage and attested by the issuer's name and
the other which was ascnbed to it by the shroffs
Pseudo-Mughal coinage: outlining the characteristics
An mterestmg picture of the circulation of coins emerges
out of mmt farrrung and the activities of the shroffs The
components of this picture essentially contnbute to the
charactenstics which the pseudo-Mughal coms bear These
characteristics are the differentiatmg marks, tlie calligraphic
vanations, the varying metallic contents and local standards, the
nomenclature, the imnt names and the shroff marks
The differentiating marks: The most sigmficant effect of
the practice of mmt farimng was a rapid mcrease m the number
of functiomng mints It is very possible that tins can be
illustrated graphically, although no such attempt has been
earned out here The Mughal designs had become the norm of
the day and any com different m appearance, especially for high
value transactions, would become mstantly unacceptable and
not favoured by the populace m general fhe fact is best
illustrated with the failure that early English comage of Bombay

met with m the last quarter of the 17tl:i century, eiitiiely because
of its arcane English nature This meant that all the coinage had
to bear the name of the reignmg Mughal Emperor fhis created
the need to diflerentiate the issues - it was possible tliat with
pnvate mintmg every com differed m its metallic contents fhis
gave nse to the most obvious feature of pseudo-Mughal corns the differentiatmg symbols Some of them are presented here It
is mterestmg to trace the ongins of these marks Some of them
date as early as the reign of Akbar (the long stalked bud on the
Mahmudis of MuUier, which contmue as a mark on most of later
corns of that mmt) The evolution of the marks on specific senes
depends uhiefly upon three factors 1
The currency requirements of a partiLukr
area, i e m many cases the ongms or the revival oi tlie
senes
itself
2
The socio-pohtical leaiungs of the issumg
authonty and
3
The geopolitical location of the mint issumg
a particular senes
These factors are collectively responsible foi appeal ance of
a mmtmark, and often it is not possible to attnbute the raison
d'etre for any specific mark to any one of these Another
observation about the symbols is that they are placed only m
specific position on the flan of a com The most fi'equent
placement to be met with is m the loops of the letter 'sm' on the
reverse This is mterestmg because it confirms that the name of
the issumg authonty (the reignmg Mughal emperor) on the
obverse wab indeed considered secondary and the torn was
idenbfied more on the basis of the mark than the purported
issuer Although the ongms of tlie marks date much earlier, they
acquned a distmct socio-political character in the years after tlie
reign of Muhammad Shah
This socio-political nature of the marks is an aiea ot
considerable research mterest It presents an mterestmg pi lure
about how a tmy mark occupymg a relatively mmuscule portion
of a com conveyed a precise social or political meanmg The
earhest of such marks make their appearance on the coins ot the
Marathas, on the pseudo-Mughal issues m the name of 'Alamgir
n, of the mmts located far apart, such as Nasik, Ahmedabad and
Lahore Symbols with distinct Maratha affimty such the
elephant-goad (Ankush) and the pennant (Janpataka) appear on
these coms Both these symbols are excellent examples of those
conveymg a socio-political meamng Politically the pennant
represented Maratha authonty, and it had been associated witli
it ever smce Shivaji chose the saffron pennant as his flag On
social grounds the occurrence of the elephant goad is understood
when we juxtapose it with the fact that the Peshwas were ardent
worshippers of Ganesha, and the goad is one of his chief
attnbutes The poltical meamng that these symbols conveyed
can be illustrated by the mstance of Ahmedabad rupees m the
name of 'Alamgir n In his 4th regnal year, the city of
Ahmedabad was bnefly wrested fi-om the Marathas by Momin
Khan, the Mughal governor of Gujarat and the forerunner of the
House of Khambhat Accordmgly, the ankush mark on the coms
of Ahmedabad is conspicuously replaced with that of a flower
This mdicates the political connotation most of these marks had

achieved
As regdids the factor about geopolitical location of the
mmt, it is mterestmg to observe that certam geographic
peculianties have influenced the choice of the symbols For
example, all the mmts situated on the banks of the Ganges or
Yamima chose the 'fish' as the mmtmarks This choice is seen
to be irrespective of the issumg authority - coms issued by the
Marathas (mints like Agra, Bnndaban, Malhura, etc ), Awadh
(Banaras, Itawa, Hahabad, etc) and the Bntish (Banaras and
Dahabad) all have the 'fish' mark
AlÜiough it IS not essentially a pseudo-Mughal feature it
would be appropriate to coimiient on a sigmficant
developmental aspect regarding the occunenCe ot symbols As
the system of markmg coms evolved, m certam areas they
conveyed the sovereignly of the true issuer In tins case, tlie
symbol became associated witli the state ITus is mterestmg
because, as explained earlier, the ongins of the symbols lay m
mmt farmmg, a system that eflectively absolved the state from
issuing coins Identity ot a mark with the state can thus be seen
as tlie course of events completmg a mil circle This fact is
greatly accentuated when we see thai modem (20* centiuy)
machine-struck coins of a state like Jaipur had its charactenstic
'jhar' symbol incorporated into their designs even though the
coms cleaih stated the name of the issuing state and its ruler
Often a particular symbol would be associated with a niler and
conveyed lus identity The ruler saw it as an mdication of the
royal prerogative of issumg coms This is best exemplified by
the coms of Bikaner which over 200 years had evolved the
system of identify mg each ruler with a characteristic symbol
Ganga Singh, Ihe penultmiatc ruler of Bikaner (1887-1942) was
identified by a more hel (a s(/rt of flywhisk) He became a party
to the convention forwarded by the Biitish Ciovemment and
agreed to have the coms of his state stnick to the standaids of
tlie British Indian currency system But even though his name
appeared on tlie rupees, he chose to mcorporate his symbol,
mdiLalmg lus nght m tlus chamunglv pictorial mariner
Calligraphic ( anations 1 his is a characteristic ot pseudoMughal coms that remains to be properlv elucidated ITie main
reason ioi such a treatment to an otherwise sigmficant
charactenstic is that it is thiefl> qualitative and revolves on
identifVmg patterns that requires a considerable degree of
aestlietic understandmg of the mscnptions on the coms
Although the style of calligraphy on Muglial coins is
Nastahq, certam distmct regional vanations can be apparent
For example, tlie calligraphy of Aurangzeb's rupees from
Lakhnau mmt can be sigmficantiy different m execution from
tliat seen on tlie Nusratabad mmt The decorative patterns such
as additions of dots m the field also vary considerably and m
most cases go hand m hand with the calligraphic vanations All
these factors contnbute to give the coms a distinct, regional
'flavour' One can apply the same tenets to the pseudo-Mughal
coins where such 'flavour' is more pronounced Identification of
such regional peculianties m execution of Üie legends often
helps m the attnbution of a com m the pseudo-Mughal senes
Anyone who is familiar with the general truncation of the mmt •
name that is met with on these coms will agree that such an
exercise proves unmensely valuable for identifymg a particular
com, often with considerable accuracy

The easiest way to illustrate this pomt is to pick up a
syllable on the com and see how its execution vanes from imnt
to nuiit and region to region The syllable that can best illustrate
these cheinges is the 'julfl' of the word 'julfls' on the reverse
bxtendmg this argument, it is possible to generalise about
tlie design of pseudo-Mughal corns on a broader regional basis
Certam areas evolved corns with typical designs and it is helpful
to note these as an indispensable tool to identify the locations of
some homonymous mmts A good example would be a umque
(so far') rupee of a nunt named 'Murtazabad' that appeared m
List 90 of Steve Album, and was subsequently noted m ONS
newsletter 134 There was a 'Murtazabad' m Maharashtra (the
town of Miraj), but the 'flavour' of this com nghtly prompted
the Newsletter Editor to remark 'presumably a Rohilla mmt'
Although Its locat'on is not certam, the lead provided by the
distmct design and calligraphic style is important and will
stirely help m identifymg it m future with some certamty
The repetitive copymg of com legends to mamtam a
particular calligraphic style caused the legends to get more and
moie stylised even though retainmg the 'flavour' This leads to
certam senes that show a distmct progressive degradation m the
style of execution Examples of this phenomenon are the two
Marathd senes, commonly labelled as 'the 'Azamnagar type'
and the 'Peerkhani' type The first ongmates from Rupees m
the name of Muhammad Shah bearmg the mmtname
'Azamridgdr Gokak and the second compnses the coiruption
that the design of a rupee m the name of Aurangzeb mmted at
Dicholi IS seen to have imdergone Corns of both these senes
constituted the chief silver currency of the South-Central
Deccan region (distntts of KoUiapur, Belgaum, Dharwad and
Sawantwadi) Many such senes exist m the pseudo-Mughal
range and they often transcend the bamers of issumg
authorities An excellent example of this phenomenon can be
found illustrated m Jan Lmgen's article on 'Chandon Rupees
and Its imitations' (Numismatic Digest, vol 5, part n, 1981,
Bombay)
Evolution of local standards and variation in metallic
content The metallic composition of the Mughal comage bemg
dictated centrally was standard and displayed little variation
The silver and gold punty was well-mamtamed around 96-98%
The earliest mstance of a regional vanation m the weight
standard affectmg the weight of a rupee are certain issues of
Shah 'Alam Bahadur and Jahandar Shah from the mmts of
Kanmabad, Akbamagar, Jahangunagar, Katak and 'Azimabad
All these rupees are heavier by about 12% and this can be
attnbuted to a heavier standard for the To/a that was operational
m Bengal
In the the case of most pseudo-Mughal issues, regional
standards seem to determme the weight ot the coins This is
especiallv true for coins of lower denommations Here agam, it
seems the govemmg factor was acceptability, which seems to
have vaned from region to region dependmg upon patterns ot
trade and commerce As with the weight, the metallic contents
also vaned from region to region and mmts operatmg m those
regions had to strike corns that conformed to the prevalent local
standard Exactly how, when and why the standard came mto
general acceptance m a particular geographic area is a separate
and mterestmg subject ot research m economic history This is
especially so because the vanation m metallic contents, even as

an aggregate, does not extend beyond a range of 20% In other
words most of the local standards of punty can be grouped m a
range of about 75 to 95 % of precious metal contents
A small change in metallic content among coins of the
same type was often denoted by the addition of an msigmficant
mark such as a dot added at a particular place Examples of this
practice are the issues of the mmt of Vaphgaon mint under the
Maratlias, where there exist two vaneties of the Waubgaom'
rupee - the ekboondki' with one dot below 'julüs' and the 'doboondki' with two dots below 'julüs' The metallic contents of
these two vaneties differed and so did their exchange rates A
similar mstance is seen m the 'Ankushi' rupees from mmts
situated all over Deccan, where a system of dots placed around
the word 'julus' is seen to be employed to help professionals
ascertam their metallic content
The Nomenclature Coms that possessed an overall similar
look as far as the purported issumg aulhont> and denomination
are concerned needed to be differentiated for practical reasons
One most mterestmg way this was done was by giving them
particular names It is certam that the practice of naramg coms
for reference is of ancient ongm But never before m India had
the nomenclature of coms played as vital a role m their
exchange and general circulation as m the case with the pseudoMughal coins The source of information regardmg the
nomenclature is chiefly literary The contemporary social,
economic and political documents are replete with com names
Often it IS not possible to conectly identify tlie coms that are
referred m the literature with actual specimens Such an
exercise is crucial to have a thorough understandmg of the
currency system of the 18th and 19th centuries
The names of coms can be broadly differentiated into the
foUowmg categones
1

lliose ongmatmg from the issuing authority, e g
Muhammadshahi, Alamgin, Shivarai, Akheshahi

2

Those based on the mint where the com was produced, e g
Raliimatpun, Surti, DeUii-sikka, Farrukhabadi, Chandon

3

Those named after the mmt master who was m charge
when a com was struck, e g Martandshahi, DuUabhshalu,
Maiharshahi, KagaUcar

4

Those ongmatmg from the nunt mark or diflerentiating
symbol that was employed, e g Jharshahi, Topshahi,
Phooli Pagoda, Tooroo, Janpataka

5

Those which are general terms - descnbmg the condition
or nature of a com or com-group, e g Mitha (Standard),
Phutka (broken), Chhilki (debased), Panchmelia
(assorted), Potechal (acceptable m tlie treasury), Chalani
(circulated)

The mint names Most of the pseudo-Mughal coms bear
mterestmg mmt names Some of these have important political
implications and can be seen as an evidence for the changmg
concepts of sovereignty that their issuers harboured It was a
conmion practice to change place names, but the fact that most
of these changes, which occurred between 1700-1800 revolved

around personages of lesser importance than the Fmperor can be
seen as a mamfestation of the assertion of regional authonty that
these new aspirants to political freedom indulged m It began
with the favourites of Aurangzeb's court like Zulfikar Khan
Nusratjang naiiung newly conquered forts such as Gmgee after
hrmself Gradually the practice hastened, with more persons
callmg their regional seats of authonty after themselves Further
examples mclude those of Murshid Quli Khan, who named a
town 'Murshidabad' after himself, and the first Nizam, who
held the title Firozjang nammg tovwis m his area of influence as
'Firoznagar' and 'Firozgarh' As most of these places were
mmts, corns neatly illustrate the name changes 'fheir official
use on corns helps us to have an idea about the workmg of thenissuer's mmd This is clear when seen m the wake of the fact
that most of these individuals went on to found Mughal
potentates luce the Nawabates of Bengal, Arkat and the domams
of the Nizam

known solely tlirough coins
Ganeshpur Climchwad

e g Ravishnagar Sagar and

The Shroff Marks: Although one of the chief
charactenstics of pseudo-Mughal coms, the system of attestmg
coins and tonlirmmg the attestation with a small countermark
reached its apogee m the Deccan Scores of papers are available
to mdicate how the system operated, but unfortunately no
comprehensive study has been undertaken These marks range
from simple holes to diminutive mitials and complex socioreligious designs It is evident that attestmg coms formed one of
the chief components of a shrofTs busmess and he would levy a
small charge for it Pnvate mmtmg, numerous varieties and
extensive ciruilation meant that attestation had to be earned out
agam and agam This deformed the com and accordmgly it was
discounted progressively l"he shrofts, while valumg coms,
considered not only its intnnsic worth but also its physical
condition and stnke A com not showing the date of issue would
be discounted Dependmg on the physical condition, the coms
were graded into tliree categories m the Deccan - 'Nirmal' coms
had the least number of countennarks, 'Madhyam' a medium
numbei while 'Naram' had lots of them At tunes tlie shroffs
charged a discount as higli as 10% for coins m an mfenor
physical condition The way out tor the populace was to get
them minted afiesh, a process that was again controlled by the
shroffs The sliroffs thus made the most out of every step m the
circulation ol coins

The mdigenous rulers were no exception Earliest mstance
of foundmg a town m one's own name and striking a pseudoMughal com there for an mdigenous ruler is that of Sawai
Jaismgh foimdmg Sawai Jaipur and striking coms there m the
name of Farrukhsiyar Further dunng the days of Maratha
supremacy, Malhar Rao Holkar named Indore 'Malhamagar'
and struck coms there m the name of 'Alamglr II The Rohilla
chief Najib-ud-Doula founded the town of Najibabad and struck
coms there
In all probability the last mstance was that of Begum
Samru nammg her seat Sirdhana 'Zebabad' (from her maiden
name Zeb-im-msa) and stnkmg coms there to cormnemorate the
victory of Lord Lake agamst the Marathas m 1802-1803

It IS probable tliat m certam areas the common populace
resented the disfigurement of the face of a com by repetitive
assessment for obvious economic reasons As a remedial
measure, the shroffs started markmg the coins on their edges It
will be mterestmg to assert from archival souiccs what change
this practice caused m the general circulation and exchange of
coms

It is mterestmg to note the occurrence of double nunt
names on some Maratha issues One part of the mmt name
mcludes the Persian version and the other is the local or ongmal
name Usually the Persian version precedes the local name An
observation of sigmficant magmtude is that nearly all the names
that occur as double mmt names are those that were changed by
Aurangzeb, e g Muhiabad Poona, Mommabad Chakan and
Islamabad Mathura It possibly denotes the Maratha attempt to
remstate the local place names Indeed, today most of these
places are known agam with their ongmal names and not by
their Persian versions
One more important observation, especially regardmg
Maratha double mmt names is that they present certam names
that do not have a corroborative occurrence m literature and are

Conclusion
1 have attempted here to descnbe bnefly some miportant
charactenstics of pseudo-Mughal coms It may be seen that this
has deliberately not been confined to tlie coms tliemselves
Certam leads are provided which can be further explored m
future leseaich lliere are several more aspects that need to be
taken into account I hope that the importance of this comage at
an mterestmg phase m Indian socio-economic and political
history will become recognised by histonans

JAGANNATHPUR (Jaggemaikpuram); a Miat town of the Dutch East India Company
by Jan Lingen
JagannathpOr or Jaggemaikpuram (the name generally used
by the Dutch) is located m the Nortiiem Circars (16° 57' N &
82° 14' E )', an eirea at that tune under the admmistration of the
Mughal Subadar, the Nizam of the Deccan The name of the
place, JagaimathpOr, is denved from Jagannath (Sansknt
Jagannatha, Lord of the world, a synonym for Knshna) and pur, -puram or -palam which means place or village The suffix
-pur is predommantly used m Northern India, as m Jaipur,
Bharatpür, Saharanpür etc while -puram, viz Mahabalipuram,
Kanchipuram etc is the South Indian equivalent

Most settlements of the western Iradmg companies were
founded m the 17th century and for this reason Jaggemaikpuram
alias Jagannathpflr is missmg on maps and atlases of the 18th
century^ Tlie first map on which the place is located is a map of
James Remiell (1742-1830), the founder of the geography of
India, on which it is descnbed as Jagrenatpour Rennell's maps
have been prmted and issued over and agam by many others, as •
a result of which the place name became corrupted as, for
example, Jagronapuram, Jagrenatponim
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Due to other attempts to transliterate the place name phonetically, it is also found written as:
Jaggemaykpalem
Corpus Diplomaticum Neerlando-Indicum part V, 1726-1752^
Jaggemaykpoeram ibid.
Jaggemaitpoeran The Dutch Factories in India at the begmning of the 19th.century''
Jagannathpur or Jaggemaitpoeran on the map issued with the afore-mentioned treatise and
made after Stieler's handatlas No. 61, 1891 (see illustration above)
Jagannathpuram
Imperial Gazetteer X, p.338-339, Oxford 1908 and Madras District Gazetteers, Madras 1907
Jaganadhapuram
C. Scholten, Yearbook 1935 of the Royal Dutch Numismatic Society.
Founding of the Dutch loge at Jagannathpur.
Already from the beginning of the 18th century the
Nizam ruled over the Deccan somewhat independently
from the Mughal Authority at Delhi In 1724 the Nizam
al-Mulk Asaf Jah I broke away completely from the
cenfral govemment, when he appointed his own
candidates for the various Circars (provinces) of the
Deccan. In this way Rustam Khan (locally known as
Hajl Muhammad Ilusain) was appointed Nawab of
Rajahmundry'
Due to silting of the rivers in the estuary of the
Godavari River, the Dutch faced difficulties m reaching

View ofJagannalhpur
References to the minting at Jaggernaikpuram
C. Scholten, in the Yearbook of the Royal Dutch
Nurmsmatic Society for the year 1934 and 1935
extensively described the Coins of the Dutch East India
This comprehensive study of the Dutch mintmg
activities along the coast of India is later on summansed
in his magnum opus "The Coins of the Dutch Overseas
Territories 1601-1948", Amsterdam 1951 (Dutch ed.),
1953 (Englished.).

some of their settlements by boat from Masulipatam.
Therefore a request was made to the local authorities for
a location nearer to the sea On 25 September 1734 Hajl
Muhammad Husain issued a parwarma and a caul to the
Dutch East India Company (VOC) by which the hamlet
oï"Jagemaykpalam belonging to Kakienard'^ was given
in full possession to the VOC for erecting a loge or
factory" This hamlet was situated on the south side of
tile river Sounngi, one of the many tnbutanes of the
Godavari. opposite Kakinada and presumably near
enough to the sea to be reached comfortably by ships.

Former Dutch lodge at Jagannathpur
hi the Yearbook for 1935, p. 46-48, Scholten
described the places Bimilipatan and Jaggemaikpuram
where the Dutch had mmting-nghts, without, however,
being able to attribute any known coin to these mint
towns In his book "The corns of the Dutch Overseas
Temtones" he mcidentally mentioned on p. 136 that " .
about 1758 Dacatoons were converted into Rupees at
Juggumaykpuram, on the Coconada River, north of
Yanaon '"

Shortage of "daboesen" (copper dubs') disrupted
the trade in cloths, so tliat the üovemor of the
Coromandel instructed the Chief of Jaggernaikpuram to
try to obtain the necessary parwannas to produce these
coins on account of the Company. On 5 November 1752
such a Parwanna, Caul and Dastek was obtained by the
Company, via its Merchant, Stephanes Rinck, chief of
Jaggernaikpuram. With these privileges obtained from
the Nawab of Rajamundry and Siccacol (present
Shrikakulam) Ja'afer 'All Khan, the Dutch were allowed
to establish a mint at Jaggernaikpuram alias
Jagannathptir.
With the privileges now obtained the Dutch were
given complete freedom from former tolls and exempted
from all diwani taxes. The privileges, formerly enjoyed
by the faujdar in the Masulipatnam Mint, were
abolished so that nobody could put any claims on the
proprietary rights now in the possession of tlie Dutch.
According to the said privileges the Dutch were allowed
to import copper, silver and other metals from abroad, to
mint these minerals with the Emperor's name, to grace
his name and make him illustrious; moreover to comfort
the poor, with the aim that the coins - dubs - would
become cheaper.
The Company did in fact made use of their
privilege, which is shown by letters sent from
Negapatnam to Batavia*. In a letter shipped to Batavia
with the Princess of Orange on 24 May 1758 it is
noticed, tliat the dabboesen issued and sent from
Jaggemaijkpuram
are
disadvantageous
to
the
Honourable Company. Monthly 10 bahar' or 4.800 lb.
Japanese bar-copper was converted, after deduction of
the cost, into 160.140 dabboesen. They were put in
circulation against a rate of 37/4 per guilder, which
accounted in the books for a loss of 243 guilder and 8
stiver. Therefore instructions were sent from
Negapatnam to Jaggamaikpuram and Bimilipatan to put
the dabboesen in circulation against 35 pieces to a
guilder which would provide a small profit of 6 guilder2 stiver-8 doit / bahar.
According to the instructions the mintmg of copper
dabboesen needed to be ceased, if it was not possible to
put them in circulation at a rate of 35 pieces to a 1
guilder. In that case it would be more advantageous to
sell the copper at profit rather than to mint dabboesen
from it'°.
Another letter was shipped from Negapatnam to
Batavia on 30 September 1758 with the Castle of
Tilburg. In this letter is mentioned that the Chiefs of
Jaggernaikpuram, by letter of 8 and 20th of June, had
informed the Governor of the Coromandel that, to
prevent any of loss on the silver ducatons received, they
had tried to re-mint some of them into rupees. In this
way, out of 105 ducatons" or silver riders, 285 rupees
were produced. The rupees were sent to various places,
and circulated there better than the Arcot rupees. As
there was nobody to assay the coins and control the

fmeness ot the silver, it was decided to send for
someone with experience in the production of such silver
coins. He would have to execute tlie work on his own
account, with the proviso that the Honourable Company
should not be harmed in their part of the royalty of tlie
Mint, consisting of half of its revenues'^
Codrington''', and in due course also Scholten''',
refered to this last letter sent from Negapatnam. Neither
of tliem, however, was able to identify any rupee, which
might have been struck at Jaggernaikpuram.
Arcot coinage.
Tlie rupees struck at Jaggernaikpuram were
reported to circulate at the same rate or even better than
the rupees of Arcot, a town situated m tlie Camatic.
After the conquest of the Camatic in 1687 by the
Mughal lïmperor Aurangzeb 'AlamgTr (AH10681118;1658-1707) it became a sübah of tlie Deccan under
tlie authority of the Nizam. The local administration was
left to his deputy the Nawab, who resided at Arcot and
hence was called the Nawab of Arcot. As a deputy of the
Nizam and the Mughal administrator, the Nawab had
rupees struck of Mughal standard'^.
The European trading companies in Southern hidia
had to deliver their bullion to the mmt to get it converted
into rupees. For this purpose the Nawab of Arcot opened
some local mmts near the settlements of these
companies Despite tlie fact that the Nawab's Arcotrupee was of slightly less value than the Bengal Siccarupcc It acquired great popularity in Bengal and became
the trade coin par-excellence between Southern India
and Bengal This was reason enough for the trading
companies to tn to obtam nghts to strike Arcot rupees
themsehes without interference tiom the Nawab of
Arcot
Tlie French Conipan>. m l"3o. was the fust to
obtam these nghts trom the Xauab of .Arcot and from
this date, except for some intervals, struck corns of
Arcot-t\pe m their mmt at Pondichern Tat English
obtained the nglit to mmt .Arcot nipees m 1742 Tlie
later issues struck b\ the English are all in die name of
the Mughal Emperor •Alamgli 11 Alter the deatli of tlie
Emperor Üie regnal \ear 6 became tlxed and, m addition
Madras, mpees were also struck at the mints of the
British East hidia Company at Calcutta, Murshidabad
and Dacca. The last issue of the Arcot-type rupee, issued
in the penod 1830-1835 from the Muit of Calcutta, still
bore the name of Alamgir 11 with regnal year 6 as well as
the mint-name of Arcot"'.

Arcot rupee Alamgir II, ¥r. Ahd

It must have been to such a type of contemporary
Arcot-rupee that the Dutch referred in 1758 when they
had put some rupees into circulation which were
accepted better than those of Arcot. 'llie coins of
Jaggemaikpuiam alias Jagannathptlr must have been of
Mughal type as the Parwanna stipulated tliat the coins
should be struck with the Emjjeror's name, to grace his
name and make him illustrious. In 1758 when the first
rupees were struck at Jaggemaikpuram, 'Alaingtr n was
the ruling Mughal Emperor. June 1758 coincides with
AHl 171 and regnal year 5 of 'Alamglr U

All the above coins were struck in the name of
'Alamglr n who ruled only for 6 years and died on 29
November 1759.
The practice of continuing to strike coins in the
name of the emperor till long after his death is not
uncommon in Indian numismatics. In this case the name
of 'Alamglr 11 was continued, a fact which may have
been inspired by the Arcot coins of the British East India
Company on which the name of 'Alamglr n was also
continued. Unlike the Arcot-rupees of the B.E.I.C, the
regnal-year on the JagannathpOr rupees did not became
fixed, but does show some irregularities for which no
explanation can yet be given (see appendix).

Rupees with the mint-town Jagannathpfir.
C.R. Singhal in Mint-towns of the Mughal
Emperors of India" mentioned under 'Alamglr 11 no
place, which could be identified with Jaggernaikpuram
or JagannathpOr. Under the heading of Shah 'Alam n
(AH1173-1221; AD1759-1806) Singhal noted the minttown Jagaimathptlr with a question-mark In the note
with it, he mentions:
"Jagannathpur ?
On p. 17 ofNS. XXXIX, Mr. Suboor has
described and illustrated a rupee of this doubtful
mint bearing the data AH1184/Yr.l6 and he says
that the mint may be Jagannathpur (Orissa).
No other coins of this mint were known
before."
Mr. Suboor'* suggests in his article regarding rare
and unique coins, which were recently obtained for the
Nagpur Museum, that tlie mint-town is possibly
Jagannathpuri" in Orissa. The place Jagannathpuri, as
suggested by Mr. Suboor, is a contraction of Pun near
Konarak on the coast of Orissa, and Jagaruiath, the
temple dedicated to Krishna in this place.
Nowhere, however, is any reference found that
coins were ever struck in this place. A Mint was located
in the nearby town of Katak (Cuttack). The
characteristic feature of the later Mughal coins stiuck at
Katak is that they were all struck in the name of tlie
Mughal Emperor Ahmad Shah Bahadur (the predecessor
of 'Alamglr E) even for many years after his death.

The Mint at Masulipatam or MachhilTpatan.
The Jagannathpur rupees show a close resemblance
to the rupees struck at the Mint at Masulipatnam or
Machhilipatam. (see catalogue: illustration 4)
Pridmore (p. 47) referred to a report of 1788 which
lists 14 kinds of rupees then current at Masulipatam,
those of:
Masulipatam
)
Madras
)
Jaganaikporam
) All with the stamp of 'Alamglr
Sural
)
Adoni
)
Bombay
)
Besides those of Arcot, Pondicherry, Calcutta
Arcot, Bengal Sicca, Raichore, Nagpore, Aurangabad
and Benares having the stamp of Shah 'Alam. Half and
quarter rupees of silver were m circulation and there
were two kinds of copper Dubb.
In general the mint at Masulipatam would, together
witli the coins as described above, meet tlie currency
requirements. However, from the coins in public
collections as well as from the records it seems that by
the middle of the 18th century the production of the
coinage at Masulipatam has virtually come to a standstill. This caused considerable hardship among the local
people and instigated the Dutch to obtain minting-rights
at their settlement of Jaggernaikpuram alias
Jagaimathpur. Particularly the scarcity of small change
(daboesen = dubs) was the reason to set-up a mint.

An extensive search of rupees with the mint-town
Jagannathpur has resulted in the following list;
AH1184/Ry.l6
AHl 185/Ry.6 (error for 16)
AH1185/Ry.l7
AH1186/Ry.l8
AHl 188/Ry.68 (error for 18)
AHl 191/Ry.l2 (error for 21)
AH1195/Ry.25
AH1204/Ry.28
AH1206/Ry.29

(1770)
(1770/7)
(1771)
(1772/7)
(1774/75)
(1777)
(1781)
(1789/90)
(1791/92)

MachhilTpatan, 'Alamglr II, AHl 17I/Ry. 4
The last date of a silver rupee observed struck at
Masulipatam
is AH1171/Ry.4
(15.09.1757
20.04.1758). It was soon after this date that the Dutch
struck their first rupees at Jaggernaikpuram. As there
was nobody in 1758 to assay the coinage produced or
who had experience in minting, it was decided to send
for someone with experience, provided he would work

Note: for a table of the Hegira dates and the respective
regnal-years see tlie appendix.
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on his own accoimt. The mpees of Jagamiathpui'
resemble those of Musulipatam to such an extent that
the Dutch probably invited servants from the mint of
Musulipatam, to coin these rupees. They must have been
eager enough to come to Jagannathpor as the mint had
virtually come to a stand-still and, the following year,
Masulipatnam was taken trom the French by the English
General Pigot.
The close resemblance applies also to the copper
coins struck at Jaggemaikpuram as Dalrymple (quoted
by Pridmore p.48) mentions "/Ae Dutch minted dubs at
Bimlipatan and Jaggemaikporam (now Kakinada) to the
amount of 10.000 pagodas worth annually. The Dutch
coin was lighter in -weight than the Company's dub but
had the same stamv "

Some other illustrations in Zay's book are equally
suspicious and fantasy may have prevailed over reality.
ITierefore it seems that the British first introduced the
trisul miiitniark on the rupees of Masulipatnam, wliich
in turn was copied from the Madras Arcot-rupees. Also
the fact that the rupees for Masulipatnam were probably
all struck at Madras would easily account for the use of
tills mint-mark.
The British occupation of Jagannathpfir
On U July 1781, the British, on accoimt of the 4th
Anglo-Dutch
war
(1780-1784),
occupied
Jaggemaikpuram, as Üiey did all the other Dutch
possessions m India. According to a treaty of 1784
Jaggemaikpiiram was transferred again to the Dutch in
the next year No rupees are known with dates, wliich fit
within tlie period of the British occupation.
From the known specimen it is evident that in
1789/90 the minting activities were resumed, but the
output must have been very limited and probably hardly
cost-efiectivc. The last known date is AH 1206/Ry.29
(1791/92)
In coHipliaiice with the proclamation of 7 Febniary
1795, by llic Dutch Stadtholder William V who had fled
to England, the British, under the pretext of preventing
the settlements from being taken by the French,
occupied in due course all Dutch possessions in the East.
Jaggemaikpuram was consequenfly taken on 18 April
1795

Rupees of the Masulipatara Mint differ somewhat
fiom usual the Mughal type as they bear the formula
(jlarb ... manus sana maimanat julüs instead of the
standard formula dorb ... sana .. julüs maimanat
manus". Characteristic is the position of the word sana
in the loop of the S of manus as well as the name of the
mint-town, which is partly written above and below the
B oïdarb.
The British iutioduced a different type of rupee
based on the Madras Arcot-nipee. The earliest known
date is AH1174 (13.08.1760-02.08.1761). A rupee of
this date is in the collection of the Bibliothèque
Nationale in Paris. This coin was presented in 1908 by
E. Zay to this Institute. A rupee of similar type, but of a
slightly later date is illustrated below.

In 1818 Jaggemaikpuram and some of Üie
settlements m the East were given back to tlie Dutch in
accordance with the London Treaty of 1814. There is,
however, no evidence that the minting activities were
revived.
Conclusions
()n the available evidence it can be stated .
•
that the Dutch received the riglit to erect a mint at
Jaggemaikpuram;
•
that the proprietary rights formerly enjoyed by Üie
faujdar of the mint in Masulipatam were given to
the Dutch;
•
tliat a mint for copper and silver coins was also
operated at Jaggemaikpiu'am;
•
that on various maps Jaggemaikpuram is also
named JagannathpOr;
•
that this place JagannathpOr cannot be mistaken for
Jagamiathpuri in Orissa;
•
that the coins with the mint-name JagannathpOr are
in style and execution very similar to those of the
nearby Mint of Masulipatam;
it has to be concluded that the rapees with the mintname JagannathpOr were issued under Dutch autliority
from their mint at Jaggemaikpuram. The Dutch carried
out these activities completely autonomously and under
their own autliority and therefore, despite tlie fact that

'MachhilTpatan', 'AlarngTr II, AHl 178/Ry. 9
This rupee differs considerably from the usual
Masulipatam rupees, which might be an indication that,
at first the rupees destined for Masulipatam. were struck
at Madras. According to the date it cannot be a French
issue either. Zay^° may have used this coin for the
illustration of a non-existant rupee in the name of
Ahmad Shah Bafiadur with trisul mark, which would
thus not be based on an authentic example. An
illustration of a rupee, dated AHl 163/Ry.3, struck in the
name of Ahmad Shah Bahadur is illustrated below. The
rupee was struck when Machhilipatan was under French
authority, but clearly lacks the trisul-mark.

Machhilipatan, Ahmad Shah Bahadur, AHI163/Ry.3
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the coins are of indigenous fabnc, belong to the series
Dutch colonial coinage.

•

AH1185/Ryl7

(1771)

Catalogue of rupees of Jagannathpflr mint.
Note: For the table of the Hegira-dates and the
respective regnal years see the appendix.
•

Reconstruction ofthe complete die
Catalogue Central Museum Nagpur, no. 1305
Weight: ll,15g.
coll Musée Monnaies et Médailles, Monnaie de Paris
Weight: 1125g;
Boden Museum, Berlin
•
Obv :

alamgTr (AH date)
bad shah ghazi
sikka mubarak

Rev.:

jalüs
maimanat
mSrtüs Sana (Year) jagannath
darb
-par

Rupees
•
AH1184/Ry.l6

AH1186/Ry.l8

(1772/'73)

(1770)

*The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
Weight: ll,24g.
*Kungl Myntkabmettet, Stockhohn
•
NS.XXXK ^ Mint-towns
Weight: ll,24g.
*B.M. ex Indian Office collection
Weight: 11,31 g.
The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
Weight: 11.21 g.
•

AH1185/Ry.(l)6

AH1188/Ry68
(1774/'75)
(68 must be an error for 18)

(1770/'71)
*B.M., ex Indian Office collection
Weight: ll,22g
coll Dilip Shah (Regnal year defaced by shrollrnark,
weight: 11 10 g
AH1191/Ry.l2
(1777)
(12 must be an error for 21)

*coll. Shri Pukraj Surana, Bombay

ex coll. S.L. Goron, London
Weight: ll,25g.
*coll. Lingen, ex Stephen Album list 107,lot 118
Weight: ll,20g.

*coll. Lingen, ex Brand coll. Sotheby sale
d.d. 14-06-'85, lot 121 (part)
Weight: 11,15 g
•

AH1193/Ry.23

(1779)
Half rupee
•
AH1204/Ry.28

(1789/'90)

Coll Pronk, Naarden (NL), ex Stephen
Album, list 120, lot 125.
AH1206/Ry.29
*B.M., ex Bank of England collection
Weight: ll,28g.
AH1195/Ry.25

*Royal Mint collection, London
Weight: 5,592 g.

(1781)

The copper dubs (daboesen)
Initially the parwaima, or Caul of 5 November 1752
was obtained to meet the shortage of copper dubs. As
discussed above, it has been proved by a letter to
Batavia that such coins were also struck. Also from other
sources it is acknowledged that the Company minted
copper coins at Jaggemaikpuram. Pridmore cites
Dalrymple, who mentions "the Dutch coined dubs at
Bimlapatan and Jaggemaikporam (now Kakinada) to
the amount of 10.000 pagodas worth annually. The
Dutch coin was lighter in weight than the Company's
dub but had the same stamp. " According to Pridmore
this indicates that, around the years 1791, ditïerent mmtateliers, under European supervision, issued identical
corns.

*B.M., ex Bank of England collection
Weight: ll,17g.
*Coll. Shri Pukraj Surana, Bombay
AH1204/Ry.28

(1789/'90)

Tlie Company's dub referred to above, was struck
by the British East India Company at their mints at
Masulipatam and Vizagapatam. Tlie coins were in type a
continuation of the native coin-type introduced about AH
1103 (c.1691) by the Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb
'Alamglr (AH 1068-1118; AD 1658-1707) and struck in
the mint at Masulipatam.
After Masulipatam was ceded to the French m
1752^', the same coin-type was continued. Also after the
British in April/Mayl759^'^ captured Masulipatam from
the French, the same type of copper dub was continued
until the mint at Masulipatam was finally closed on 1
July 1808. About the English mint at Vizagapatnam very
little is known. It commenced striking dubs in 1797.
Depending on the supply of copper, the Mint remained
active till 1809, when it was closed^'.

*B.M., ex Bank of England collection
Weight: ll,23g.

AH1206/Ry.29

(1791/'92)

(1791/'92)
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dub, of which onl> one example has been published is
dated AH 1218 (1803/04) The last known date of a
Masulipatnam dub is AH 1222 (AD 1807/08), which is
of the same year that the mmt at Masulipatnam was
closed

The dubs struck by the Dutch in their mint at
Jaggemaikpuram m all probability were of the same type
as those of Masulipatam, which is also affimied by
Dalrymple's quotation According to Pndmore^'', the
Dutch established a mint at Bimlapatam (also known as
Bumlipatdm or Bimlipatam) under authonty of a grant
from the Zammdar of Vizianagram The grant referred to
is, however, niissmg m the Corpus Diplomaticum
Neerlando-hidicum, so that the exact text cannot be
consulted
With the return of the Dutch factones m hidia in
1818, m accordance with the London Treaty of 1814, the
nght to strike gold, silver and copper at Bimlipatam was
one of the pnvileges claimed by the Dutch
Commissioner Van Braam^^ Accordmg to the leport of
Van Braam's counterpart on the British side.
Commissioner Hodgson, he agreed with it as he
mentions m the margm of his report^^
(a) It appears that the Dutch corned copper at
Bimlipatam up to AD 1794 The cowles of tlie Raja
of Vizianagram, copies of which have been received
from the Collector of Vizagapatnam, since the
report was prepared, mentioned the mmt as one of
the privileges granted

1 xcept for dubs watli Uie mmt-ndrne Machhlipatan
no dubs of the other mmts, like Vizagapatnam,
Bumlipatam, nor Jagamiathpur or Jaggemaikpuram have
been observed
If all these issues of the different mmts were of the
same stamp as Dalrymple says, it will be very difficult if
not impossible to ditïerentiate between tlie issues of tlie
different mmts

^ Imperial Gazetteer, Oxford \9m, vol X p 33Z-339, Madras District
Gazetteers, Madras 1907, Godavan vol I, p 29
^ Gole, Susan Early printed maps of India in facsimile, Delhi 1980
Stapel Dr W F , Corpus Diplomaticum Neerlando-Indicum, vol V
{1126-1152), Bijdragen tot de Taal Land en Volkenkunde van
Nederlandsch-Indie 's-Gravenhage 1938
Kemp, P H van der. De Nederlandsche Factorijen in Voor Indie m den
aanvang der IS^ eeuw, 's-Gravenhage 1901
' Madras District Gazetteers, Madras 1907, Godavan vol I, p 29
' Stapel, p 207+, document DCCCXVII and DCCCXVIII
These so-called "daboesen" by the Dutch, are copper coins of about
13,5 g The name is denved from Telugu "dabbu", the English used the
'erm "dub", the French "dabou"
Selections from the Records of the Madras Government, Dutch Records
no 15, Accompaniments to letters from Negapatnam, Madras 1911
Weight used m large tradmg transactions, it vaned much in diflerent localities
In this case the weight of the bahar comes to 480 x 0,4940942 237 kg
Selections from the Records of the Madras Government
Dutch Records no 15, p 161
" Ducaton or silver nder was a com of 63 stiver value, weight of 32 779 g
and fineness of 0 941 It was struck m the Dutch Republic from 1659 It was an
important trade-corn used by the Dutch East India Company during the 18th
century, some of which were even struck with the monogram of the VOC
'^ Selections from the Records of the Madras Government, Dutch Records no 15
p 190-191
" Codnngton, O , Ceylon Coins and Currency, Colombo 1924 p 138
" Scholten, C , The Coins of the Dutch Overseas Territories 1601 1948,
Amsterdam 1953, p 136
" Lmgen, J , Rupees with the mmt-name Arkat Seaby Com and Medal Bulletm,
January 1980
" Pndmore, P , The Coins of the Bntish Commonwealth ofNations part 4 India
vol lEast India Company, Presidency Series C1Ó42-I835, London 1975
" Smghal, C R ,Minttowns of the Mughal Emperors of India, Bombay 1953
" Suboor, M A-, Some rare coins found in the Central Provinces, Numismatic
Supplement No XXXIX (1925^ to the Journal and Proceedings of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal Vol XXI, 1925
" Cunously enough the com with this date and regnal year is missmgfromthe
Catalogue of the Central Museum Nagpur (1973)
'° Zay, E , Histoire Monetaire des Colonies Frangaises, Pans 1892, p 287
^' Arasaratnam, Sinnappah & Amruddha Ray, Masulipatnam and Cambay,
a history of two port-towns 1500-1800, New Delhi 1994, p 98
" Ibid, p 103 The distncts of the Northern Sarkars were formerly ceded m 1765
to the Bntish by a grant of the Mughal Emperor
" Pndmore, p 48-50
^'' Pndmore, footnote p 48
" Kemp, P H van der, p 368
^ Rea, Alexander, Monumental remains of the Dutch East India Company
m the Presidency of Madras, Madras 1897, p 66
^' All, M Amjad, The mint Machlipatan Bandar, Journal of the Numismatic
Society of hidia. Vol XXX (1968), p 162-166
^ Biddulph, CH ,An unusual Masulipatam Falus Journal ofthe Numismatic
Society of India, Vol XXV part I (1963), p 117-118 See also to Pndmore no 303

(b) The silver coins issued by the Dutch at Bunlipatam
were corned at Jagganautpooram
Not much attention has been paid regarding the
copper dubs and the only extensive article about this
subject was published m the J N S I , vol X X X "
Except for a few coms, which differ slightly m design,
all coms have as therr mmt-name Machhillpatan
Reconstruction of the full die

sanajulüs mubörak and date
auspiraous year of accession

darb machhljpatan bandar
and regnal year
struck at the harbour-town
Mahhillpatan

Machhillpatan,

copper dub, AH1168/Ry

Ahd

The type of dub illustrated above was struck from
about A H 1103 (c 1691) The style and workmanship
remamed unchanged, except for the Hegira-date and
regnal-year of the respective Mughal Emperors Durmg
a certam penod of the Bntish adininisfration, dubs with
a promment M (for Masulipatam) were produced^^ This
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Appendix J
Table of Hegira-dates with the respective regnal-years of the later Mughal Emperors with the corresponding AD-dates.
All dates are according to the Gregorian Calendar, the English adopted the new calendar in 1752, when
3 September 1752 became 14 September 1752.
Ahmad Shah Bahadur
Accession date
Deposition
Died

01 Jumada I,
10 Sha'ban
02 Sha'ban

AH-date commenced AD Rv.
1161
02-01-1748
1162
22-12-1748
1163
11-12-1749
1164
30-11-1750
1165
20-11-1751
1166
08-11-1752
1167
29-10-1753

'Alamglr II
Accession date
Died

11 Sha'ban

08 Rabr n

Date Rv. commenced
1
29-04-1748
2
19-04-1749
3
08-04-1750
4
28-03-1751
5
18-03-1752
6
07-03-1753
7
02-03-1754
Deposed 02-06-1754

1167 = 03-06-1754
1173 = 29-11-1759

Date Rv. commenced
commenced AD Rv.
03-06-1754
1
29-10-1753
23-05-1755
2
18-10-1754
11-05-1756
07-10-1755
3
01-05-1757
4
26-09-1756
5
20-04-1758
15-09-1757
09-04-1759
6
04-09-1758
On 14 May 1759 Masulipatnam passed to the Bntish
25-08-1759
Died29-11-1759

AH-date
1167
1168
1169
1170
1171
1172
1173
Shah A l a m n

1174
1175
1176
1177
1178
1179
1180
1181
1182
1183
1184
1185
1186
1187
1188
1189
1190
1191
1192
1193
1194
1195

1161=28-04-1748
1167 = 02-06-1754
1188 = 08-10-1774

13-08-1760
02-08-1761
28-07-1762
12-07-1763
01-07-1764
20-06-1765
09-06-1766
30-05-1767
18-05-1768
07-05-1769
27-04-1770
16-04-1771
04-04-1772
25-03-1773
14-03-1774
04-03-1775
21-02-1776
09-02-1777
30-01-1778
19-01-1779
08-01-1780
28-12-1780

Posthumous Ry.
Of'Alamglr n
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Ry. Of
Shah Alamn

Dates on the
rupees of
Jaeannathpür

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Dates observed
on copper dubs of
Machhillpatan
1161/1 ('/2 dub)

1166/5
xx66/6

Dates observed
on copper dubs of
Machhillpatan
1167/2
1168/1
1170/2

1173/x
Dates observed
on copper dubs of
Machhillpatan
1175/5
1177/8
1179/x
1180/x

1184/16
1185/(1)6+17
1186/18
1188/68*

1191/12**

1185/x
1186/18
1187/19
1188/20
1189/20 + 21
1190/17+19 + 21
1191/16+18
1192/18+19 + 22

1193/23 1193/19
1195/25
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1194/20
1195/21+22

1196
1197
1198
1199
1200
1201
1202
1203
1204
1205
1206
1207
1208
1209
1210
1211
1212
1213
1214
1215
1216
1217
1218
1219
1220
1221
1222
1223
1224

17-12-1781
:••
30
.;:.-24..; :.,
"•, 2 5 - ' ' " '
07-12-1782
31
26-11-1783
"•
32
26
14-11-1784
-.;
33
27
28
04-11-1785
'•',/. '
34
24-10-1786
35
29
13-10-1787
3Ö
• 3 6
02-10-1788
'; •,
37
31
21-09-1789
38
32
10-09-1790
•.,
39
33
31-09-1791
.'•
40
34
41
19-08-1792
,, '
35
09-08-1793
42
36
29-07-1794
43
37
Jaggemaikpuram surrendered to the British on 18-04-179!
18-07-1795
44
38
39
07-07-1796
45
In 1797 Vi/agapatnam commenced coining dubs
26-06-1797
46
40
15-06-1798
47
41 :
05-06-1799
48
42
25-05-1800
49
43
14-05-1801
.v/.
50
44
04-05-1802
.'
51
45
23-04-1803
52
46
12-04-1804
53
47
01-04-1805
54
48
21-03-1806
55
49
11-03-1807
56
50
28-02-1808
57
51
The mint at Masulipatnam was closed on 01-07-1808
16-02-1809
58
52
ITie mint at Vizagapatnam was closed in 1809.

period of
British
occupation of
Jaggemaikpuram

1196/x
1197/23
1198/24
1200/2X

1203/28
1204/28

.

1206/29

• "

1211/x
1212/x
1213/37
1214/40

1217/x
1218/x + M
1219/x

1222/47

Error for 18
Error for 21

The regnal years on the rupees of Jagannathptii do not run synchronously with the regnal years of the Mughal Emperor Shah 'Alam II, nor
with the posthumous regnal years of 'Alamglr U. The copper dubs with the mint-name Machhillpatan show the same discrepancy. So far
no explanation can be given for this discrepancy, or it must be that each new die accounts for another "year". As the copper dubs must be
from different mints and show the same irregularities as observed on the silver rupees, this suggestion might not be valid.
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The Dating of the Reign of Muhammad Shah and Nadir Shah's mvasion of India
by Jan Lingen
For histoncal research one often has to convert the Hegira date to an AD date or the other way around When domg this, one is often
confronted with differences When the difference m date appears to be approxunately 11 days, it is clear that this is due to mixmg up the
Gregorian calendar with the Julian calendar In the same article, dates can be found either accordmg to the Julian calendar or the
Gregonan calendar When other people refer to these articles, the same mistake is usually copied It is very important when usmg
onginal sources (which is always preferred) to realise which era the AD date should be converted to
Introduction of the Gregorian calendar
In 1582, Pope Gregory Xm mtroduced a new calendar to replace the Julian calendar m which the year was slightly longer Most
Roman-Catholic countnes m Europe then adopted the new calendar, but the Protestant as well as the Greek-Orthodox countnes changed
to it much later' England adopted the new calendar m 1752 hi that year, the old Julian calendar changed to the new Gregorian calendar,
when 3 September 1752 became 14 September 1752 This corresponds to the Hegira month of Dhu'l-Qa'da, AH 1165 This was a 30-day
month and the calculation is as follows
Hegira calendar
AH1165 DhuT-Qa'da
1st to 3rd
4th to 30th

=
=

Chnstian Calendar
AD 1752
31st August to 2nd September
14th September to 10th October

Old Style
New Style

Therefore, dates m ongmal Bntish documents, like those of the Bntish East India Company, before the 3rd September 1752 should
be calculated accordmg to the Julian calendar All dates mentioned thereafter correspond to the Julian calendar
Muhammad Shah's regnal years
Another mistake sometimes made, is the date from which the regnal years commenced A notable example is the reign of
Muhammad Shah and the datmg of Nadu- Shah's mvasion of India, which took place during his reign
Pndmore^ provides fine tables from all the Mughal emperors from Aurang/eb Alamgïr to Shah 'Alam n and gives the date when the
Hegira year commenced as well as üiejulüs or regnal year However, he made a mistake in respect of the date when the regnal years of
Muhammad Shah commenced The date of accession of Muhammad Shah is 15 DhuT-Qa'da 1131 AH (19-09-1719) and Pndmore
calculated the commencement oïthe julus or regnal years accordmg to this date According to Kliafi Klian\ however, it was settled that
the beginiung of his reign should date from the deposition of Famikhsi\ar and •should be so entered m the Go\emment records
Accordmgly, the regnal year of Muhammad Shah commenced from 9th Rab 1 n 1131 = 18Februar\ 1719 ITiis diflers 7 months trom his
actual accession and leads mevitably to imsmterpretations of the regnal \earb and the AH date shown on his corns
Muhammad Shah ruled for less then 30 lunar years and Pndmore theretore had no explanation tor corns with the regnal \ ear ^ 1 but
if counted from his adopted accession date from the deposition of Farrukhsi\ ar his reign lasted ^0 lunar \ears and 18 da\s The corns
with regnal year 31 were struck durmg the penod of these 18 da\s
Durmg Muhammad Shah's reign the devastatmg mvasion ot Nadir Shall took plate Nadir Shah s sta\ m India lasted lor onl\ t\\o
months, and with such a discrepancy m regnal years, this soon leads to wrong conclusions
Table with the commencement of the AH dates and regnal years of Muhammad Shah in accordance with the Julian calendar
Accession date
15 Dhu'l-Qa'da
1131 AH = 19-09-1719AD
Official date of accession is the date of the deposition of Farrukhsiyar 9 Rab'i n 113 lAH = 18-02-1719 AD
AH date Commenced AD Ry.
1131
13-11-1718
1132
03-11-1719
1133
22-10-1720
1134
11-10-1721
1135
01-10-1722
1136
20-09-1723

Date Ry. Commenced.
18-02-1719
1
2
08-02-1720
3
27-01-1721
4
16-01-1722
5
06-01-1723
6
26-12-1723
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1137
1138
1139
1140
1141
1142
1143
1144
1145
1146
1147
1148
1149
1150
1151
1152
1153
1154
1155
1156
1157
1158
1159
1160
1161

09-09-1724
28-08-1725
18-08-1726
08-08-1727
27-07-1728
16-07-1729
06-07-1730
25-06-1731
13-06-1732
03-06-1733
23-05-1734
13-05-1735
01-05-1736
20-04-1737
10-04-1738
30-03-1739
18-03-1740
08-03-1741
25-02-1742
14-02-1743
04-02-1744
23-01-1745
13-01-1746
02-01-1747
22-12-1747

15-12-1724
7
04-12-1725
8
23-11-1726
9
13-11-1727
10
01-11-1728
11
21-10-1729
12
13
11-10-1730
14
30-09-1731
18-09-1732
15
16
08-09-1733
28-08-1734
17
18-08-1735
18
06-08-1736
19
26-07-1737
20
21
16-07-1738
Nadir Shah in Delhi
9-Xn-l 151AH = 09-03-1739
22
05-07-1739
23-06-1740
7-n-1152AH = 05-05-1739
23
24
13-06-1741
25
02-06-1742
22-05-1743
26
11-05-1744
27
28
29-04-1745
29
20-04-1746
30
09-04-1747
31
29-03-1748
Died26Rab'inil61AH = 15-04-1748
Length of reign 30 lunar years + 18 days.

Nadir Shah's invasion
Nadir Shah's invasion of India has led to similar errors in
the date. Two recent articles, one by Michael Mitchiner and
Stan Goron'' and another by Ken Wiggins' contain dates which
are either according to the Julian or the Gregorian calendar.
Both used the present Gregorian calendar for the AD dates, but
the conversion of the AH dates were carried out in accordance
with the Julian calendar.
For this reason, a short account of Nadir Shah's career and
the history of Nadir Shah's invasion of India are given below*.
Nadir Shah, or Tamasp QulT, was bom in 1688 and
became king with the title shahanshah on 26 February 1736.
Early in 1737 he set out for Qandahar to fight the Afghans. On
12-03-1738 Qandahar fell to him and was renamed Nadirabad.
As Muhammad Shah did not keep his promise to prevent the
Afghans from escaping into Mughal territory. Nadir decided to
invade India.
On 5 May 1738 he began his march into Northern
Afghanistan. Kabul was taken on 19 June 1738. One month
later he left Kabul for Lahore, where he received the keys of
the city on 12 January 1739. On 26 January he continued liis
invasion of India. On 5 February, Sarhind was reached. The
Mughals were much alarmed and prepared for battle near
Kamal, which took place on 13 February 1739. Due to the lack
of co-ordination between the different armies of the Mughals
and an over- rash action from which even the army of the

Nizam remained aloof, the Mughals were severely defeated.
Sa'adat Khan, the Subahdar of Awadh, surrendered to Nadir
Shah and arranged a meeting between Muhammad Shah and
Nadir Shah. This was an altogether humiliating affair. After a
second visit on 24 February, the Mughal Emperor became
virtually imprisoned in Nadir's camp, as a demand for a war
indemnity of 20 crores had not yet been paid, hi this way the
key to open the whole Empire of Hmdustan came into the
hands of Nadir Shah.
In March 1739 Nadir Shah, with Sa'adat Khan, as the
Emperor's representative and Tahmasp Khan Jalair as Nadir's
plenipotentiary agent, proceeded to DeUii with a strong Persian
escort where on 27 February the keys of the palaces and
imperial treasuries were handed over to Tahmasp by LutfuUah
Khan, the governor of the city. On tlie 7th Muhammad Shah, an
arrow's flight behind Nadir, arrived at the Shalimar gardens
north of Delhi. Next day Muhammad Shah went to his palace to
prepare it to receive his "guesf.
On 9 March 1739 Nadir Shah entered the city of Delhi,
where on the next day he was proclaimed sovereign from the
pulpits of the Jama' Masjid and other places of prayer.
The Delhi massacre
The same day a rumour started that Nadir Shah had been
treacherously shot dead at the instigation of Muhammad Shah,
by a woman-guard of the palace. The rumour was readily
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believed and spread like wildiue and subsequently the Persians
m the streets of Delhi were attacked by the local people fhe
nots went on all-mght and about 3000 Persians were killed
Next mommg, 11 March, Nadir Shah rode out to the nuddle of
Chandi Chowk, opposite the police station (kotwal) and close
to the Sarafa Bazar After ascertaimng himself from which
wards and classes of men the crimes of the mglit before had
proceeded, he unsheathed his sword as a signal for the general
massacre which lasted from 9 o'clock m the mommg to 2 p m
whereby nearly 20 000 people were slain

through considerable uncertamty Bal Muktaram Atmaram, a
pronunent banker, on whom two bills for Rs 50 000 siccas were
drawn m favoiu' of the English, was imable to honour them
The council at Kasimbazar therefore wanted a supply of money
from Calcutta, "Fatehchand having refused to lend any more
imless they would take Nadu Shah's siccas, which pass at
present only as Arcot" They were unable to despatch money or
freasure to the Kasunbazar factory saymg that they could not
thmk it proper to take Shah Nadir's siccas at the rate which
Fatehchand otïered them, " the loss bemg so very
considerable" fhe East India Company authonty at Calcutta
therefore directed the Kasimbazar Council "to take up what
sums they might want elsewhere" to cany on their business
until they could supply them with proper specie from Calcutta
Dacca seems not to have expenenced much difficulty, smce the
merchants there accepted Madras rupees By the end of May
1739, the tension caused m Bengal by Nadir Shah's invasion of
Delhi seemed to have considerably subsided Reports about the
normal circulation of business began to flow from the unpenal
capital It was reported at Murshidabad, before tlie end of May
1739, that the Kmg of Persia had left Dcllu and was gone to the
Shalmiar Gardens (Lahore) and from there he mtended to
march back to Persia Upon this news the Govcnunent ordered
Nadir's seals (dies) to be broken and new ones to be made m
the old Kmg's name '°

Tlie total mdemmty was estimated by Nadir's t)ecretary at
nearly 15 crores of rupees m cash (150,000,000 equal to aprox
1,695,000 kg m silver or aprox 113,000 kg m gold), besides a
vast amount m jewels, clothing, fiirmture and other tlungs The
grand total from all sources amounted to 70 crores Money was
extorted from all sources, particularly the merchants and
nobility Whole families were ruined and many committed
suicide, like the court agent for the Governor of Bengal who
was beaten-up and took poison with his whole faimly
Dunng this tmie Nadir lived at Delhi as kmg, coins were
issued and the public prayer read m his name as sovereign with
the title shahanshah (kmg of knigs)
Conditions in the province of Bengal
The governors of the provmtes of hidia had to proclaim
him as then suzeram and in some mstances mmted his corns m
tlie provmcial mints Bhattacharyya' gives us an mterestmg
mside view of the conditions m the provmce of Bengal which
compnsed Bengal, Onssa and Bihar While the cenfre of the
Delhi Empne was tottenng under the mipact of Nadir Shah's
mvasion, Shuja' al-Dih, the Nawab of Bengal (1727-'39) died
His son and successor, Safaraz Khan, received an order from
Delhi m March 1739 "to proclaim Shah Nadir and to com
siccas m his name" But even before Nadir Shah's coins could
circulate m the market, confiismg reports began to amve from
Delhi and created a good deal of panic m the monetary market
of the province In a letter, dated 5 Apnl 1739, addressed by
the Patna factory to the Council m Calcutta it is mentioned "It
IS very remarkable that but one man pretends to have seen
Nadir Shah and that he has not seated himself on the throne but
that Muhammad Shah has still the name of Kmg and that siccas
have not yet been stamped m the Persian ïCmg's name, though
the Nabob of Patna (Ilahwirdi ïChan) did, on advice from Delhi,
com m one day's tune 1100 gold mohurs and 14 000 siccas, but
then unmediately put a stop to coinmg any more m Shah
Nadir's name These rupees are now at 2 per cent discount and
the gold mohurs are each four annas worse than Muhammad
Shah's - all which seem to confirm the current report that the
Persian Kmg is not really m the country "* A rupee in the
name of Nadn Shah struck at Patna (on the coms known as
'Azimabad) is published by Whitehead', of the gold coins,
unfortunately, none have come to light so far

Departure of Nadir Shah
hi Delhi, on 1 May 1739, Nadir held a darbar and urged
all the nobles and officers ol India to obey and please then
Empeior With his own hands, he placed the crown of
Hindustan on the head of Muhanunad Shah Tlie Emperor
bowed low in gratitude and said "As the generosity of the
ShahanShah has made me a second time master of a crown and
a throne and exalted me among the crowned heads of the world,
I beg to offer as my tribute the provinces of my Empire west of
the river Indus, from Kashmir to Smdh, and m addition the
subah of 1 attha and the ports subordmate to it "" From now on
the trans-Indus provinces and Afghanistan weie lost to the
Mughal Empne A considerable territory east of tlie Indus had
also been seized by Nadn by nght of victory over local
subahdars before the battle of Kamal His right to their revenue
was not disputed, though they contmued to be governed by
Muhammad Shah's officers The governor of Laliore signed an
agreement to send Nadn Shah 20 lakhs (2,000,000) of rupees
annually on this account, to remove the reason for any retention
of a Persian garrison bemg left east of the hidus
Nadir give them valuable advice on the art of government
and decreed that henceforth farmans should be issued again on
Muhammad Shah's behalf and the khutba and coins should
bear his name and title Khutba and comage m Nadir's name,
after havmg been current m India for two months, were now
discontinued On this day Nadir sent off four famtans of his
own to Nasir Jang, Nasu" al-Daula, Raja SahO and the Peshwa

The depreciation of Nadn Shah's coms was also
noticeable at Murshidabad, where the money market passed
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BajT Rao, urgmg them to respect the settlement he had made
and to obey Muhammad Shah in fiiture
ITien laden with plundered wealth, he left Delhi on the 5
May 1739, and, havmg made a short halt at Shalimar gardens
out&ide the city, he marched m the direction of Sonepat The
peasants rose m his rear and plundered stragglers and the
hmdmost part of his baggage tram It is said that he lost 1000
transport ammals before reaching Thanesar In anger he
ordered massacres here and at some other towns on the way
From Saihind, he proceeded to the foot of the Himalayas Due
to the swollen nvers of the Punjab, he was considerably
delayed and finally on 3 July he crossed the Chmab River about
42 miles north of Wazirabad Zakanya Khan, the subahdar of
Lahore and Multan, had accompaiued Nadu to this pomt Then,
by way of the Khaiber Pass the Persians returned to Kabul and
out of lündustan
The immense booty that he carried away from India did not
remam long m the royal treasury of Persia Eight years after
Ahmadabad
Rupee

1152/-

'/2 rupee 1152/-

this mvasion. Nadir Shah was assassmated and m the troubled
times that ensued, his hoarded treasures were plundered and
dispersed, includmg the famous Peacock Throne
The numismatic memory of Nadir Shah's invasion east
of the Indus.
In the current catalogues of Krause Mishler, the corns of
Nadir Shah struck m India are largely rmssmg The coms are
neither listed under Iran, nor under India Thus, a complete
catalogue of all the coms struck m name of Nadir Shah is listed
below mcludmg references to the catalogues or journals m
which they are published as well as to the cabmets m wluch
they are preserved
Tlie basic reference is the Catalogue of Coins m the
Panjab Museum, Lahore by R B Whitehead, Vol HI, Coms of
Nadir Shah and the Durram Dynasty, Oxford 1934 Here below
referred to as 'PMC'

PMC-11,P1 1-3,

coll Bntish Museum
Idem, Ashmolean Museum
White King Sale Catalogue (1905) Part in-2781

'Azimabad (Patna)
Rupee
1151/Ahd
PMC^3,P1 I-ll, coll Staatliche Museen zu Berlm
Mohur
1151/Alid''
Reportedly 1100 mohurs were struck by the Nawab of Patna'^, but none have turned up
so far
Lahore, Dar alSaltana
Double mohur"
1151/PMC-10,P1 I-l,
coll Bntish Museum
Rupee
1152/- PMC 49, PI 1-14
coll Bntish Museum
Double rupee
1152/- PMC 50, PI 1-13
coll Staatliche Museen zu Berlm
Muhammadabad Banaras
Rupee
115x/Ahd

Spink Numismatic Circular LXXX Vm, Dec 1980
ONS Newsletter no 148, Sprmg 1996, p 23

Multaii, Ddr al-Aman
coll Bntish Museum
coll HuntenanColl Glasgow

Rupee
Double rupee

1152/1152/-

PMC-58,P1 n-1
PMC-59

Murshidabad
Rupee

1151/Ahd

PMC-51,Num C

Rupee

1152/Ahd

PMC-52,P1 1-15

'/a rupee
'/^ rupee

1152/Ahd
1152/Ahd

PMC-53, PI 1-16
PMC-54,P1 1-17

1/8 rupee

1152/Ahd

PMC-55,

1/16 rupee

1152/Ahd

PMC-56,

coll Clinst Church Library, Oxford
coll Ashmolean Museum
Idem, Stddtliche Museen zu Berlm
coll Ashmolean Museum
coll Ashmolean Museum
Idem, Staatliche Museen zu Berlm
coll Ashmolean Museum
Idem, Staatliche Museen zu Berlm
coll Ashmolean Museum

PMC-57,P1 1-18

coll Bntish Museum

Murshidabad (-• Sarhmd)
Rupee
1152/-

This rupee is wrongly attributed by Whitehead and is actually of Dar al-Aman Sarhind See under Sarhind; it is of a different variety than
the rupee published by Whitehead under Sarhind (PMC-40).
Shahjahanabad, Dar al-Khilafa (Delhi)
Rupee
1151/PMC-41
Rupee

1152/-

PMC-42, PL I-IO

coll. Punjab Museum, Lahore
Idem, Liiigen
coll. Punjab Museum, Lahore

Shahjahanabad

Sarhind, Dar al-Aman
Rupee
1152/Rupee(var.) 1152/Ahd

PMC-40, PI. 1-9
PMC-57,P1.1-18

Sarhind

coll. British Museum,
coll. British Museum.
Idem.
Lingcn

The sovereignty of Nadir Shah over Hindustan should be
counted from 10 of March 1739, when he was proclaimed
sovereign from the pulpit of the Jama' Masjid and had the
khutba read in his name. The Hegira year 1151 terminated on
29 March 1739.
Coins in the name of Nadir Shah with the date AH1152
were produced during the period between 30 March 1739 up to
1 May 1739, when Muhammad Shah was installed again as
Emperor of Hindustan.

Coin inscriptions
The following inscriptions and couplets appear on NaduShah's coins struck in India.
PMC-10 and 50 (Lahore)
Obv.:
nadir al-sultan
Nadir the Sultan
Rev.:
darb dar al-saltana lahor, khallad allah mulkahu
(+date)
Struck at tlie seat of the Sultanate Lahore, May God
perpetuate his Kingdom

The interregna! period of Nadir Shah took place during the
21st regnal year of Muhammad Shah (16 July 1738 - 4 July
1739). The coins in the name of Muhammad Shah with date
AH1151/Ry.21 were struck before Nadir Shah's invasion and
those dated AH1152/Ry.21 after the invasion (1 May 1739-4
July 1739).

PMC-11 (Ahmadabad), 40 (Sarhind), 41 & 42
(Shahjahanabad), 49 (Lahore), 58 & 59 (Multan).
Obv.:
sultan hast bar salatln jahan, shahanshah nadir
sahib qiran
Sultan over the Sultans of tlie world, King of Kmgs
Nadir, lord of the forttmate conjunction of planets
Rev.:
darb (mint) khallad allah mulkahu (+ date)
Stmck at (mint). May God perpetuate his Kingdom

AH 1152, Ry. 21

PMC-43 CAzlmabad)
Obv •
sikka mtibarak bad shah ghazï nadir shah.{+dale)
Auspicious coin of the victorious king Nadir Shah
Re\'.:
darb 'azlmabad sana alidjulüs maimanat manüs
Struck at 'Azlmabad in the first year of his reign of
tranquil prosperity

The suggestion, once made to me, that the coins of
Muliammad Shah with regnal year 22 were the freshly minted
rupees in the freasury when Nadir occupied Delhi and
subsequently formed part of the immense booty taken by Nadir
Shah from Delhi, cannot be correct. The story was that the
Sikhs and Jats, who rose in his rear during his march back,
plundered a portion of his baggage, including the rupees of year
22. The large number of these coins which must have appeared
in trade all over Rajasthan may have been the reason that the
princely state of Jaisahner adopted this particular rupee as their
own state issue.. As shown by the dates above, however, this
must be regarded as just another romantic myth.

PMC- 51-56 (Murshidabad)
Obv.:
dadeh zlb tazeh rü bar mihr wa mah, sikka nadir
shah gïtïpanah (+date)
Given beauty fresh of face on the sun and moon (gold
and silver)
by the stamp of Nadir Shah, Asylum of the Universe.
Rev.:
darb murshidabad sana ahdjulüs maimanat manüs
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Struck at Murshidabad in the first year of his reign of
1 H Herrli, Zahlen, Ziifem, Zeitrechnungen, Em Numismatisch
Handbuch, Cologne 1989, pag 92
2 F Pndmore, The Corns of the Conunonwealth of Nations, part 4 India,
volume I East India Company Presidency Series 1,1642-1835, Ix>ndon
1976, p xxi-xxv
3 SH Hodivala, Chronology ofthe reigns ot the Mughal Emperors,
Histontal Studies in Mughal Numismatics, Bombdy 1976, p 285
4 M B Mitchmer and S L Goron, An Indian rupee struck at Banares m
the name of the Persian ruler Nadir Shah, The Numismatic Circular, vol
LXXXVIII-12, December 1980 p 445-446
5 Ken W Wiggins A rupee of Nadir Shah Afshari struck at Benares,
ONS Newsletter 148, Sprmg 1996, p 23
6 WiUam Irvme, Later Mughals (edited and augmented with the history of
Nadir Shah's Invasion by Jadunath Sarkar) reprint New Delhi 1971,
p 307-379
7 S Bhattacharyya, The East India Company & the Economy of Bengal
from 1704 to 1740, Calcutta 1969, p 118-120
8 Bhattacharyya (1969), quotmg from the Consultations, 23 Apnl 1739
9 R B Whitehead, Catalogue of Corns m the Panjab Museum, Lahore,
Vol III Coins of Nadir Shah and the Durram Dynasty Oxford 1934,
no43-plIll
10 Bhattacharyya (1969), quotmg from the Consultations, 31 May 1739
11 Irvme (1971), p 374
12 Bhattacharyya (1969), quotmg from the Consultations, 23 April 1739
13 fhe double mohur is of poor style and abnormal weiglit (23,74 g), its
genumity therefore may be doubted The coin was acquired by the B M
from Mr C J Rogers, and was published m the Num Chromcle 1882,
PI XV

tranquil prospenty
PMC-57 (Sarhind)
Obv

sikka mubdrak nadir shah bad shah ?ahib qiran
(+date)
Auspicious coin of kmg Nackr Shah, lord of the
fortunate conjunction of planets

Rev.

darb dar al-aman sarhind sana ahd khallad allah
mulkahu wa saltanahu.
Struck at Dar al-Aman Sarhind m the fnst year of his
reign. May God perpetuate his Kingdom and his
autocracy

The Num Circ LXXXVffl no 12 / ONS-NL 148
(Muhammadabad Banares)
Obv

SIUM mubarak bad shah ghazT nadir shah
(+ date)
Auspicious com of the victonous kmg Nadir Shah

Rev

darb muhammadabad banaras sana ahdjulüs

wala

(maimanat manUs)
Struck at Muhammadabad Banaras m the first year of
his reign (of tranqml prospenty)
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Some New Silver Coms of Fath Shall of Garhwal
by Nick Rhodes
ITie coinage of Garhwal has bt^n descnbed on several
occasions, but it is a little studied senes, and new discoveries
continue to be made In particular, several new discovenes have
been made smce I wrote the first survey of the comage m ONS
Information Sheet No 4

Tlie accession year of Fath Shah has been debated over the
>ears, and John Deyell, m his article followed H G Walton"* and
others, in as-.imiing that he ascended the throne m 1684 More
recently, however, A S Rawat has demonsfrated that Fath Shah
succeeded his grandfather, Pnthvl Pat Shah, m 1665, smce his
father, Medinl Shah, had died in exile m 1662' 1693 is,
therefore, the 29* year of tins reign, confinnmg the reading of
the date m the Vikram Samvat era

The earliest known com of Garhwal so tar published m the
name of a Maharaja of Garhwal is a remarkable octagonal rupee
m the collection of Jan Lmgen', dated 1757 VS (1700 AID)
Until now, this was the only known com of this ruler, who
reigned m Garhwal from about 1665 until 1716 This rupee has
legends m Nagan script, and at fust sight, appears to be copied
from a rupee of Assam, although P L Gupta has suggested that
Maratha seals may have been the inspiration
Recently a rupee of Tath Shah was discovered m India^,
where is it now m a pnvate collection, and I am pleased to be
able to illusfrate this piece here Instead of the Hmdu legends,
this new piece looks very much like a Mughal rupee m style,
and can be descnbed as follows'' -

As regard» the reason why lath Shah should have decided
to stnke coins in this year, one can periiaps look at tlie
Saliaranpore Memoir quoted bj G R C Williams'' Accordmg to
that account, Fath Shah led a raid into the plams and was only
pushed back to Dehra Doon with great difficulty by Sayyed All,
the mipenal general Williams adds that Fath Shah was 'Tar
from being the I mperor's humble and obedient servant" It is
possible that the part of the legend that I have not been able to
read may refer to a military success, in which case the reason
for tlie ibsue would be confirmed Tlieie is no recoid that
Aurang/eb made any effort to reinipose his suzeramty over
Garhwal, so this issue of coms may have been a conscious
demonstration of independence 1 ath Shah, however,
presumably tell that the modes! economic benefits of the
comage did not warrant the nsk ol mcurrmg the Emperor's
future wrath, so he did not continue the coinage after the initial
pohtical statement
Ihc later coinage of silvei tmiashas, or quartet rupees, in
Garliwal has been described in an article I wrote m 1981', and I
would only like to add that it is interesting to note that one com
described m that article has the number ' 2 9 ' m Arabic
numerals below the obverse* While it is possible that this refers
to the legnal vear of PradTp Shah, as I suggested in that article, I
now thuik that it is more likely that it merely copies the
numerals on the first Garhwal comage of Fath Shah

Obv
sikka az dahr zad chu mohr 'inQyat (^) sn maharaja
fath shah zatnan, 29 m field
Rev darb srfnagar, sanat 1750 (f) sri badnnath
Part of the legends on both sides is off the com and
therefore it has not been possible to determme the lull legend,
which is probably a Persian couplet The word at the top of the
reverse presumably rhymes with zaman The overall mearung,
however, is reasonably clear The com appears to be dated m
the Vikram Samvat era, so it seems to have been struck m 1693
AD The imnt is Srmagar, the capital of Garhwal, but the
reference to Badnnath, the great Hmdu shnne, located at the
headwaters of the Ganges, is of great mterest, and is
remimscent of the Sansknt legend on the octagonal rupee,
which has been franslated as "com of the illustnous Kmg Fateh
Shah, son of Medrm Shah, shmes m the world by the grace of
Badarmatha"
This rupee can be directly compared with a rare quarter
rupee that is m the collection of Dilip Shah, and a similar piece
that I exammed m Europe a number of years ago This piece has
a similar legend, and is illustrated below

I would like to express my thanks to the owner of the above
rupee for brmgmg it to my attention and for allowing me to use
the photograph m lus possession My Üianks are also due to
Shailendra Bhandare for help m reading the legends of the
rupee and for showmg me a photograph of the timasha of Fath
Shah in the collection of Dilip Shah
1
2

3
4
5

The stnkmg of coms m Mughal style, but m their own name, is
somethmg that very few local rulers dared to do at this penod
These coms are, however, very rare mdeed, and they were a
one-ofF exception to the normal rule

6
7
8
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Jan lingen "Commemorative Rupee of Fateh Shah of Garhwal",
Numismatic Digest vol VII, Pts 1 & 2 (1983), pp 87-91
It IS possible that these coms of Fath Shah have been published before,
smce A.S Rawat, m History of Gathttal, 1358 1947 New Delhi
1989, p 63, notes that "Dabral and Ratun have given photographs of
the coins issued during his reign" The references are presumably to
Shiv Prasad Dabral, Uttarakhand ka Itihas Dogadda 1982 and to
H K Ratun, Garhwal ka Itihas Dehradun 1928, but I have not been
able to refer to these works
I am grateful to the owner for allowing me to see a photograph of this
unique piece
HG Walton GarAwa/GazeHeer, Allahabad 1921, p 117
A S Rawat op at, pp 51-56 These dates are confirmed by/irmani
of Aurangzeb illustrated and translated in Rawat's book
G R C Williams Historical and Statistical Memoir of Dehra Duort,
Roorkee 1984, p 89
'The Sliver Coinages of Garhwal and Ladakh, 1686-1871 , Num
Chron vol 141, 1981, pp 120-135 & pis 24-25
op cit pi 24-11

A New Type of Coppe r
Hills
By Nicholas Rhodes

Dam

from

the

Nepal

I recently discovered two specimens of a new type of Nepalese
copper dam (figs. 1 & 2), which is unique in having a Nagari
legend on one side, and a legend in Arabic script on the other.
The fabric of the coins, and the Arabic legend, appear to be
identical to that of the copper dam, RGV. 1344, which is
attributed to the Beni mint, and dated 1861 VS (=1804 AD) fig.
3.
The new coins have a tiger knife with garland on the obv,
and a Nagari legend around, of which only Sri 3 is clearly
legible on one of the specimens (fig. 1).
However, the letter to the left of the knife appears to be Ra ^
and on the right there seems to be the left side of the letter na ^
Hence one can postulate that the legend could read Sri 3, Ra(na
Bahadur Shah), or some abbreviation. If so, this would be the
only coin to have been struck in the name of Rana Bahadur after
his abdication in 1799. Rana Bahadur was initially in exile in
Benares, but returned to Nepal in 1804 and again became the de
facto ruler until his death in 1806, although the coins struck in
Kathmandu continued to have the name of his son, Girvan
Yuddha. It is possible that the small provincial mint of Beni
struck coins in Rana Bahadur's name as soon as the mint master
heard that the previous king had returned, but quickly reverted
to the coins in the name of Girvan Yuddha when it was clear
that he had not formally reclaimed the throne. The garlanded
tiger-knife is a symbol not otherwise found on Nepalese coins,
although it is occasionally found on the copper plaques
attached to copper vessels to guarantee capacity (cf RGV.T.
16). Why the new type, and the bilingual legend, was chosen,
is a mystery.

A New Type of Licchavi Coin from Nepal
By Nicholas Rhodes

Obv: Bull 1., legend Sn Pasupad i f "^ "^ ^
' o
above, breaking circular border of dots.
Rev: Large eight petalled flower with border of dots.
During a recent visit to Nepal, I was able to obtain a new type
of Licchavi coin with the legend Prasupati. The coin is struck
with the same reverse die as the Vrsha coin, RGV.83, and has a
somewhat similar obverse type, with the standing bull, but the
legend above the bull differs. The obverse type is also similar
in concept to RGV.84, the first of the Pasupati coins, but the
legend has Sri in front of the name of the deity, and the legend
breaks the circle of dots. Interestingly the form of the letter su
IS the so-called late form, only otherwise found on RGV. 120121
The new coin provides positive proof that the Vrsha and
Pashupati coins were struck at nearly the same time. It seems
most likely that this is the very earliest of the Pasupati types,
most probably struck in about 641 AD, when Narendra Deva
ascended the throne.

